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January 1B, 19B1 

Subject. Moni taring Report #102 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79-30 

Date of Monitoring. January 8. 1981 (working day 1535) 

Actions taken. 

Reviewed energy use task force work to date and began
farmulating specific programs for task force consideration 

Continued reviewing priority setting methods for master 
plan implementation program 

Monitored hotel parking deck progress 

Monitored Riverfront projects including hotel and state 
office building 

Comprehensive energy plan (CEP) 

Our first order of business was to review the sub-objectives
outlined on pages 2 and 3 of Monitoring Report #101, dated 
December 28, 1980. These objectives have been analyzed,
studied, and accepted in principle by those who have 
participated in their formulation and are now to be used 
as an official guide to the task force's work. We next 
addressed the question as to what specifically should be 
submitted to the mayor in the first report of the 
comprehensive energy plan (CEP) task force. J urged
Mr. Urauy to assemble this report at as early a date 
as possible and to make it the first of several progress
update. that will evolve into the Flint region comprehensive 
energy plan. 

It appears presently that the plan itself will probably be 
composed of three basic elements already addressed in 
previous monitoring reports - the functions of 1. overlook, 
2. production of ideas, and implementation of these ideas, 
and J. dissemination of information. Thus. the energy
plan beoomes a specific formulation within this overall 
organizational structure. 

For instance, Mr. Dave Luokka is presently assembling 
an inventory of energy use projects currently under 
wa.y in the Flint area. This list, of course. will be 
useful in identifying potential or overall subject 
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overlaps and in making more effective the work of the 
various agencies involved in these programs. The good
gained from the inventory will depend to a large 
extent on how it is assembled, screened. sorted, and 
disseminated which is a function of the 0EP task force. 

We also addressed in very general terms the matter 
of the CEP boundary. Again, the emphasis was that this 
boundary is by its nature flexible, and will assume 
various dimensions as the activities, programs, and 
agencies emerge and are accommodated. For our purposes 
now, we are assuming that the task force overlook concern 
will be with the three county area including Genessee, 
Lapeer, and Shiawassee. Revisions to these physical
boundaries as required by the various programs will be 
made as the: program progresses. 

OUt of this brief discussion of the boundaries came a 
significant decision relative as to how the CEP task 
farce will retain its relationship to a City of Flint 
program. It was decided that the overlook activity will 
concern the three county area and that idea creation and 
implementation action, the middle box (or rectangle #2 
as it is being called) will have very few boundaries. 
It could extend throughout the U.S., but more realistically
will probably be contained within Michigan, and most 
probably within the tri-county area. 

Dtaaemination activities, rectangle #J, for the CEP 
task force will be focused primarily on the City of 
Flint proper, with dissemination efforts outside 
the City of Flint to be by other agencies within the 
tri-county area that are participating jointly with the 
CEP task force. At the present time, this group
consists primarily of members of the Mayor'S Advisory
Committee on Energy. 

A representation of this three level organizational 
structure is shown below for reference and review. 

Box 1. Overlook. 	 OVerlook activities are carried 
out by the CEP task force for the 
tri-county area Genessee, Lapeer,
and Shiawassee 

Box.2. Ideas and 
implemantation 	 Activities in box 2 could occur 

almost anywhere but the CEP 
task force will concentrate 
upon those going on in the 
State of Michigan and mare 
particularly in the tri-county 
area. 
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Box ,. Dissemination Dissemination of information about 
energy aotivities will be the 
responsibility of all agencies
involved throughout the tri-county 
area. 

City of Flint information dissemination 
will be the tundamenta1 responsibility
of the CEP task force. This then 
gives the task force a City of Flint 
identity. 

We next covered the matter of staffing. for the CEP task force, 
and solicited ideas about how the work of the task force 
could be effectively carried out within present limitations. 
After considerable discussion it was conceded by all present
that Mr. Ursuy should spend a minimum of 10 hours per week 
in CEP task force work and that he will need a minimum 
of 40 hours per week of work trom planning assistants and 
etatt members at DCD. In addition, he will need the normal 
clerical support presently available from DCD on a daily
operational basis. The 40 hours per week of staff time 
was telt to be an absolute minimum 1:'ll11hin which effective 
communications and relationships could be maintained with 
the other agencies that are a part of this total program. 

Also, since Imp,amentation of the task force's work is 
critical to success, an ongoing attention etfort must 
be maintained to support enthusiasm generated by evolution 
of the program. 

Another consideration was that there appears presently 
to be an opportunity for the Flint Board of Education 
to bring on a temporary staff member for nine full months 
full time to work in effective energy utilization for Board 
of Education facilities. If we could provide a staff time 
assignment parallel to this individual's time aseignment,
it is possible, with negotiation with the Board of Education, 
that we could improve the effectiveness of the City of 
P1int's participation in identifying. Bcreening, analyzing,
and reporting on app~opriate projects and programs. 

If the Board of Education's temporary aSSignment includes 
responsibility for information dissemination the concurrent 
cooperative effort would probably have greater impact in 
the dissemination work than the task force working alone. 

The naxt question addressed was that of how to provide 
to the r.1ayor in the initial CEP report. enough hard 
information so good direction can be given by him to 
the task force based on their recommendations. It was 

.. 
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decided the best way to do this would be to take each 
of the 11 sub-objectives defined in Monitoring Report #101 
dated December 28, 1980 and to develop three or four 
speoific projects that the CEP task force could oarry 
out within each of the sub-objectives. Below are 
listed some of the projects that might be appropriate
for each of the first three sub-objectives. 

Sub-ob active '1- To provide advioe and reoommendations regarding
effeot ve energy use to users within the energy plan boundaries 
(EPB). 

Suggested projectSt 

1. 	 Consumers Power is presently proposing a residential 
conservation program (RCS) open to anyone who ~~ 3 
desires a field energy analysis of their home. 
The field analysis would be followed by recommendations 
to the householder regarding improvements that could 
be made to improve the use of energy in the home. 
The CEP task force could call attention to this 
program, encourage and assist having the analysis
made, and insure the recommendations are understood 
and implemented. 

2. 	 The Genessee County Community Action agency is presently ~ ~ 
engaged in project HEAT in which funds are available 
for energy effective improvements to the home for 
oertain economic groups. The CEP task force might
bring together the RCS program and the HEAT program 
so the two are working effectively together. 

J. 	 The CEP task force might assemble, screen. sort, and 
disseminate energy information to various groups.
For instance, one of the problems facing energy
tip users (those who use tips on how to save energy J. yo
dollars) is that they have to comb through enormous 
amounts of material to find what can be specifically
applied to their own special oase. If the small 
oommercial office building occupant or the residential 
owner for instance, could have a method of identifying
literature, information, and suggestions about his 
or her speoific facility it would aid considerably
in improving adoption of effective energy use 
suggestions. 

4. 	 The CEP task force could start identifying and recommending
methods of reducing overlap in the many programs.
presently under way by Flint area agencies. It is 
important to remember that overlap where differences ~ 
of opinion or conflicts exist can be healthy and 
must be encouraged so as not to diminish the vitality
of the total energy program • 

• 
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~ub-obj.ctlve #2 - To minimize adverse actions, effects, 
conflicts, and influences upon the effective use of 
energy. ~It was felt that this objective will probably
be aOhieved by the receipt of reactive statements and 
aotivities rather than being achieved by action initiated 
by the CEP task force.) Nevertheless, we did identifY 
a fe~,programs that would be possible as task foroe 
activities independent of critical respCI'lse. These are 
given below. 

1. 	 The CEP task force could encourage investigation of the 
destructive impact of supposed alternative energy 
use efforts on natural resources. For example,
if an alternate ruel looked good as an energy ), "+ '1 
source but'was obtained only at the expense of 
other resources, it should certainly be closely
evaluated and the negative elements identified 
and weighed. 

2. 	 The task force could encourage members of the ideas 

and implementation"group (box 2) to concern 

themselves with an'analysis of how improper

planning and zoning might produce an adverse 

impact upon godd energy use practice. 


J. 	 The task ~Drce could work with organizations to 

improve media coverage of energy activities. 

Frequently dist.orted or lSiased media coverage

oan damage the effects of careful and technically 

correct work in the energy field. 


Sub-objective #3 - To develop and state in conjunction
with idea-generating and implementing groups (box 2) 
standards of performance by which the effectiveness 
of energy use within the EPB can be measured .. 

1. 	 To identify how proper use of codes and ordinances 

can help define results expected of effective 

energy use. 


2. 	 The task force could enoourage surveying tri-county 

energy groups to obtain the standards by which, in 


Itheir opinion, energy performance should be measured 
by users. This information could then be tabulated 
by user type or any of the other olassification types 
we have generated earlier. 

Flint 	master plan implementation program 

The re-edited policy plan is now ready for final review 
and typing. Portion. of the long-range economic program 
have been incorporated into the policy plan along with 
other ohanges that appear to be appropriate, by the 
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individual planners working on editing ot the policy plan.
It was brought up at the meeting that it might be wise 
to submit the edited and revised policy plan to the 
planning commission for their review and approval in 
principal. Mr. Ursuy said he would follow thrcugh on 
this. and within the next two or three weeks will have 
the polloy plan ready for submittal to the planning
commission. Following planning commission review the 
policy plan and SP-l will go to the ma~or. 

Our major work today consisted of a detailed review 
o! the weighting system. It was agreed by all that of 
importance is to run several weighting simUlations 
before putting the system into actual effect. So,
Mr. Ursuy will have available, at cur next session, 
the criteria fact ars listed on~qa bedsheet in such 
fashion that those attending our meeting will be 
able to participate in assigning some preliminary
importance weights to the selected weighing factors. 

w. also reviewed the numerical checklist by which 
we will make evaluations and fUrther disoussion matter 
was left pending a run of the simulations. 

As has been pointed out repeatedly, the need for a 
priority setting system is high because without some 
kind of clearly defined rationale the selection of 
priorities for various urban planning projects is 
always attackable on the basis that one individual 
knows a8 much about it as any other (or so it seems).
With a quantitative rating system,the process that 
normally is done in the mind and emerges ratherly
rapidlY in priority assignment may take longer but 
will evolve as a recorded tracing of how the priority 
was established. 

It was again repeated that each project evaluated should 
gain its priority by the oontribution it makes to 
achieving goals of the nine-element policy plan. 

a_lph Street parking deck 

Bonds 

• 
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The current schedule for hotel opening is October 17, 1981 
(working day 17)4) and although the entire facility

probably will not make this target, the date signals

the beginning of hotel use and when parking will be 

required. Since there is a strong probability that 

the deck will not be built by this time we must move 

aggressively to develop an alternate parking strategy 

eo hotel guest travel time and inconvenience is kept 

to an absolute minimum. It should be kept in mind that the 

hotel will be opening during the height of the holiday 

season when downtown parking will be at a premium and 

downtown traffic will be dense. In addition, there is 

a chance the weather could also turn somewhat cold and 

difficult which would make remote parking for hotel 

'guests lese than desirable. 

We again discussed the possibility of getting an early 
start on the deck by dovetailing preparation of shop
and erection drawings for piling, resteel, precast 
structure and elevatars, with acquisition of bond 

financing. This will require commitment of front end 

funds to insure that payment would be made for 

preparation of shop and erection drawings, but could 

help pick up as much as two months over waiting until 

the bond money is available to initiate these activities. 

I again recommend that this technique be considered. 


Thefield survey of existing utilities is now corqpl.te

and has been given to the parking deck architect/engineer.

There now appear to be several potential interferences 

and immediate steps should be taken to minimize or 

eliminate these interferences by re-design or relocation. 

Mr. Ken Collard of the DPW worked on this survey and 

bas made the information available to all those who 

require it. Major conflicts are probably with a power

duct bank and some of the new and old water sains in 

the area. 


Riverfront Center hotel 

The tower is nearly closed in and temporary heat will. 

be made available within the next few days. Work at 

the low rise is still moving ,lowly although skylights
should be erected Shortly whioh will partially close 

in the low rise building. Full closure will not be 

for some time yet due to the need for erection of 

remaining masonry and installation of the roof. 

The low r188 is the most difficult of the two areas 

and e1.nce it oontains much of the desired public space

is to be given a high priority of attention during the 

next fe. months • 


• 


http:corqpl.te
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The personnel hoist at Saginaw Street has been removed 
and at grade work there can now proceed as weather 
allow8. 

PAS! work 

PASI #1 activities have stopped completely and will be 
resumed as weather permits. PASI #2 work is still being
held by acquisition of the Mill End Store. There is to 
be. a judicial hearing January 20, 1981 (working day 154,)
after which. if the judge gives the go-ahead, closing,
relooation. and building demolition will prooeed.
Demolition might be able to be statted by early July,1981
provided we get a clearance decision on January 20, 1981 
(working day 1543). The clearance ruling on the Mill 
End property is essential to receiving PASI #2 grant 
money. 

We reviewed and further discussed synchronization of 
PASI #2 work with office building construction and 
confirmed the earlier plan of work outlined in Monitoring
Report #101 pages 10 and 11. 

State office building 

Pile testing is complete and production driving is starting
today. It was decided at this session that the State would 
be given permission to make their water tap in relocated 
Union. This saves a jacking connection under Harrison. 
A memo will be sent to the state by Miss Stoughton the 
project manager. Structural steel for the office building
ia still expected in early or mid-April, 1981. This will 
be a key date since erection room will be required in the 
future Union right-of-way as well as on Harrison. 

Genera;!. 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda far our next session and 
distribute it to those concerned. I suggest we might
wish to provide the master plan implementation analysis
additional time at the next session so as to be able to 
review the weighting factor technique in adequate detail. 
It might also be advisable to provide additional time for 
the CEP task foroe discussion to permit more explicit
definition of programs appropriate for the task faroe 
to work upon. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E • 
.... RJSlsps


To. Mr. ftndrew W. Nester. P.E. 
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Subject, Monitoring Report ~ 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Projeot. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring. January 22. 1981 (working day 1545) 

Aotions taken. 

- Continued developing list of specifio projeots for 
comprehensive energy (CEP) task foroe 

Simulated two priority setting programs for master jlan
implementation program 

- Reviewed current status of hotel parking deck program 

- Reviewed current status of hotel construction 

- Monitored State of Michigan office building and PASI 
phase #2 work 

ComQrehensive energy plan (CEP) 

To confirm the general agreement on organizational structure 
we again evaluated the discussion on pages 2 and 3 of 
Monitoring Report #102 dated January lB, 1981 regarding
the three 	box concept. Everyone agrees that this still 
appears to be a suitable organizational vehicle and, 
in tact, it has been already used in the grant application
prepared for obtaining funds for a district heating and 
cooling study. 

We next reviewed the possibility of cooperation between 
the CEP task force and the temporary board of education 
staff member who will be working full time on energy 
matters for the board. Mr. Ursuy will make immediate 
contaot with the board to determine whether the CEP 
task faroe can interrelate its efforts with thoBe of 
the board 	of education. 

This opened the way to continuation c£ specific program.
revie.s within the major sub-objectives. In Monitoring
Report #102 dated January lB, 19B1 we outlined on pages
4 and 5 specific suggested programs that could be undertaken 

'~ 	 by the task farce to achieve sub-objectives #1. #2, and #1. 
We continued this discussion and the results are summarized 
below. 
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Sub-objective #4 - To prepare and implement possible contingent
plans for existing energy sources within the EPB. 

Suggested projects. 

1. 	 To collect information about, and formulate in conjunction
with idea dnd implementation agencies such as power
companies and others, data on how to cope with both 
long and short term energy outages. This could involve \ 
collection of information on what to do, tor instance, ~ 
if there fs a water main break or a power outage and 
how to provide alternate sources so the impact of the 
outage or break is minimized. This information once 
assembled. screened. and edited could then be 
disseminated to the appropriate agencies. 

2. 	 To review contingency plans of the various energy related 
~uilities and to insure that these plans are distributed 
to those concerned. This might include, for instance, , 
in the City of Flint people who are operating the 
various energy systems within each of the facilities. 
It might also extend to the staff that operate
facilities for the MTA (Metropolitan Transit Authority). 

3. To work with appropriate idea and implementation groups 
to assemble methods by which energy users could, with 
reasonable accuracy, predict long term fuel shortages
and develop alternative courses of action to take now 
related to capital expenditures and purchase of both 
material and equipment. 

Sub-objeotive #5 - To develop methods of advising and 
reoanmending on development of energy use standards and 
praotices. 

Suggested projects. 

1. 	 Acquire, edit, and publish articles on effective energy

utilization. This could be done through nearly any

of the media as the opportunity presents itself. 


2. 	 Work with and encourage local newspapers including

those at the neighborhood level to publish a regular 

energy supplement which discusses, describes, and 
conveys specific information about how the reader 
can more effectively use energy. The CEP task 
force 	could act as a catalYst in insuring that 
the pipeline from the idea and implementation group
is filled with usable ideas and flows out to 
individuals and organizations that are ...~ in need 
of it through such regular publications. 

I 
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3. Promote looal television and radio spot announoements and 
vignette programs on effective energy use. This, a 
perhaps could be tied in to the supplement publishing 
so as to reinforoe the impact of the information conveyed. 

4. 	 To have published regularly 8ither through the CEP task 

faroe itself or through other agencies & periodioal

aimed at discussing speoific topics concerning how 
energy can be better used and conserved. This might
be a program to provide students in the school system
with a newsletter written to appeal to,let's say,
the high school age student. Such a publioation would 
begin to alert this age group to the need for effective 
energy utilization through interestingly written 
articles, diagrams. photographs. and other such 
communication methods. 

Sub-obj!9tive #6 - To recommend methods by which objeotive 
energy u•• information can be made centrally available to 
users 	within the EPB. 

Suggestld proJectsl 

1. 	 To assemble material and locate suoh material in a 

central location for ease of rererenoe and use. The 

looation could be either a detached facility or it 
could 	be a part of one of the existing libraries or 
reference centers in the City or Flint. The library
could be called an energy resource center and would 
be stocked with reports, books. periodicals, and other 
technical and non-technical dat.a that would be of 
interest to those who are concerned with effective 
us. of energy. 

As a part of this program once such a library of energy
information was well under way and partially assembled 
it could then begin making its resouroes available 
to other libraries and resource centers throughout
the area. Thus. those in outlying areas could request
information available by having reference card or 
catalog information which lists the resources at the 
central reference library. It is possible that the 
Genessee library system could be a good starting point
for early efforts in establishing a central and 
deoentralized reference source. 

2. 	 The CEP task force could enoourage by proper public

relations the use ot existing energy hotline. such 

as that now available to the State of Michigan. In 
addition, it might be palsible to oreate 80me local 
tele»hone or oommunication response centers to handle 
inquiries at the local level for either Flint or the 

I 
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tri-county area. The looal reference service could, 
for instance, provide the one making an inquiry, 
say into the use of windmills as an energy source 
far the individual residence, information on who 
to contact locally or at other government or industry
levels to obtain further information. 

Sub-ob ective - To develop methods by which users can be 
effect vely counselled on the value/cost of the various types
of energy types of devices, generating units, and distribution 
methods. J 

Sucg••ted projects. 

1. To prepare and disseminate a list of those individuals,
agencies. companies, and organisations that are 
experienced, competent, knowledgeable, and. willing 
to counsel on value/cost analyses of energy systema.
Thia list might be difficult to assemble and could I
possibly be considered to have bias since many of 
the judgements as to whether someone should be 
included would obviously be subjective. However. if 
it were put together with the idea of not enoouraging
either adversary or advocacy positions on the part
of the CEP task force but as a list of resources that 
would require individual judgement as to their use 
then such a list could oertainly be valuable to those 
seeking information on energy. 

2. 	 To discover, publish, and encourage attendance at workshops, :3 
seminars, and other programs being presenued on energy. 

,. To aotually help assemble and present programs on energy 
use to various community groups throughout the 
tri-county area. This would involve solicitation of 
speakers, preparation of graphio materials, data, 
and other such needed information and resouroes so 
as to present high grade programs to the agencies
and individuals that would be interested in such events. 

3yb-objeptive #8 - To recommend energy use programs to be 

engaged in by public. quasi-public, and private agencies. 


Suggested. projects. 

1. 	 To encourage and arrange information dissemination to 
private sector outlets. The needs of the large and 
small energy user are often met only when there is 
a response to these expressed needs by organisations X 
that supply services, equipment. and material to the ~ 
user. If the outlets for such servioes. equipment. ,
and material are kept informed about the energy needs 
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and demands of the community then they can do a better 
job toward satisfying these at reasonable prices and 
with competent attention. 

For instance, if a heavy recommending program of home 
insulation was deemed a proper energy conservation 
effort by one of the ideas and implementation groups,
and if the CEP task force saw fit to disseminate 
the information about it BO that residential users 
would be encouraged to insulate in proper fashion, 
then dissemination of the information to tho.e 
private businessmen who might provide insulation 
stoOks aad market such stocke at high standards 
of quality and performance would bene.t!t as would 
their customers from knowing ab.out the program in 
advance,. 

This is a complex kind of program and must be handled 
carefully to avoid any release of favored information, 
However, the private business sector is as much a 
part of effectively using energy as is any other 
sector of our society. Therefore, their involvement 
at various levels is essential to a well-rounded 
energy program. 

2. 	 To recommend and monitor auditing and updating procedures
being used to improve effectiveness of energy use in 
public buildings, This program would be particularly
applicable to those buildings occupied and owned by
the City of Flint and could ultimately be extended 
to all other public buildings located within the 
energy plan boundaries. 

,3. To prepare identification lists of the various looal, 

state, and federal loan and grant potentials that 

exist for energy programs. This list, of course, 

would be of interest to many agencies including

utility companies, units of government, educational 

institutions, and in some cases, private individuals. 


We were not able to finish all eleven sub-objectives but 
will address the last three at our next sessIon. MeanWhile, 
it is felt by most that there is enough information available 
presently to approach the mayor with an outline of the 
program wu_.ted to date and to rtlquest permission to 
proceed with some of the items of immediate concern. At 
the top on this list is to cont.at the board of education 
so as their full-time staff member is brought on line for 
the nine-month grant period that the task force can 
imme41ately tie in their efforts with that of the board 
ot ed.ucation. Mr. Urauy will review this matter through
the appropriate parties at the city level. 

I 
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Master plan implementation program 

Mr. Ursuy brought to this meeting a nine-page preliminary 
paper on the City of Flint priority setting method. We 
reviewed the paper at our session suggesting miscellaneous 
revisions or additions and then promptly moved to an 
aotual simulation of the priority setting method. Mr. Ursuy 
and a special task force of city staff members from various 
technical divisions spent a period of time condensing eome 
70 factors down to a 26-factor list in which each factor 
was weighted in terms of its contribution to achieving goale
in the nine-element policy plan. These factors and their 
weights were listed on page 8 and 9 of the priority paper. 
Our job today was .to test the system by aesuming two specific
projeots and then assigning desirabilities and probabilities
of success to these projects. 

We first tested a small bridge removal program that has 
been considered for many years in the city and compared it next 
to a park improvement expansion project that is a very real 
possibility. Each was evaluated on the basis of the 26 factors 
and then application of the probability of success of the 
programs based upon 16 probability factors (shown on pages 6 
and 7 of the priority paper). The results were very interesting,
and it was felt that the approach permitted an objective
evaluation to be made tempered by the knowledge, background. 
and admitted bias of those who are doing the rating. 

It would be of help now to submit the weighting 26 factors 
to the staff assigned to the planning department, and ask 
eaoh to independently establish what they consider to be 
the importance of the factor relative to its oontribution 
to the goals ot the policy plan. Then. we might submit the 
list to DCD division heads and ask them to assign their 
importance rating to each factor. Thus. we WOuld, at the 
end of this process, have a good feeling as to the differences 
and correlations for final reoommendations to be provided 
to the chief planning otficer. He then would be able to 
assign his own factor weight based upon his knowledge and 
the findings ot the planning staft and management. 

Once the system was tested the first time it was tound that 
the ••cond pass was much eaaier. It appears that this 
techn1que cOQld very easily be used on a quantity basis 
for evaluating many, many projects. The arithmetic involved 
is time consuming but is not necessary to have this done 
at the tim. the ratings are established. In fact, it 
probably would be best to calculate the actual project ratings
after all the values are assigned so as to eliminate 
••If-fulfilling propheCies and premature judgements. In tact, 
the arithmetic used is simple enough 80 it could be reduced 
to a microprocessor program for ease of processing and 
tabulation quite simply and inexpensively. The results of 
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the 8imulation are available for anyone who would like 
to see how the method and the system works. 

Mr. Ursuy will now take the entire SP-l material package
and a8.emble it into a report to be submitted to the chief 
planning officer and from there probably to the planning
commi.slon and then to the mayor. The mayor. of course,
will be kept informed by copy as each submission is made. 

At our nextseasion we will conoentrate upon planning the 
production ot SP-2 which will be a difficult program to 
implement. However, it also is crucial to the succe.sfUl 
carrying out of master plan implementation over the next 
tew yeu., 

As we have reviewed the entire master plan 	project. it 
becomes increasingly apparent that preparation and 
implementation of a master plan for the urban oommunity
i8 the bedrock foundation upon which practically all 
planning must be built. Therefore, this program to be 
aucce••tul has to be given top attention and be properly
staffed to meet the mandated regulation of updating suoh 
_ater plans once per year, I strongly urge we begin
developing a staffing plan for preparation and implementation
of the master plan so when it is approved in council and 
by the mayor and by the other agencies involved we can move 
immediately to a full activity to carry out the program. 

B.ach stre.t parking deok 

The r.sult. of the third attempt at marketing bonds will 
be .een February 4. 1981 (working day 1554) when the bids 
are reoeived and evaluated. The same day. if a favorable 
response has been received, council will be asked to pass 
a resolution accepting the low bid. Thus, on February 5. 
1981 (working day 1555) the process of printing, Signing,
and delivering the bonds can be initiated after which, of 
oourse, money will be available for parking deck work. 
This latter aotivity is expected to require about 22 working
days bringing completion of the bond delivery and delivery
of financing by March 9. 1981 (working day 1577). It is 
.xpected that if the bid is positive and that it appears
that the bondS will be marketed that on February 5. 1981 
(working day 1555) contracts will be awarded for foundationa, 
superstruoture, and the .levator. This will allow an 
immediate start to be made on early front end work. In fact. 
I strongly reoommend that for the remaining 10 working days 
unt1l the receipt of bids on bonds that if possible
prepar,&tion of shop drawings and other submittals be initiated 
during this 10-day period. It would require a very minimal 
risk in funds sinoe obviously not a large amount would be 
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done in that period. Nevertheless, it would give a slightly 
ear~ier jump to the submittal process. 

We are going to need every day available to shorten the 
construction time of the~deck. There are many reasona tor 
this, the most important. being that with the hotel 
opening planned for November 17, 1981 (working day 1755) 
it is imperative that adequate parking facilities be on 
line by that time, preferably in the new parking deck. In 
addition, 	it is desirable to construot as much of the deok 
ae possible in good weather and to avoid the holiday season 
in November and Deoember, 1981. 

RIverfront Center hotel 

Interior work at the tower is moving well with drywall
having started on January 19, 1981 (working day 1542).
Meohanical equipment servicing the tower has been tested 
out and heat is available so finish trades oan now move 
continuously in the tower. This work is presently on target
according to the latest sohedules of FDC. 

At the low riae, FCD is still maintaining a oompletion
tafget of November 17, 1981 (working day- 1755). It is 

~ 	 expected that tood service equipment will probably be 
arriving in JUne, 1981 with plans presently to turn the 
kitchen over to the operating group by September. 1981. 
The target is to have 100% of the rooms and lO~ of the 
publio spaces open and available for use by November 17. 
1981 (working day 1755). 

We discussed in some depth any remaining exterior traftio 
impaots upon the surrounding areas oaused by oonstruction 
aoc••s and egress. The hoist on Saginaw Street has been 
removed, the hoist on Union will oome down as soon as an 
elevator i8 certified. Probably deliverie.s to the projeot
will soon be at the loading dooks otf Beach street. 

PASI #1 work will again resume in the springtime and the 
de.ire now is to oomplete this work without interference 
trom hotel construotion just as quickly as possible. 

State ottioe building and PASI #2 work 

About 60 piles have been driven at the state oftice building
and this work will continue, dovetailing with start ot 
foundation construction. The goal is to ready the building 
tor start 	ot ereotion of structural steel in mid-April, 1981. 

A major share at our meeting today revolved around disoussing
how to provide additional spaoe for oonstruotion aotivities. 
PresentlY construction work is requiring more room than is 
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presentlY available. The contractor has negotiated agreements
with some of those who control adjoining land to use additional 
parcels for temporary con*truotion operations. We requested
the contractor to provide to the project team a review of 
his projected area needs at various key progress points
along the way. This might be for such operations as steel 
ereotion. aocess to the job site, and for delivery and 
storage of construction materials and equipment. Every
effort will be made to cooperate so that the space needs 
are met and this list should provide a help in evaluating
whether or not additional space is or can be made available. 
It should be remembered that the space provisions are 
always discretionary on the part of the city. 

Also, it was suggested to the contractor that they make early
application to the DPW traffic division for permits to allow 
steel deliveries to the job on Harrison Street. These permits
take considerable time to process and should be requested 
now. The letter regarding a water tap at Union Street 

I

relocated has been prepared and sent to the state. Apparently I 
it has been misplaced and Miss Stoughton will re-send the \ 

letter discussing the agreement that has been reached 
relative to water tap location. 

/We again pointed out that in all likelihood when PASI #2 
work begins that one of the first installations will be the 
storm sewer at the Brush Alley sector between new Union and 
the river. This is a very deep installation and could take 
anywhere between from 5 to 10 working days to complete.
During this period, that area will have to be totally
vacated by all other operations than the sewer work. 

There is no present word on when PASI #2 work will begin.
Ita start hinges on the disposition of the Mill End property
and the hearing that was to have been held on January 20,
1981 (working day 1543) was canoelled. There is no current 
information on when it will be resoheduled. We are presently
following this matter very closely and will keep those 
concerned informed of progress. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan reviewed the agenda for the next seesion and aleo 
made 80me minor revisions to future dates. We will publish
these in a letter to be sent to those conoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 
RJSlspa 

TOI Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 



RALPH J. STJIlPHlllNSON. P. E. 
OONBUL'J.'ING Illl!l'GnnDBlB 

February 17, 1981 

Subject. 	 Monitoring Report #104 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

(Note. The previous monitoring report d.ted January 27. 1981 
was inadvertently numbered #194. It should have been 
#103. ) 

Project. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring. February 13. 1981 (working day 1561) 

Actions tkllaru 

- Reviewed comprehensive energy task force program 

Began preparing network model for phase #2 of master plan
implementation program 

- Reviewed current status of hotel parking deck project 

- Monitored progress on State of Michigan of~ice building
and PAS! #2 work 

pomprehepeive energy plan (CEP) 

Mr. Robert Rickard who has been retained as a eonsultant 
by the Flint Coalition was present at our meeting. Mr. Rickard 
is to concentrate in his energy assignment upon Bome of the 
items that the comprehensive energy plan (CEP) task force 
has alBoconsidered to be of importance in their work. 
His partiCipation was welcomed, and there will be strong
efforts to work together with him over the next few months, 

The entire CEP project philosophy was next reviewed quickly
and a deoision made to identify the most appropriate projects
upon which to concentrate in each of the major sub~objective 
division. established to date. As part of our work we also 
identified three specific projects under sub-objective #9. 
Theae are given below. 

Sub-gbjective #2 - To prepare guidelines by which the mayor's
advi80ry oommittee on energy can be properly involved in 
preparing and implementing the comprehensive ene~gy plan. 

1. 	 To develop a review and approval procedure by which 
the advisory committee on energy can best evaluate 
and suggest 	programs of action. 
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2. 	 To prepare and recommend a priority setting system tor 
••lection of energy projects upon which the mayor's
committee and the CEP task force can jointly carry 
out their activities. 

J. To prepare and recommend to the mayor's committee an 
organizational structure by which the MACE can best 
interact with the CEP task force. 

In reviewing the several Bub-objectives we used a priority
setting system on the programs already suggested and out of 
these evolved nine specific projects which this group
attending today felt would be most appropriate to become 
involved in as programs of action. These nine projects,
listed belOW, are projects suggested under each of the nine 
sub-objectives defined in detail So far. Next we will 
~robably assign priorities within these nine projects
(ll will be .elected for initial revie. as soon as the other 
two sub-objectives have been given project suggestions) and 
the CEP task force will then concentrate on those highest
priorities of the 11. However. all eleven will be SUbmitted 
to the mayor for his consideration and suggestions as to 
what best direction should be followed in the immediate 
future by the CEP task force. 

The nine specific high priority projects identified as 
appropriate during the session were as followsl 

Sub-ob~.ctive #1 project - The CEP task force could start 

identifYIng and recommending methods of reducing overlap

in the many programs presently under way by Flint area 
agenoies. It is important to remember that overlap where 
differences of opinion or conflicts exist can be healthy
and must ~e encouraged so as not to diminish the vitality
of the total energy program. 

Sub-objective 112 project - The task force could encourage

members of the ideas and implementation group (box 2) 

to concern themselves with an analysis of how improper

planning and zoning might produce an adverse impact

upon good energy use practice. 


Suo-objective #3 project - The task force could encourage
surveying tri-county energy groups to obtain the standards 
by which. in their opinion, energy performance should be 
measured by users. This information could then be 
tabulated by user type or any of' the other classification 
types we have generated earlier. 

SUb-obJeotive #4 project - To review contingency plans of the 
various energy related utilities and to insure that these 
plans are distributed to those conoerned. This might
inolude, for instanoe, in the City of Flint people who 
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are operating the various energy systems within each of 
the facilities. It might also extend to the staff that 
operate facilities for the MTA (Metropolitan Transit 
Authority). . 

SUb~Obi.ctive #5 project - Acquire. edit. and publish articles 
on • featlve energy utilization. This could be done through
nearly any of the media as the opportunity presents itself. 

Sub-objeotive ~6 project - The CEP task force could enoourage
by proper pu lio relations the use of existing energy
hotllnes such as that now available to the State of Michigan.
In addition, it might be possible to create some local 
telephone or oommunioation response oenters to handle 
inquiries at the. looal level for either Flint or the 
tri-oounty area. The local reference servioe oould, 
for inst.anoe. provide the one making an inquiry, say
into the use of windmills as an energy source tor the 
individual residence, information on who to contaot 
looally or at other government or industry levels 
to obtain further information. 

Sub-ob~e2tive #7 projeot - To prepare and disseminate a 
list of those Individuals, agenoies, and organisations that 
are experienced, competent. knowledgeable, and willing to 
counsel on value/cost analyses of energy systems. This 
list might be diffioult to assemble and could possibly be 
oonsidered to have bias since many of the judgements as 
to whether someone should be included would obviously
be subjective. However, if it were put together with the 
idea of not enoouraging either adversary or advocacy
positions on the part of the CEP task foroe but as a list 
of resouroes that would require individual judgement as 
to their use then such a list could oertainly be valuab~e 
to those seeking information on energy. 

Sub-objeolive 18 project - To recommend and monitor auditing
and updating procedures being used to improve effectiveness 
of energy use in publio buildings. This program would be 
particularly applioable to those buildings occupied and owned 
by the City of Flint and could ultimately be extended to all 
other public buildings located within the energy plan
boundaries. 

,Sub-objective #9 project - To prepare and recommend to the 
iayor·s committee an organizational structure by which the 
MACE can best interact with the CEP task force. 

At our next session we will identify projects for sub-objectives
#10 and #11 and select priority programs among all eleven 
projects. In the meantime, Mr. Ursuy will complete his report 
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to the mayor and ready it for submission shortly after our 
next session. This report will then be reviewed with the 
mayor's advisory committee on energy and, with their 
comments incorporated, then be submitted to the mayor for 
his review and evaluation. 

It is again to be stressed that staffing for carrying out 
the assignment of the CEP task force must be given careful 
attention since if the work is to be done i~ must be by
people who are able to maintain SOMe continuity on the 
program. This is partioularly the case if the task foree 
is to work closely with Mr. Rickard. 

Master plan implementation program 

We briefly reviewed the priority setting system. and Mr. Ursuy 
reported that in the near future the DCD management staff 
will be assembled for a full day's work on assigning priorities 
to the various projects proposed for the coming fiseal year.
There may be as many as 100 to 200 projects to review and 
the intent is to use the priority setting ,ystem which has 
evolved out of our last few meetings. It has been deoided 
to test the system and to evaluate how well it works relative 
to giving direction to recommending which urban projects should 
be carried out within the City of Plint. 

Our major work today concentrated on again reviewing the 
steps necessary to get into the second phase (SP-2) of the 
implementation program. It was decided that the SP-l 
presentation pac~.ge will be completed by February 19. 1981 
(working day 1565), submitted to the planning commission and 
the mayor concurrently with the intent that the planning
commission will be able to review SP-l and set a public
hearing date and advertise by February 25. 1981 (working 
day 1,569). Meanwhile. the mayor will be reviewing t.he 
presentation paokage for SP-l and hopefully be able to 
comment on it prior to the planning commission meeting at 
which a public hearing will be held. This planning oommission 
public hearing is presently set for March 24. 1981 (working
day 1588). Atter the public hearing and approval by the 
planning commission the mayor will again review the SP-l 
and forward it to council with council then setting a hearing
date by April 28. 1981 (working day 1613). This will allow 
a public hearing to be scheduled before the city council on 
May 26, 19.81 (working day 1632). Thus. by the >;!Dorning of 
May 27. 1,8l (working day 1633). if things proceed as 
pr••ently planned. we will have oouncil and planning commission 
approval of SF-l. The SP-2 program can then be moved into 
full production. 

The essential content of SP-2 includes. 
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* Map data (new and updatdd map plans) 

Procedures 

Staffing 

Organizing 

* Plan for updating the master plan 

Applicable regulations 

* Planning and scheduling methods 

* Monitoring methods 

* Provision for adding elements to master plan 

* Provision for updating planning maps 

Backup data 

* Items on which we must go to council for formal approval 

We have prepared a laundry list of detailed activities that 
must go into preparing the map data and procedures and will 
continue diagramming the program during future sessions 
to establish a time table for SP-2 work. 

It was decided at our session today that we would consider 
two major phases in preparing graphics documents. These would 
be called preliminary and final. Thus, we can easily identify
the various stages through which the graphic material must 
pass. OUr discussions today brought out that we should also 
pay careful attention to the method by which the graphics
in SP-2 are prepared and reproduced. It was suggested that 
we review base map preparation criteria and from it prepare
and distribute new graphics criteria for SP-2 to all those 
who are responsible for the work. Also, it would be wise, 
and has been decided, to encourage the element managers 
to carefully assemble, classify, and store the information 
needed to update and prepare the maps. This information should 
be put in such form that its retrieval is easily carried out. 

Beach §treet parking deck 

The bonds have been sold and are presently being printed.
Money from the sale is expected to be available shortly and 
oontractors have been given a letter of intent to begin work 
at the site. Land control is not total as yet. but Miss 
Stoughton reports that it is beinr worked on diligently
by the parties and organizations nvolved. This is an 
important item to clear sinoe it is difficult to begin actual 
field work on the project without having full oontrol of the 
land by the contract parties. 
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It is hoped that we can start work shortly but to do so we 
still have to determine what is to be done with those cars 
using the parking lot across Beach Street. This matter is 
under consideration presently. Pile driving probably can 
begin sometime in the near future on test piles since 
apparently the same contractor now driving piling for the 
State of Michigan office building will be installing the 
piling at the parking deck. Driving at the State of 
Michigan office building is to be completed within the 
next few days. and it would be desirable if the driving
rigs could be moved directly to the new site. 

The site is now being surveyed and as soon as authorization 
is given to begin construction. work will start on driving
the necessary test piles followed by dtDv~ng the production 
piles. There is some technical delay being experienced
presently due to the need to revise the piling designs from 
the lOO-ton piles originally selected to the new l50-ton 
piles recommended as a cost saving situation. 

It should be remembered that downtown sites are frequently 
underlayed by hidden concrete and glacial rock. Problems 
have been encountered previously with these underground
obstacles, and it is entirely possible that they may be 
encountered at this site. However. not much can be done to 
either predict or forestall the problems' that may be met 
and we will have to resolve these as the obstacles. if any. 
occur. Target dates for construction progress as set by the 
project manager are presently as follows. These may have to 
be revised slightly as we get into more detailed planning
of the program. 

Test piling start - February 24. 1981 (working day 1568) 

Pile test complete - Ma~ch 2. 1981 (working day 1572) 

Production piles driven - from March 9. 1981 (working
day 1577) to May 1. 1981 (working day 1616) 

.nehor bolts delivered to job site - March 16, 1981 
(working day 1582) 

Form reinforced pour and strip pile caps - from March 23. 
1981 (working day 1587) to May 15. 1981 (working day 1626) 

Precast superstructure erected - from May 1, 1981 (working 
day 1610) to mid-July. 1981 

It should be understood that these dates are preliminary and 

must be confirmed or revised as needed by the detailed planning

expected to follow over the next few weeks. This detailed 

planning is very important to the project since this program 
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happens to be one that interacts closely with many other 
projects in which the City has a strong interest. This 
includes completion of PASI work phase #1. provision of 
parking in timely fashion for the hotel and the close 
management of parking deck construction so as to minimize 
traffic interferences in the very critical river area. 

Ri~erfront Center hotel 

There was no major monitoring of the hotel at this meeting,
however, Mr. Vyvyan and I drove by the facility and it 
appears that the law rise unit is rapidly being closed in 
and that tower interior work is well under way with temporary
protection being erected where required. We should plan to 
review the hotel progress sometime in the near future. 

State office building and PASI #2 work 

There still is no word on when the Mill End will be able to 
release their building and PASI work can start. It is 
becoming quite important that we determine when PASI #2 
work can start in the stretch of Brush Alley between new 
Union and the river (section G). There is a sewer to go
into this area and although it is only a moderately deep
line, it could conflict with the possible need to locate a 
construction hoist at the west elevation of the office 
building. This matter is presently being addressed by all 
concerned. 

Also it should be emphasized that since structural steel is 
to start up in early April. 1981 that the contractors tnv.o1ved 
should request permission now for use of the streets that they
deem necessary. The reason is that negotiating street 
occupancies and closures is a time consuming process and 
requires considerable attention by the regulatory bodies. 

Present overall plans are to complete close in of the 
building by mid-November, 1981 and to turn over the facility 
to the state in June, 1982. Probably occupancy of the facility
will be sometime in July, 1982. 

At the present time pile driving is being brought to completion.
fixed form concrete work is being installed at the foundation,
and the site is being made ready to receive early shipments
of structural steel in April, 1981. Miss Stoughton requested 
a response to her letter concerning the relocated water main 
and another copy of the letter regarding the water tap at 
Union Smreet relocated was given to Mr. Mceoomb tor transmission 
to appropriate state agencies. 

We shall plan to monitor progress of the state office building 
at future sessions. 
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General 

~k. Vyvyan will review the agenda potential for our next 
session with the various parties involved and determine 
the time allocation to be provided to the various programs. 
He will prepare this agenda and distribute it to those 
conoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS,sps 

To. Mr. Andrew 1,/. Nester, P.E. 
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OONSULTING JIlNGIN1llJIIH 

March 	4, 1981 

Subject. 	 Monitoring Report 71105 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, lYlichigan 

project. 	 79130 

Date of Monitoring. February 24, 1981 (working day 1568) 

£1ctions taken. 

Completed definition of objectives and projects for 
comprehensive energy plan (CEP) 

Continued work on implementation of SP-2 master plan phase 

Reviewed current status of hotel and state office building
along with PAS! work phases #1 and #2 

Started preparing network model for construction of hotel 
parking deck 

Comprehensive energy plan (CEP) 

We first began work on defining projects within the sub-objectives
#10 and #11. These are given below. 

Sub-objective #10 - To define the energy plan boundar.ies (EPB)
taking into account the classification factors identified 

earlier in our study. 


Suggested projects. 


1. 	 Analyze all presently suggested projects for their boundary I 
impact and formulate a series of energy plan boundaries 
from these project characteristics am needs. 

2. 	 Determine the regulatory, legislative, and policital
requirements for programs to be developed wi thin eaoh "2.. 
type of boundary area (regulatory, legislative, and 
political) • 

3. 	 Relate the organizational structure of the CEP task force 
to boundary definitions as they evolve. 

4. 	 Determine the impact of various participating agencies 
upon the comprehensive energy plan boundaries based 
upon whether the agency is a lead group, a cooperating 
group, or a supportive group. 
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5. 	 Prepare graphic boundary overlay maps showing the limits 
within which each influencing agency operates. 

Sub-objective #11 - To prepare and recommend methods by which 

the CEP staff task force organization and objectives can De 

periodically reviewed and updated if and when required. 


Suggested Rrojects. 

1. 	 Establish and publish the initial organizational structure 
of the CEP task force along with the operational criteria 
it is 	USing. 

2. 	 Define the relation between the CEP task force, the general
public, and participating and non-participating agencies
and advisory groups. 

Define the formal and informal relations between the J
CEP task force and the City of Flint organizational 
structure. 

4. 	 Establish suggested methods of funding CEP task force 
activities and develop the procedures needed to acquire
such funding. 

5. 	 Generate methods of obtaining citizen input into CEP task 
force decision-making. 

Once projects for sub-objectives #10 and #11 were selected we then 
discussed briefly how we might proceed to implement the program 
starting at discussions with the mayor's advisory committee on 
energy level and then with the mayor directly. To do this, 
it was suggested that we first select the projects within 
sub-objectives #10 and #11 that were of top priority. These 
selections were, 

Sub-objective #10 Rroject - Analyze all presently suggested

projects for their boundary impact and formulate a series 

of energy plan boundaries from these project characteristics 

and needs. 


Sub-objective #11 project - (Note. For sub-objective tll it 
was decided that project #3 was the top priority but that 
projects #2 and #5 must follow as an integral ~art. Therefore, 
they have been combined below into one project). 

Define the formal and informal relations between the CEP task 

force and the City of Flint organizational structure. 


Establish and publish the initial organisational structure of 

the CEP task force along with the operational criteria it 

is using. 
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Generate methods of obtaining citizen input into CEP task 

force decision-making. 


We then turned to a discussion of how best to present this material 
to the various agencies concerned. It was decided that a graphic
presentation should be prepared by Mr. Ursuy through whatever DeD 
staff he can muster. The objectives of the presentation will 
be to condense the work of the past 6 months into easily
comprehended graphio material with the decision-making that 
has focused on key points being used as highlights of the 
discussions. I suggest that flip charts containing the following, 
among other things, be presented in a colorful and attractive 
manner. (References are to the monitoring reports and the pages 
on which the information appears) I 

Monitoring Report #93, page J - Elements to be identified in 
the assembly of a comprehensive energy plan. 

Monttoring Report #96, pa~e 4 and 5 - The people, boundaries, 
and agencies involved. (Notel This may overlap slightly
with the item above.)

Monitoring Report #97, pages J, 4. and 5 - 'rhe classification 
system used in analysis. 

Monitoring Report #98, page J - Continuation of olassification 
system used in analysis 

Monitoring Report #99, page 3 - Initial statement of intent 
and objectives (Note. These have been modified and the 
final statement and objectives should be used from the 
later report noted below). 

Monitoring Report #100, pages 2, 3. 4, 5, and 6 - Random 
points made at joint meetings with MACE, perhaps some 
critical terse elements can be extraoted from these. 

- Monitoring Report 1flOl, pages 2 and 2 - The final definition 
of the statement of intent for CEP and the eleven 
sub-objectives • 

•110nit oring Report dlOl, pages 3, 4. and 5 - Continuation of 
random points from MACE. 

- Monitoring Report #102, pages 2 and J - Description of the 
basic organizational struoture recommended for CEP task 
foroe. 'fhe graphics of this verbal description are on 
the DPW conference room blaokboard. 

Monitoring Report #102, pages 4 and 5 - Definition of suggested 
projects under sub-objectives #1 and 2. 
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Monitoring Report #103 - pages 2, 3, 4, and 5 - Definition of 
recommended projects under sub-objeotives ), 4, 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 

Monitoring Report #104, pages 1, 2, and J - Definition of 
reoommended projects under sub-objeotive #9 

Moni toring Report #104 - pages 2 and J - Definition statement 
of nine specific high priority projects for sub-objeotives
#1 through #9. 

Monitoring Report #105 - pages 1 and 2 - Definition of 
projects for sub-objectives #10 and #11. 

Monitoring Report #105 - pages 2 and) - Selection of high
priority projects for Bub-objectives #10 and #11. 

It ie to be emphasized that the above tabulation of resources 
must be condensed down into a preoise, easily presented set 
of graphic material aocompanied by a good,tight1y-written. 
comprehensive report that will allow communications to those 
to whom it is being presented to be accomplished either by
spoken word, the eye, or if the individual chooses by reading 
the report reference material. It might be well ~ cross 
reference where the various items are oovered in detail in 
the eeport. on the graphio material itself. 

I also ~ggest that a flip ohart of abbreviations be prepared 
so that there is no need to constantly explain what CEP. EPB. 
or other initials mean. This is always helpful and the 
abbreviation flip ohart could be pulled out and tacked on the 
wall so people oan use i~ for referenoe. 

The other item that should be oovered is the method of 
initiating activities of the CEP task foroe. We suggested
in our meeting that the following three steps be reduoed 
to flip oharts and presented as a reoommendationa 

Step 1. Define and publish to MACE a suggested method of 

CEE task foroe operation (This should be-done in 

a presentation made to MACE similar to the one 

to be made later to the mayor). 


Step 2. Seleot in oonjunotion with MACE five (the number was 
selected as an example. actually it could be more 
or less de~ending upon the ohoioe of the CEP 
task foroe) top priority projeots and define and 
submit staff requirements to implement these projects. 

Step ). Upon the mayor's and DCD's management approval begin
aotive work on one or more of these se1eoted projects. 
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(Since the DPl," is probably going to he a major 
technical resource from which the OEP task force 
draws, it should be included as an integral part
of the organizational structure). 

Also as a part of the graphics it is considered very important

that the initial organizational structure concept, the one 

containing three levels or the three boxes which is described 

in earlier monitoring reports and is shawn on the board of the 

DPW conference room, be included in the graphic presentation.

I believe that this organizational concept is sound and much 

of the validity of the work the CEP task force does along with 

the acceptance of that work will be dependent upon how 

effectively we maintain the operation in accordance with that 

structure. 


Our next session will encompass a full scale meeting with MACE 

with the presentation to be made that basically will be made 

later to the mayor. This then will accomplish a dual purpose. 


- It will convey to MACE what the CEP task force believes its 
role to be and will also allow action to be taken by MACE 
on this program. 

Master plan implementation program 

I gave to Mr. Ursuy,Mr. Liljeblad, and Mr. Vyvyan copies of 

the Dakota Street Bridge removal and Thread Creek Park 

improvement project priority rating which had been processed

by the small program prepared for this type of analysis. It 

is the intent of the DeD to select shortly some 70 to 100 

projects and using the priority system make an evaluation of 

those that should be pursued over the coming years. I h~ve 

offered my assistance in this in any way that it would be 

appropriate. 


We next resumed work on diagramming a network model for 

preparation of the SP-2 phase of the master plan which is a 

very critical phase. Mr. Ursuy has expressed a desire to move 

it though the preparation and approval process just as quickly 

as possible. The key to its rapid processing is that the 

SP-l presentation package be submitted to the planning

commission and the mayor so that the public hearing before 

the city oouncil can be held on May ~6, 1981 (working . 

day 1632). That approval unlocks many items that are to 

follow in the SP-2 presentation work. The network model 

sheet from which we are dOing our SP-2 planning also contains 

a list of the agencies that would be interested in reviewing 

or inputting to maps to be prepared in SP-2. A method should 

be selected soon by which the individual policy plan element 

managers will be contacting each of these agencies to get the 

latest data on<.:;thf3.'lt' needs, desires, and programs and how 

they will impact upon SP-2 map preparation. 
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ijotel. state office building and PASI work review 

The discussion of the hotel, state offiae building, and 
PASI work was abgreviated due to the need .for diagramming
the hotel parking deck. However, some of the technical elements 
of the program were discussed and a brief summary is given below. 

Occupancy of the hotel is planned for November, 1981. 
Work is basically proceeding on schedule according 
to FDC. 

PASI worlt -phase #2 is still restrained bY':acquisition of 
the Mill End property. No word. 

State office building piling has bean driven, filled, and 
pile caps and grade beam work is proceeding well. Structural 
steel erection is still due to begin in early April. 1981 
and be completed in July, 1981. 

Discussions were held about the erection sequence for 
structural steel at the state office building. The steel 
erector will review with the DPW the need for operating
from Harrison Street and mutually agree upon a traffic plan. 

PASI work will continue in phase #1 as space permits. Probably
Beach Street operations will have to be tied closely to 
installation of foundations for the hotel parking deck. 

- There is projected some change to the content of the phone
oonduit presently running through the lower level of the 
hotel. This Change should have impact upon the conduit 
location or function. 

There is some phone conduit in Brush Alley that should be 
given special attention As PASI #2 sewer work proceeds.
The correlation should be between Michigan Bell and the DPW. 

Hotel parking deck 

A majority of the p.m. session was spent on identifying. planning.
and diagramming early construction work for the hotel parking
deck. This was done on sheets HD-l and HD-2. Issue #1, dated 
February 24, 1981. It should be noted that we used a 1981-1982 
wor&ing day calendar for this diagramming rather than the 
conventional City of Flint working day calendar. This was to 
reduoe the number sizes for working days. 

'rhose attending were from the DDA constructi on management group,
the pile driving contractor, the excavation and concrete contractor, 
and the preeut c onstructi on contractor. We first addressed the 
matter of shop drawing turnaround and it was agreed that every
effort will be made to expedite early submittals. The process 
was analyzed in some detail and is shown on sheet HO-l just to 
the left of the title block. Final tabulations were not made 
on the drawing for the total time required but they are as follows. 
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SHOP DRAWING TURNAROUND TIMES 
Who 
Checks Normal ~?Cpedited Super-expedited 

Rich only 17 working days 9 working days 5 working days 

Rich and 23 working days 12 w (Irking days 7 working days
consultants 

We were given considerable information by the precast contractor 
that will be incorporated into the network model as we continue 
work at subsequent sessions. The basic data, however, is quite
straight forward. Submissions of design and erection documents 
has begun for review and approval by the architect/engineer.
Approvals of fabrication drawings will not be needed since 
these are internal to the precaster.rhe intent is to begin
casting by March 16, 1981 (working day 52) and to deliver 
initial precast main frame items to the job by May 15. 1981 
(working day 96). Erection set up and layout will begin on 
April 30. 1981 (working day 85) with completion of layout by
May 15. 1981 (working day 96). Precast erection is expected 
to extend from May 15. 1981 (working day 96) through July 15. 1981 
(working day 137). Production pile driving is planned to begin
by March 18. 1981 (working day 54) with pile caps and grade
beams to be far enough along to receive precast by May 4, 1981 
(working day 87). This work, of course. will continue but it 
must be far enough out in front of the precast erector so 
no site interference will be encountered. 

Several things are quite critical at the present time. First 
is to complete the Citizens Bank land transfer. This is: ,Deeded 
possibly for driving the east test pile. but certainly for 
beginning work on pile driving on the east half of the building.
This production pile driving is to start by April 9, 1981 
(working day 70) and is a very important target. 

Another and possibly the most critical set of activities deals 
with the excavation and location of the Beach Street utilities 
followed by whatever redesign might be necessary. approvals
of those agencies involved, and then, of course. any action 
that must be taken to insure that pile driving can proceed 
withoutdiffloulty. 

'rhe network models on sheet HD-l and HD-2 have been printed
and issued by Mr. Vyvyan. We shall plan to continue planning
and diagramming this project at our subsequent sessions. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for the next session and 
distribute it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 
RJSlspS 
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March 20, 1981 

Subjeot. Monitoring Report $106 

Oity of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, IYIichigan 

Projectl 791)0 

Date of Monitoring. March 11, 1981 (working day 1579) 

Actions taken, 

Met with portion of blue ribbon committee on energy
(BRCE) to present findings of the comprehensive energy
plan task force {now called the energy work force (Ewr) 

Completed preparing logic plan for preparation of SP-2 
presentation package on master plan implementation 

Reviewed current status of State of "\1ichigan office building
and access requirements for steel erection 

Reviewed current status of Beach Street parking deck 

Comprehensive energy plan (CEPl 

This meeting was devoted to a presentation of the findings

of the CEP task force. Those attending included many on 

the blue ribbon . on -wlth others from 

interes e agencies and organizations. It was a good repre

sentation or the energy concerns of both the city and the 

region. and BO gave us good feedback to the presentation

material. 


Mr. Ursuy intr,Dduced the subject and after presenting some 
historical background discussing the concepts of the plan
and the comprehensive energy plan task force objectives
and sub~objectives, a project list handout showing suggested
activities was distributed to eaoh of those attending. Mr. 
Ursuy next presented a series of 10 flip charts on which he 
had outlined the EWF organizational structure, definitions 
of the overview fUnction, definitions of the idea and 
implementation area, and definitions of the dissemination 
process, along with the geographic boundaries of the energy
plan and a list of the types ot energy with which we are 
concerned. Also presented was a list of remainin s 

.resolve with 0 omm ee. 

There was considerable discussions about these various 
charts and in general the comments and discussion material 
was positive and reflected high interest. From the 
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,~esentation there emer ed a 

com re 
 ow the ener ork 
orc.would fill a vitally needed overlook and dissemination 

slot. It was also commented that the ~wF which presently
consists of Ge~rge Ursuy, Dave Luokka, and as time permits,
Mr. Robert Hickard could be a key factor in bringing together
the many energy efforts currently under way in region five 
communities and within the City of Flint proper. 

After the flip chart review, we began discussing specific
projects and the reauest waS made of the group attendin, 
that within the next two weeks they review the objectives

rojects suggested arid prepare comments for presentatIon 
n 

on, t was requested by the blue ribbon committee through
of its key members that the EWF prepare information on 

how it (the three men plus the staff now involved) would 
interact with the blue ribbon task force and with other 
agencies involved in energy utilization studies. 

ana 

one 

of 

------  - --------- 
In the handout material entitled. Comprehensive Energy Plan, 
each of the 11 8ub~objectives contains a #1 priority. These 
ehould. in turn. be relisted by priority from highest to 
lowest of the eleven. Flease note that under sub-objective
#11 three of the projects were given priority #1 and should 
be considered a single project. 

The next step is for Mr. Ursuy, in conjunction with the 
director of planning, to now take the program to the mayor
and present the outline to him for review and comment. This 
will probably be done before the next meeting of the blue 
ribbon committee and thy, at that committee meeting thl 
miYor's comments can be discussed and acted upon~ 

,-------
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grant funds are to be availablg it will be essential there 
oe strong evidence of a good smooth working, effective, 
overall program to insure that the various community
organizationa, individuals, governmental units, and private 
sector e.ntitiErs are working together toward realizing
effective energy utilization. 

It was interesting to observe that as the presentation unfolded 
today that many of the specific projects established in the 
eleven sub-objectives began to undergo implementation as the 
meeting proceeded. For instance, several extended uses of the 
State of Michigan energy hotline were given to the group who 
responded in turn that some of the information would be very
valuable to their present work. Another instance was in the 
case of the county civil defense work for contingency plans 
on energy outages. We were quickly involved in a discussion 
of the sources of information regarding plans for energy 
outages. Many people participated in the discussion including
the State of Michigan commenting on their contingency plan for 
gasoline shortages. 

Thus, it seems that with very little stimUlUS the EWF acting 
as a catalyst can encourage and stimulate the interaction so 
critical to insuring that the good ideas and projects milling
around in the ideas and implementation rectangle are brought
into being through the overlook and dissemination process, 

In essence, tbe Karticipation confirms the validity of the 
basis on which t e activities of the EwF o¥eratlon have been 
est.bligA,4. I stro~lY recommend that th:B entire EWF actiVity
be vigorously pursue • • 

Master plan implementation program 

Presently, prep&2ation and submittal of the SP-l presentation
package is on schedule with the planning commission having 
set a~date for a public hearing. It is still the intent to 
have this hearing on March 24, 1981 (working day 1588) with 
the city oounoil publio hearing to be compl.ted by May 27, 
1981 (working day 16.3.3). Apparently the initial reaotion of 
the planning commission to SP-l has been good. 

As part of our work today we oompleted the SP-2 diagram on 
sheets CS-4 and CS-5 Issue #5. dated Maroh 11. 1981 (working
day 1579). In this model we identified additional elements 
regarding updating procedures for the master plan. the 
elements of implementation management. the elements of planning
and soheduling the work, and the components of the backup data. 
Thus. we have now incorporated preparation of all items that 
either must go to the council for formal approval of SP-2 
or that are to be used for backup data only in our metwork plan. 

Onoe the SP-2 presentation package has been assembled. it will 
follow the same prooess as for SP-l. At our next meeting on 
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this particular program we will review the logic in detail, 
assign resources, and establish deadlines for the work. When 
we have completed this assignment of resources to the network, 
I will then have the material drafted into final form, computed,
and dated for day to day use by the DeD and the DPW staff. 

State office building work 

Our discussion today was primarily to establish the minimum apace
requirements for steel erection, starting on April 6, 1981 
(working day 1597) and extending through July 1;. 1981 (working
day 1655). This is the period in which structural steel will be 
arriving at the job site and be erected on the state office 
building. The DPW and the Traffic Division will now take the 
erection requests under consideration, review them with the 
mayor, and establish the amount of room they feel they will 
be able to provide to accommodate the needs of the steel 
erector. Very important to our discussion was that the full 
three lanes of Harrison Street must be kept open during evening
rush hours and when special events are occuring at the Riverfront 
Park. 

It is essential that a corridor analysis be made soon of the 

- three street (Saginaw. Beach,Harrison) problem in that presently
several demands on the streets seem to be occuring during the 
same time frame - that of the Harrison Street need for steel 
erection. the Beach street need imposed by footing redesign
and reconstruction. the Beach Street need for overhead erection 
of the precast superstructure on the parking deck, along with 
the need to complete the paver work at Saginaw Street. Since 
these four projects are presently expected to occur within the 
same time period it will be very important to identify how 
they are to proceed. 

At our next meeting we plan to do a corridor analysiS of the 
project to determine what the needs will be. 

Presently work at the office building is moving fairly well,
it lags slightly but steel erection is still expected to begin 
on April 6. 1981 (working day 1597). 

Hotel parking deck 

Most of our discussion today centered on the location of utility
interferences in Beach Street. At present a search is being
made for each of the utilities in the street, and of five 
locations that must be examined, one has been opened and mapped. 
This map has been conveyed to the structural engineers who now 
will prepare suggested schematic solutions for review with 
the utility companies. Miss Stoughton is arranging, in conjunction
with the project manager, for DDA to meet with the appropriate
utilities so the review of the preliminary design and completion
of final design can be expedited to the greatest possible extent. 
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tl'he reason for the urgency is that timing of the substructure 
work to be done in Beaeh Street is very critieal due to the 
potential eonflicts mentioned above. It should be not,ed that 
from today March 11, 1981 (working day 1579) to the anticipated 
start of footing excavation in Beach Street on April 17, 1981 
(working day 1606) is only 27 working days. This means that 
within this 27 day period, the remainder of the underground
utility mapping must be completed, the preliminary designs
for the structural rework to be done on those footings ie 
approted and the final design is issued, priced, andt 

approval given to order and deliver materials. Then, of course, 
therets a time required for the actual delivery of materials. 
l,rhlB is a great deal of work to be done in a very short period
of time and the activity must be given constan. and daily
attention. The urgency is well recognized by all concerned. 

The second problem that must be resolved is the erection of 
overhead precast at Beadh Street during which time probably 
part or all of Beach Street will be closed during erection 
hours. The present intent is to eomplete all main frame 
erection on precast by July 15, 1981 (working day 1667).
Probably the Bea'~h Street area will be the last, or near the 
last, portion ereeted which means that sometime in late 
June 1981 or early July 1981 we can expeet another restrietion 
to be needed upon Beach Street traffic. This is still within 
the framework of structural steel erection times for the state 
office building. 

General 

For our next session Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda and 
distribute it to those involved. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

~.·ISPS 

To. Mr. Andrew W.Neatar, PtE. 

-
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Subject. Monitoring Report #108 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

. Project 1 79130 

Date of Monitoringl March 30, 1981 (working day 1592) 

Actions takenl 

Reviewed current work status of hotel parking deck 

Prepared corridor analysis of Beach Street, Saginaw Street, 
and Harrison Street relative to Riverfront Center 

Continued preparing network model for construction of 
hotel parking deck (Issue #3, dated March 30, 1981 
(working day 1592) 

Began discussions of planning information, indexing, and 
retrieval 

Traflic corridor analysis 

OUr first effort concentrated on a review of the projects
in work and to be done in the near future in the downtown 
area, primarily in the Riverfront Center. Once this review 
was completed we moved immediately into a discussion of the 
traffic corridor analysis and the following statements 
were incorporated into a time scale bar ohart to analyze
the overlaps. The information in this bar chart which is 
shown on sheet C-l, Issue #1, dated March 30, 1981 (working
day 1592), will be reviewed by the traffic department and 
upon their commenting and approving the sequences will be 
issued to those concerned. The information obtained 
indioates the following conditions, and times within which 
these conditions will be imposed or needed. 

Beach Street work 

Wesf hall' closed for pile and pile cap work - March 30, /6l....
1981 (working day 1592) to morning of April 13, 1981 
(working day 1602) 

East one lane closed for pile and pile cap work - April 13, ..; A 
1981 (working day 1602) to morning of April 24, 1981 
(working day 1611) 

-
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- East one lane closed to traffic for installation of 

24" water main - a weekend plus one day all extending

from April 4. 1981 (working day 1597) to morning of 
 iC" 

,re-t:.,.~/. ,April 7. 1981 (working day 1598) 

Flll width closed to traffic for erection of precast 

superstructure on parking deck. column line 17 to 

column line 11 - July 6, 1981 (working day 1660) to 

morning of July 24, 1981 (working day 1674) 


One half closed to traffic (alternat'vhalves) for installation 
of mechanical and electrical overhead work at underside 
o~kJ,_ deck stru.cture (column line 17 .. ,1l...l.1rut. .. l)to c~o ne.... l
ul~. 1 (working day 1674) to morning of ugust!"T.:) 

1 ng day 1688) M"J.ri'i'1 (i...,,)
A'" 1. r, (1;4) ) i 

Saginaw Street work 

~est half for installation of public area site improvement 
pavers (notel the single light base at the intersection 
of Union and Sagi.av!_.Jlb.~~,be completed before these 
pavers start) .:~ne 19, 12..~1:)(working day 1650) to 

morning of ~~~:,~~9~; ~~;,ri~~ ~~~. ;~~~~, ) 
Clo!J& DSi,w.Oalf to traffic':(or' installation of p~a1l..il:.r.s ...

GftiG 6, 19S;::~working day 1660) to morning of ~.~20,!,,) ".' 
~ ( (work'!ng day 1670). ,.,I, ... ;';'-i.~ f, (l't -, ) 

\. ./... ~~ If. f; (tlf)
Half closed for one day f~rmers market - full day each 

Wednesday, beginning June 10, 1981 (working day 1643).
This will be a weekly event on through to early, fa. 110./ '1/ 

;::;.,,- 7111" ( ) ,!",.... '?/I'-ICt" ) r1·"" J I-, 
., A r a..". .. " ...~ 

TO:t!ll;l, c1:, ed to traffic for annual sidewalk sale <!als - l<lw: .... f,:.,
u·' !2'. 1 (working day 1672) to morning of ~lY 27) ;"I: ... -e/.,,~

1981 t wor l1g. day 1675). .i <--"-~"l In-ft, 
'-,./.1 '2." PEl J "f ..,) ; A . ..., -~ , 

Harrison Street work (Ir~ 

west 20 feet closed to traffic from start of workday in / /J 
morning to 3-30 p.m. The third lane of traffic will ~ q~ 
be open to traU1.(LJl:t,",J.t)O p.m. to accommodate rush hour 
movement - ~il 6, :t.261'(WO.rki~ day 1597) to morning
of July 13. '"'191Jr'1tworkin.g, day 166,5). J.,r/ /. (1'-.11)

t 
 .,.4;.J 
Q 

/ ~ "",,",,' """ "'"., I-w. I; ........,.ro. 1'"1.'1 1"
/.I_,i ...~. 

- Two or possible three westerly lanes closed to traffic 
for installation of water and sewer conneotion being
done in the public area site improvement work. This 
work will take about five working days and the starting
date has not been set. 

In the above work on Beach, Saginaw, and Harrison the street- closings and restrictions should be considered to extend from 
the river south to Kearsley. It may be possible that the 

A ; I,,!" ::.1.•. ""'-t .. i". .t~j• .,;, 
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distanoe of the closings or traffic restrictions oould be 
reduced but for present planning purposes they should be 
assumed to extend between theee two boundaries. 

There is no doubt that the above format is going tOe cause 
some severe traffic problems. Mr. Jack Wilson of the Traffic 
Department was present at our meeting. and has requested that 
he be allowed to review this entire spring and summer program
in detail so that he can make an adequate determination as to 
what can be done to re-route traffic as needed. 

It was stressed in our meeting that each contractor responsible
for the work to be done requiring the street restriction or 
Closing obtain at least five to ten (preferably ten) working days
ahead of the point of need, a permit from the traffic department.
This is very important so that proper steps can be taken to 
insure the re-routing is done correctly. 

Hotel parking deok 

Once we completed the corridor analysis we turned our attention 
to a review of the current status of the hotel parking deck. 
Presently 140 of the total 240 piles have been driven and filled. 
with pile cap work presently being pursued aggressively in the 
west half of the building. For construction identification- purposes the project is broken into three sections _ that portion
of the building from column line 1 to column line 11 (called
the west portion), that section between column line 22 and 
column line 17 (called the east portion) and the section between 
column line 17 and column line 11 (called the center portion). 

Work is beginning today on driving the east test pile after 
which it will be filled, cured, and tested. Once the test 
has been made and apl>roved. active wo:-k will start on driving
production piling in the column line 22 to column line 17 area. 
It is very important that by the time this production pile driving
begins or shortly thereafter that the transfer of land involved 
with the Citizens Bank be effected. It is considered imperative
that it be completed prior to any major superstructure
construction on this parcel at ~he east section. 

The present intent is to begin erection of precast at column 
lines 1 to 11 on May 18. 1981 (working day 1627) and complete
by the morning of June 16, 1981 (working day 1647). The east 
section erection will start on June 16, 1981 (working day 1647) 
and be completed by July 6, 1981 (working day 1660). The 
center section over Beach street will be started July 6, 1981 
(working day 1660) and be totally complete with the rigs
moved out by July 24. 1981 (working day 1653). 

Once the precast frame at Beach Street is up there will be 
about 14 days of work required at the underside of the structure 
over Beach Street within which period electrical and mechanical 
work will be installed. This work will probably be put in place 
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from a ,scissors lift and will require closing of at least 
half of the street at a time. During erection of the precast 
superstructure at Beach Street as noted above in the c<rridor 
analysis it will be necessary to close the entire Beach Street 
to vehicular traffic. 

de next discussed the matter of elevator installation. topping.
and the other items needed to complete the building. Presently 
we are considering that all weather sensitive work and. in fact, 
most work on the deck must .""'* completed prior to the onset 
of full cold weather. We are considering that mid-November,1981 
is a major weather milpstone point, and every effo~t is to be 
made to bring as many things to completion prior to that date 
if possible. Some difficulties may be expected with elevator 
installation but this matter is presently being discussed with 
the elevator contractor by the project team and will be resolved 
between these two parties. 

Because of the critic.l nature of this facility and its close 
relationship to the hotel which is still planned to be tully
opened on Deoember 1, 1981 (working day 1764) it is important
that constant monitoring of the project be done. I suggest 
we review the job at each of our sessions and continue the 
planning process concurrently with the regular evaluations. 
Mr. Vyvyan will Bet agendas for this with Miss Stoughton.
Bill Whitney, and John Porter. 

The latest network model is now shown on sheets HD-l and HD-2, 
Issue #3, dated March 30, 1981 (working day 1592). These tracings 
were left with Mr. Vyvyan for appropriate distribution. 

Project information storage retrieval s~stem 

For a very brief p.t~od Mr. Vyvyan and I discussed storage
and retrieval techniques of information from the rather 
sizable library of network models that has accumulated over 
lbe past years as our various projects have been planned.
This was a very quick discussion but it was considered well 
to initiate development of a method by which the valuable 
information available from these ,lans of work could be easily
referenced and put to work in other projects as similar needs 
arose. I shall begin my analysis work ~ the system to be 
used and at each session where time permits we will further 
discuss the techniques to be applied. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare, in conjunction with the project managers
and others involved, an agenda for our next session. This~1 
be distributed by Mr. Vyvyan. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E, 

RJS.sps
To. Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.1£. 
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April 27. 1981 
Subject. Monitoring Report #109 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint. Michigan 

Project. 79130 

Date of Monitoring' April 10. 1981 (working day 1601) 

Aotions taken. 

Monitored progress on hotel parking deck 

Re-evaluated impact of Riverfront Center construction 
program on street restrictions and closings 

Updated traffic corridor analysis sheet C-l to Issue #2 
dated April 10, 19B1 (working day 1601) 

Made full review of procedure for preparation of SP-2 
work on implementation of Flint master plan 

Hotel parking deck 

Pile driving at the parking deck has moved well and all piles 
are driven on the west section to column line 11. Pile 
driving at the east section. column line 22 to 17. started 
April 9, 19B1 (working day 1600). Grade beams at the west 
are expected to be completed by May 15, 19B1 (working day 1626).
Progress on foundation concrete has been slightly slower than 
anticipated, but it is felt by those concerned that grade
beams will be ready for start of erection of the precast
main frame by the present target date of May lB, 1981 
(working day 1627). 

It is very important that precast be tightly scheduled 
during erection since it is crucial we identify, to the 
olosest time point. when structural erection work will be 
going on over Beach Street. ,1\11 concerned are well aware 
of this need and are cooperating to follow the project
closely. We shall keep in touch with the progress f~by 
monitoring and evaLuating regularly. 

At this session we reviewed delivery and installation of 
elevators with the elevator manufacturer. The reeults are 
summarized on page HD-2. Issue #4, dated April 10. 19B1 
(working day 1601). Deliveries and installation are presently
later than are desirabler therefore, I suggest strong efforts 
be made to improve both delivery and installation time. 
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Under the presettb plan. the first elevator is due to arrive 
on the job site December 11. 1981 (working day 1772).
Installation is anticipated to require one month per car 
for the three cars sequentially. It should be k.pt in mind 
that plans are presently being made to open the hotel in 
mid-November. 1981 and undoubtedly there will be heavy 
pressures to have an operative parking deck by that date. 
The possibility of obtaining a partial certificate of 
occupancy is being explored now. 

~~e had considerable technical discussion about the elevators. 
and the needs and the difficulties are clearly understood 
by the hotel parking deck team. 

Traffic corridor analysis 

The traffic corridor analysis shown on sheet C-l was updated 
to Issue #2. dated April 10. 1981 (working day 1601). This 
revised corridor analysis was further modified by subsequent
conferences with city of Flint staff. A review of the corridor 
provisions shown in Issue #2. dated April 10. 1981 (working
day 1601) is given belowl 

Beach Street work 

Much of the major sub-structure work in Beach Street 
has been completed but we will still assume there will 
be off and on work in Beach Street out to the morning
of Xpril 24. 1981 (working day 1611). 

mheh24 inch water main was completed April 7, 1981 
(working day 1598). 

The full width of Beach will be closed ~o traffic 
for erection of precast superstructure on the parking
deck. column line 17 ~o II, from July 6. 1981 
(working day 1660) to July 24, 1981 (working day 1674). 

The alternate half Closing of Beach Street for 
installation of mechanical and electrical overhead work 
at the underside of the parking deck structure (column
line 17 to column line 11) has been revised to a 
later dat.e of from August 3. 1981 (working day 1680) 
to the morning of August 21, 1981 (working day 1694).
This is to help alleviate some of the difficulties 
in traffic circulation brought along by Saginaw Street 
restrictions and closings. Whether or not this later 
date is actually necessary should be restudied at a 
near future meeting. 
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Saginaw Street work 

Closing west half for installation of public area site 
improvement pavers might be done earlier than originally
anticipated, perhaps starting as soon as June 4, 19B1 
(working day 1639). Work on pavers could be oompleted
by the morning of June IB, 19B1 (working day 1649). 

Closing east half to tnaffic for installation of PASI 
pavers oould be correspondingly early and start by
June lB. 19B1 (working day 1649). and be c~)leted 
by July 2, 19B1 (working day 1659). 

Closed for full one day farmer's market each Wednesday,
beginning June 10, 1981 (working day 1643). This will 
be a weekly event (some discussions are in work now 
that the market will not be held on July B, 19B1 
(working day 1662), July 15, 1981 (working day 1667),
and July 22, 1981 (working day 1672) because of 
overlapping street closings and the desire of the 
farmers to use Saginaw rather than a secondary street). 

Saginaw totally closed to traffic for annual sidewalk 
sale days. The sale will start July 22, 19B1 (working
day 1672) and extend to the morning of July 27, 1981 
(working day 1675). It should be noted that if the 
sidewalk sale whioh requires a full olosing of Saginaw
is to be held starting on July 22, 1981 (working
day 1672) that it might not be necessary to cancel 
the farmer's market for July 22, 1981 (working day
1672) if the two events can be held concurrently on 
Saginaw. 

Harrison Street work 

West 20 foot olosed to traffio from start of work day in 
morning until 31)0 p.m. The third lane 'of-traffic will 
be open to traffic at 3,30 p.m. to aooommodate rush 
hour movement. 

The delivery date of structural steel for the state 
office building has now slipped to April 24, 1981 
(working day 1611). Therefore, this corridor will 
be in effect starting then. The completion date for 
structural steel of July 13. 1981 (working day 1665) 
is to be held. 

- Two or possibly three westerly lanes closed to traffic 
for installation of water and sewer connections in 
public area site improvement work. 

This work will take about 5 working days and the starting
date has not been set. 
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A constant evaluation is being made of traffic conditions 
expected over the summer and every effort will be made to 
maintain as smooth and unrestricted flow as possible. We 
have made a further check with FDC and they feel that there 
will be no more interruptions of Saginaw Street traffic by
work at the hotel. We have asked them to recheck this once 
more and respond to the DPW if there is any possibility of 
interruption of Saiinaw Street movement. 

There also is a possibility there will be more than one 
traffic signal to be installed in Saginaw at the new 
intersection. This .ignal may prove to be difficult to 
work around and every effort must be made to allocate funds 
to get pole foundation and anchor bolts set so that paver
work in Slginaw is not delayed. 

Another projeot that ~oses potential for traffio problems
is the start of PAS! #2 work. Presently a hearing is 
scheduled for April 15. 1981 (working day 1604) on the 
Mill End property acquisition. ~here is no word as to how 
this will turn out but it could have a strong impact upon 
how PAS! 12 work is planned and scheduled in the field. 
We shall follow this carefully at each of our sessions. I 
suggest that once the go ahead is obtained on PftS! #2 work 
that we prepare a network model.lSf the work for the guidance
of all concerned. 

There are some other miscellaneous construction programs
that mayor may not have an influence upon the traffic flow 
in downtown Flint. There is no ourrent word on when each 
of these will start but they should be kept in mind as a 
set of activities that Should be considered. The first is 
erection of the sculpture at Riverfront center. This may
need some special lifting attention but should be able to 
be done well within the constraints of the area available. 
There also will be some minor construction done at the dam 
vault, however. this is expected to be no more than normal 
emall construction and should not affect traffic patterns 
at all. Then, some time this summer it is anticipated that 
construction of a playground at the area north of the Beach 
Street parking deck between the deck and the river will be 
initiated. 

We ehould keep an eye on all three of these programs even 
though they should have little if any impact upon traffic 
flaw. 

A brief discussion was held of what news was available 
on the state office building east of the hotel and on 
the parking deck for the state office building. No ward 
was available on either. 
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City of Flint master plan implementation 

In the afternoon we met with members of the Flint planning
staff and reviewed in depth the proposed plan of action for 
preparing. presenting, and gaining approval of the second 
portion of the city's masser plan. This work is oalled 
SP-2 and will be put into full work upon approval of section 
SF-l. 

Overall, the logic of our network model was acceptable and 
the durations that have been aSSigned as estimates will be 
maintained as targets. Although it is a tight schedule 
every effott will be made to meet it. The discussion today 
was good and brought out many points that will be helpful
in the aotual preparation of the material. Of particular 
concern to everyone is the proper seleetion and actual 
preparation of the graphic documentation particularly map
work. We also discussed the approvals and the approving
agencies in great detail. Those which are to be involved 
will be carefully selected so that a proper cross section 
is obtained that permits full community, as well as, 
regional input so important to properly implementing master 
plan work. 

We shall evaluate progress against this plan of work 
regularly in our sessions once SP-l is approved and full 
blown action starts on preparation of 3P-2. 

General 

Today we were able to make a quick tour of most of the major
downtown program areas. Also, Mr. Vyvyan and I continued 
our brief discussions of the project information storage
retrieval system. We shall continue to work on this and 
shall evolve a system by which the planning work aocomplished 
over the past severl sessions can be identified, olassified, 
stored, and retrieved for reference on future capital
improvement projeots along with other types of municipal
work. This could be a great help to effective planning of 
future programs, and as such is an important part of our 
work particularly as it impacts upon implementation of the 
master plan. 

Mr. Vyvyan haG prepared and distributed an agenda for 
our next session. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

- RJSlsps 

TOI Liir. And.rew W. Nester, P.E. 
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May 14, 1981 

Subject. ,';lonitoring Report #110 

City of Flint DowntC7Nn Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 791.30 

Date of Z.lonitoringa April )0, 1981 (working day 1615) 

Actions takenl 

Updated corridor analysis for Riverfront Genter 

Prepared network model for Union Street work from Beach 
to Saginaw 

Reviewed and monitored PASI work at Riverfront Center area 

Monitored parking deck construction progress 

Monitored state office building prOf:'7'am 

Briefly inspected various downtown projects 

Riverfront Center corridor analysis 

In our morning .ession we updated the sheet C-l traffic corridor 
analysis for the Riverfront Center to Issue #.3, dated April 30, 
1981 (working day 1615). The consensus is that what we have 
now in Issue #3 is a workable plan, although there is still 
too much overlap in work at Beach and Saginaw. 

Because of the importance of having Beach Street closed 
during erection of garage superstructure precast it has been 
decided to cancel the three farmer's markets that were 
planned between July 6, 1981 (working day 1660) and July 24, 
1981 (working day 1674). The closing of Saginaw Street for 
the sidewalk sales is now back to the original dates of 
July 22, 1981 (working day 1672) through July 27, 1981 (working
day 1675). In Harrison Street, the erection of structural 
steel for the state office building has not yet required any 
more than the curb lane to be used for construction operations.
It is not certain how long this will continue but it does 
make movement of Harrison Street traffic much easier particularly
during heavy demand periods. Structural steel for the office 
building is moving well, and we are still holding the completion 

~ target of July 13, 1981 (working day 1665). 
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The use of Beach Street for installation of mechanical and 
electrical work at the parking deck will begin now on July 27, 
1981 (working day 1695) and run through to about August 14, 
1981 (working day 1689). Only one half of the street will 
be cl08ed to traffic at a time during this period. 

Drawing C-l, Issue #), dated April )0, 1981 (working day 1615)
has been printed and issued to all concerned. It is assumed 
at this time that we are proceeding on the basis of this corridor 
statement and we will plan to monitor the plan regularly to 
incorporate desired revisions. 

PASI i'Vork at Riverfront Center 

The Mill End hearing has been held, and it appears now that 
by Septamber, 1981 it should be possible to demolish the 
structure. Present plans are to have the DPW start PASI #2 
work some time in July or August, 1981. It is extremely
important to begin this work as early as possible since the 
time constraints imposed upon the funds are very tight, and 
it is highly desirable that we do not request extensions 
for either PASI #1 or PASI #2 work. Present plans are to 
finish both work operations by November 1. 1981 (working
day 1144) if at all possible. 

There is considerable work to be done in PASI #2, and present
plans are to begin work in the section of Brush Alley between 
New Union and the river. Work will generally proceed south 
with 'the branoh work being done as the areas are made 
available. I have suggested that at our next session we 
prepare a network model for the sequencing of phase i/2
public area site improvements, and Mr. Vyvyan and Mr. Collard 
will establish the framework within which we will do the work. 

There is a possibility of construction on the private office 
building at the corner of Saginaw and the river beginning by
late fall, 1981 or in the spring of 1982. Therefore, early
completion of public area site work is needed to allow this 
faoility to be built with a minimum of disruption to PASI 
work. Also of importanoe is that the present opening plans
for the hotel are to have the full grand opening by November 18, 
1981 (working day l7S6). For this opening, of course. relocated 
Union will have to be available as a fully open right-ot-way. 

There still is no word on construction of the state office 
building parking deck so PASI #2 work will move ahead on the 
basis that the garage will probably not be put into work in 
the near future. 

In the afternoon we prepared a full network model for Union 
'~ 	 St~eet work from Beach Street to Saginaw Street. This was 

for the purpose of determining the interaction of parking
deck work, hotel work, and right-of-way work in Union. Every
effort was made to eliminate interferences that would tend 
to delay any of the three projects. All agreed that the plan
of operations prepared represents a reasonabl, approach. 
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This project is shown on sheet U-l, Issue #1, dated 
April 30, 19B1 (working day 1615). It has been printed and 
distributed by Mr. Vyvyan. 

Hotel parking deck 

Construction is moving well on the hotel parking deck with 
piling being substantially complete for the entire project
and with construction of pile caps following moving well. 
Grade beams on the west side of Beach Street are nearly
complete with the present goal being that the full foundation 
will be ready for erection of precast by May 18, 19B1 
(working day 1627). There was considerable discussion about 
the target completion date for the hotel parking deck and 
it was re-emphasized in the meeting that an opening of 
November IB, 1981 (working day 1756) for the hotel is 
critical. and is being held. Further it is important that 
adequate parking be available for not only guests but possibly 
for some of the emPloye,es. The emPloijS load at the hotel 
will place sizable ~ dema!lds_~!lj~hL..pi.t: . ~mIn.llis . Iff 1:1Ie 
dQWP'Eown area ana tnIS:'!Ylatt~~:lf!..~!'1) .£1....2!'e'8.j!Erfin'5n
fn the near future. Miss Stoughton, Mr. Whitnef' ana 1Us8"i'1O'II' 
will review parking needs -SO'On-wrtn'-1;neapp'ropr ate· au-=tliorltlle •. 

It was again confirmed that at our session pr.ecast will be 
erected over Beach Street from July 6, 1981 (working day 1660) 
to July 24, 19B1 (working day 1674). This date is pivotal
and every effort must be made to meet the starting and finishing 
target. 

Part of our discussion today concerned design and construction 
of the skywalk. It is planned to have a skywalk from the new 
Citizen's Bank building to the stair tower of the parking deck. 
The design of this connec~ion is important since there are 
lead times that must be taken into consideration when 
constructing a facility of this type. The matter is being
followed closely by the hotel parking deck team. 

Since construction of the cast in place ramps for the deck 
in Union Street are crucial to interrelate properly to other 
work within the right-of-way we incorporated a ramp 
construction plan into the diagramming of Union Street work. 
As noted above, this operation is shown on sheet U-l, Issue #1, 
dated April 30, 1981 (working day 1615). We should review this 
model at each session to insure it remains acceptable. 

State office bui~ding 

Structural steel erection was started at the state office 

~~JM~~~~~~!~~~~~~~ 

http:dema!lds_~!lj~hL..pi
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well and it 1s still expected that the target completion
of July 13. 1981 (working day 1665) or earlier can be met • 

•ve discussed construction of PASI phase J2 work in detail 
with Mr. Robert West. It appears that interterenoes ~etween 
the two work operations can be kept to a minimum with our 
present operational schedule. 

Gel'\Gral 

At the meeting it was mentioned that there is presently
planned for construction starting in the full a new multi-story
office facility at the northwest corner ot Beach and the river. 
Presently this project does not appear to be exerting a 
heavy influence upon planning and traffic flow at the south 
of the river. However. as plane tor its construction proceed 
we should monitor them continually to insure that the anticipate
and clear any interference problems that may be generated. 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next meeting based 
upon the needs expressed at this session. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS.sps 

"f 0. Mr. Andrew ~~. Nester t P.E. 



RALPH J. S'l'lIIPHENSON. P. E. 
OON81:7111'I.IlI'G IIlN6INl11l111l 

May 26. 1981 

Subject. Monitoring Report #111 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint. Michigan 

Project. 79130 

Date of Monitoring_ May 19. 1981 (working day 1628) 

Actions taken. 

- Monitored and reviewed PASI phas> #1 work at Riverfront 

Center 


- Reviewed hotel parking deck progress 

- Reviewed construction program for state office building 

- Prepared network model for PASI phase #2 work 

Briefly inspected downtown project 

Riverfront Center PASI #1 work 

We used as the basis of our discussion the corridor analysis 
~h.et C-l Issue #3. dated April 30. 1981 (working day 1615).
Thia corridor analysis has been accepted as the current measure 
of work to be done over the summer and all concerned agreed that 
it was a suitable schedule of operations. In it. paver work 
in Saginaw is to be accomplished between early June 1981 and 
early July 1981. closing one half of Saginaw at a time 
beginning with the west half being closed on June 4. 1981 
(working day 1639). It is anticipated that this work could 
possibly require less time than shown. 

It is still planned to close Beaoh Street fully to traffic 
for erection of precast concrete over the street on July 6. 
1981 (working day 1660) and reopen it again on July 24. 1981 
(working day 1674). OVerhead mechanical and electrioal work 
at the street level of the parking deck on Beach will start 
July 27. 1981 (working day 1675) and continue on through to 
August 14. 1981 (working day 1689) with one half of the street 
closed at a time. 

Meanwhile. Saginaw Street will be totally closed for the sidewalk 
sales between July 22. 1981 (working day 1672) and July 27. 
1981 (working day 1675). At Harrison Street the partial closing 
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that was thought to be necessary has been avoided by careful 
construotion planning of the steel erection. Therefore 
Harrison has been able to be maintained open even though
the structural steel raising at the state office building
is now within a few days of being completed. This good
planning by the groups involved in that project is to be 
commended~ There may be some miscellaneous traffic disruption 
as the steel erector moves off the site since the crane boom 
will have to be brought down and disassembled. This. however, 
will be watched on a day to day basis. 

At the hotel fountain the start up has been delayed by the 
plumbers strike. Plumbers went on strike April 30, 1981 
(working day 1615) and are still striking. There is no current 
word as to when this work delay may end although the consensus, 
at our session. of designers, architects, and users was that 
it could be a 4 to 6 week strike. There is no way of currently
predicting, however, when the strike will actually be over. 

There is considerable work yet to be done in installing the 
PASI ~l traffic signals. Conduit is in and the curb is being
replaced. The electrical vault for the signal system is 
presently being installed. It is felt that work on the signal 
system could be completed by the end of May, 1981 and as noted 
previously pavers will start on the west half of Saginaw
June 4, 1981 (working day 16~9). 

There will be some transfer of paver work, primarily at the t'?: r ,I".
'I.. .;east side of Saginaw in the sidewalkS from the current PASI #1 ,....,;,.;.1- • 


contract to a later contract. This is due to the need to hold 

off installing these pavers just as long as possible particularly 

near the Mill End store and at the construction office site bf 

the hotel field etaff. 


The Mill End property is now in the possession of the City of ~~ 

Flint and the current evacuation date for the building is ~:.:~ 

August 1, 1981 (working day 1680). Demolition will start 

immediately after and is expected to be completed by September 1, ~4 ,:~: 

1981 (working day 1701). Specifications for the demolition work ~ 

are presently being prepared. The deadline for soliclting demolition I. .... 

proposals is drawing near since it requires approximately one 
month to obtain the proposals, evalu.te them, and as much as 
another month to award the contract. Since demolition must 

c-~. 
~V~ ~ 

. 
start in early August 1981, now is the time to get on the 
preparation of the contract documents and issue them for 
proposals. 

Presently it is planned to monitor the physical demolition 
position of the contractor on the site very carefully. There 
was some discussion as to whether it would be necessary to 
close any of the street areas surrounding the Mill End store 
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to oomp1ete the demolition. The present oonsensus is that it 
will not be neoessary to restrict vehicular traffio. This 
matter will be given careful attention in the specification. 

It should be noted that the summer program at Riverfront 
Park is to start June 1. 1981 (working day 16)6). Pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic routing near the area should be kept 
as free as possible since there will be daily events at 
Riverfront Park and it is desired to keep routes to and from 
the area as safe and unoluttered as possible. One other item 
that may affeot to some extent the park traffic patterns is 
construction of the playground and landsoaping work at the 
north of the parking deck between the deck and the river. 
This work is probably going to begin in August. 1981. However, 
no heavy equipment will be needed and traffio disruption will 
probably be minimal. 

During the summer there will be ongoing events to be scheduled 
for various downtown areas. We should plan at eaoh session 
to review these. and monitor carefully the impact they might
have on downtown traffic patterns. I recommend that this be 
made a part of our ongoing corridor analysis agenda. 

Hotel Q&rking deck 

Construction continues to move well and preoast ereotion was 
started slightly ahead of the target beginning date of May 18, 
1981 (working day 1627). Precast oolumns are standing for 
a portion of the west seotion with some interoonneotion now 
being installed. Present plans are that the preoast will move 
in the pattern as has been reviewed in our last few monitDring
sessions. Installation of grade beams and pile oaps is also 
moving fairly well and there remains 10 to 15 working days 
to oomplete these oast in plaoe items. 

Some discussion was held about the playground work at the north 
of the parking deck and its impact upon construction. Apparently
there will be very little interfaoing between the two except
possibly for installation of some eleotrical underground work. 
However. there should be no major conflicts. 

The parking deck construotion staff reported that skywalk
design is now complete from the Citizen's Bank building to 
the parking deok but that skywalk proposals must go through
the building department for a review of the plastio cover 
material. It was brought out in the session that laok of 
completion of the skywalk to the eitizen's Bank building should 
not interfer with interim operation of elevation tower #1. 
Evan though ~me delays are experienced in obtaining needed 
variances bridgt!\" oonstruotion from the parking deck to the- hotel probably could proceed. 
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There was no evaluation possible of the impact of the plumbers
strike upon oonstruction of the parking deck. However, at 
some point, presumably later this summer, there could be an 
effect felt if the strike is a long one. 

We again disoussed the possibility ot putting the deck into 
use in mid-November, 1981 provided the hotel needs the 
facility tor its opening at that time. Elevator delivery,
however, is still a delay in aocordance with our previous
discussions and therefore this matter will have to be studied 
on an ongoing basis. It has been pointed out by the project 
team for the hotel deck that some ot the trades that follow 
ereotion ot precast are diffioult and possibly of long duration. 
:llheretore, we will continue to evaluate the potential tor 
completion of the deck periodically. 

It was suggested by several of those present that we prepare 
a network model for the work remaining onoe precast erection 
has been completed. I hl~ly recommend that this be done and 
if agreeable to those concerned we will plan to do this at 
a near future session. . 

State otfioe building 

As noted above, structural steel erection for the state office 
building has moved extremely well and present plans are that the 
building frame will be topped out within the next 10 working
days. There still remains oonsiderable plumbing and detailing 
to be done on the frame and metal deck is being delayed slightly.
Nevertheless. work progress on the offioe building has been 
good over the past four weeks and the job is in reasonably fair 
shape. 

The plumb.~B strike will probably start to atfect the job
sometime within the next month, however, presently there is 
no major delay being experienoed because of the strike. 

There was some discussion of the impact of P~SI #2 work upon 
construotion of the building, and the state office building
construction staft were invited back to our atternoon session 
to participate in planning of phase #2 PASI work installation. 

PHASE it.~,Rublic area site improvement work (PASI #2) 

Our efforts at this meeting produced a preliminary network 
study model shown on sheet #50, Issue #1, dated May 19, 1981 
(working day 1628). This drawing was distributed to those 
at the meeting for their review and study. Please note that 
a 1981 working day oalendar rather than the base oalendar 
presently in use for Flint programs was used. (Over the next 

~ six months it is planned to shift from the earlier base calendar 
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to the 1981 base calendar for ease in mathematical processing).
Most of those participating in the planning work have both 
calendar~. If a need arises for additional oopies, they 
are available upon request. 

For our planning work we again made use of the street designations 
set up earlier. These are shown on the key plan at the left 
side of sheet #50. Our work today conoerned planning only the 
underground installation along with demolition of the Mill 
End store, At our next session we will complete planning for 
the curb and paving work as well as making a complete review 
of the underground sequence presently shown on sheet #50. 
Issue ffl. dated May 19. 1981 (working day 1628). The present 
pattern of work at the phase #2 PASI area which is basically 
east of Saginaw Street is set by the demolition date for the 
Mill End store and the required oompletion date established 
by the grant. The Mill End store demolition.'1fork is expected 
to be oompleted by September 2. 1981 (working day 1701) and 
this will allow completion of the 12" water line installation 
in new Union. Present plans indicate that all underground
work for phase H2 PASI could be completed by September 10. 
1981 (working day 1707). The sequence for installation of 
work is shown in this network model, and no major disoussion 
of it will be made here exoept for olarifioation of a few 
points in the diagrams. It should be noted that task 7-8. 
remove and replace 42" storm in D and F, also assumes 
maintenance of the existing 42" line in service while 
replacement is being done. It is neoessary to finish this 
work before starting the sanitary line in G and E because 
installation of the 18" sanitary line (task 11-12 and 12-13)
inclu"es removal of the existing 36" storm sewer in G and S 
while now reoeives the flow from that sewer being replaoed in 
D and F. It is antioipated that as much ooncurrent work will 
be done throughout construction of PAS! #2 as possible. 

One of the unknowns that will have to be closely watched i& 
this work sequence is task #20-22, excavate and remove existing
basement at B. There is no current infDrmation as to how 
extensive this basement is, although previous experience in 
the area indicates it could be a difficult removal job.
Additional studies are being made to see how muoh actual 
removal is actually essential for construction of new Union. 
This matter will be investigated prior to our next session. 

Overall. there seems to be general agreement with the present
plan of work. It may cause some diffioulties with day to day
retail operations for facilities on the east side of Saginaw.
Nevertheless. with careful attention to deliveries of 
materials to the stores and the other site at the east, work 
should be able to be installed without excessive disruptions 
to day to day functions. We shall oontinue to study the 
program very oarefully and monitor it at each of our meetings. 
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GeneJ!'al 

At today's sessions there ware two young guests. IVIr. David 
Stein and Miss Patty Mulkins. Each is in college and presently
spending a period of time studying municipal processes. We 
extended an open invitation to them to attend future sessions 
and participate as they felt appropriate. 

Mr. Vyvyan and I reviewed the work to be accomplished at our 
next session, and he will prepare the meeting agenda and 
distribute it to those oonoerned. I suggest that the networks 
and corridor analyses prepared at our sessions today be 
distributed to all concerned particularly to the traffic 
department tor their ongoing evaluation. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJSlsps 

TOl Mr. Andrew W. Nester. P.E. 
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Subjeot. Monitoring Report #112 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 791)0 

Date of Monitoring. May 29, 1981 (working day 1635) 

Aotions taken. 

Continued preparing network model for hotel parking deok 

Evaluated ourrent status of parking deck 8onstruotion 

Monitored progress on PASI phase #1 work 

Continued preparation of network model for publio area site 
improvement work phase #2 

Hotel parking deok 

At our morning session whioh was attended by representatives
of the design team, the DDA, the oontraoting groups, and 
the city, we oontinued preparing the network model for the 
structure and interior finish work of the hotel parking deok. 
Overall, progress looks good. and the ourrent status of 
precast indioa.tes that by July 6. 1981 (working day 130)
(using the 1981 base werking day oalendar) the struoture 
should be erected to the point where work can begin on 
ereoting the Beaoh Street section of the precast structure. 

Immediately following erection of preoast in each of the main 
units (west, east and middle) work will start on coring holes 
in the deokfar electrical work. When preoast is ereoted 
from oolumn line 1 at the west to column line 11 at the east 
and we have cored holed in a large share of the deok. construotion 
of the topping slab will begin. Placing the topping slab is 
complex and will require careful field management due to the 
number of trades involved. Work on topping is expeoted to 
begin by June 22, 1981 (working day 121). Once the topping
slab is poured out at the top and middle level from column 
lines 1 through 11 installation of above floor electrical 
oonduit for interior power and lighting is to begin. This 
will be follewed by installation of light fixtures at the 
various levels. 
In evaluating how topping work will proceed it was decided 
that the present goal is to complete pouring out floor topping 
at the Beach street section of the deck, column line 17 to 11,-
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by /IUgust 10. 1981 (working day 155). This is an optimistic
date and as with all other material in the network model 
is to be reviewed by the construction team over the next 
few weeks. It is going to be desirable to finish concrete 
work just as rapidly as possible so as to insure that 
constructi,on will be done before the onset of colder weather. 

It is particularly important to give careful attention tp
installation of eleotrical work shown on network model sheets 
#52 and #53. Issue #1, dated May 29. 1981 (working day 105)
since a good portion ot the finish work in the structure is 
electrical and lighting. 

Another element disoussed during our session was installation 
of primary power. To start this work we must have a cost 
and design tor the primary service entrance which is expected 
to be received momentarily. Once this cost and design has 
been approved and Consumers can move onto the project,
installation ot primary power conduit can begin. Again, as 
with the other field elements this installation work should 
be studied oarefully since permanent power will soon be a 
critical need. 

Copies of the network model, Issue #1, dated May 29. 1981 
(working day 105) sheets #52 and #53 were distributed to 
all those oonoerned, and they will review and comment on 
these networks in subsequent sessions. We shall plan to 
monitor from the diagram and revise and update it as 
requested by the project team. 

It should be noted that the plumbers who went on strike 
April 30, 1981 (working day 1615) are still on strike. and 
there is no current information as to when the strike might
be ended. 

Riverfront Center PASI #1 work 

o 
J • 
time can be compressed, but presently
above dates for our target working 

At the hotel tountain the plumbers strike has continued~o 
delay start u~. Presently this is not a serious problem 
except tnat i would be good to clean up all work at the 

~ fountain as rapidly as possible. Work on traffic signals
is proceeding with the vault being in place. the bases to 
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replacement of 

At Union Street work on t'he hotel parking deck lower ramp
section has proceeded well, and the intent presently is to 
complete ramp work just as early as possible 60 the remainder 
of the PASI #1 work in Union can be completed. 

It was reported by the parkS and recreation department that 
playground work north of the parking deck is now out for 
proposals and should be let soon. Presently there seems to 
be no major oonflict with playground work, PAST #1 completion,
and the parking deck. 

PASI phase It.2 

An extensive discussion was held about PAS! phase #2 and 
we continued work on the network model sheet #50 and 1¥51, 
Issue #2, dated May 29. 1981 (working day 105). (In this 
network model the working day base uses the 1981 calendar).
Therefore the network shall be used as the reference point
in this discussion. 

Work start on phase if2 operations has been delayed slightly 
~~~~r.::..-_:";;;;.M-~B~'nW19R-8;;..;1;r.,.w,ith removal of thJ 
- tEls work will 

~n~ow~~s~a~r~;o;n~.~u~n;e~~,~~~Tw~or~k~n~g~d~a~y~l~l~~. We discussed 
the sequence of undergrouhd utility and construction in the 
various portions of the PASI phase #2 area shown on sheet #50, 
Issue £2. atta4 May 29. 1981 (working day 105). It was agre~
by those involved that this is a satisfactorY sequence and the 
task durations should be able to be met. 

It is expeoted that once the 18" sanitary sewer is installed 
in old Union that work on new curbs, sidewalks, and paving 
oan begin. Presently this date is set lor August l~. 
1981 (working day 162) sUb3ect to further contirmatron. ~ 
on new ourbs at new Union is expected to be able to begin 
on September 10, 1981 (workingaay 177). pavinBLfor n~w 
Un on e 0 mete b ---oct ober 2 • 

or ay 08. This is a ki~ ser es of tasks ana 
will be rev ewe . h of our sess ons to insure that it 
has aooeptance and validity. 
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Union Street work. The reason is that we do not want to get 
too many public area site improvements under way and then have 
to stop work over the winter period, thus opening them up 
to possible cold weather damage. 

Copies of the Issue d2 network model. sheets #50 and #51, 
dated May 29. 1981 (working day 105) were distributed to 
those involved and are available for those who may wish to 
follow progress of the work. I suggest that at a near future 
session we review in detail the proposed work sequence with 
all other parties involved in oonstruction in adjoining areas. 

It should be kept in mind that the downtown merchants are 
extremely interested in this wark area, and we shoUld provide
them with our plans of work as they may request so they can 
make aocommodations for shipping and receiving as well as 
merchandising during the very critical construction times. 
This matter is being handled by Miss Kathy Stoughton in 
conjunction with downtown representatives. 

General 

It was planned to begin preliminary work on publio area 
site improvements at the Auto World projeot but due to 
unfareseen difficulties this has been postponed to a near 
future session. 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda far our next session and 
distribute it to those conoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJSlsps 

Tot Mr. Andrew W. Nester. P.E. 
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SUbS·ctt 1:4 onitor ing Report 11113 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Projeot. 79.)0 

Date Of Monitoringl JUne 11. 1981 (working day 1644 - original
Flint calendar)

(working day 114'- 1981-82 
calendar) 

Actions tajenl 

- Monitored hotel par¥ing deck program 

- Reviewed PASI #1 work 

- Reviewed state office building construction status 

Reviewed PASI #2 work 

~ote. parking deck 

Progress continues good on the parking deck with precast 
now being erected to column line 10. Er. t on isJ:3De 
well and is current t ee to 1'i __ _ 
'W!' target da. s an c pa e a work on precast
erection at the east side of Beach Street will begin
shortly. The target date for this work to start as shown 
in the Issue #1 network dated ;/jay 29 •. 1981 (working
day lOS) was June 22. 1981 (working day 121). It is 
expected that this date will be met or bettered. 

Coring of holes for electrical outlets in the floor deoks 
has started and should have no diff'iculty in keeping ahead 
of the in-topping work preceeding the actual pouring out 
ot the topping. :II!'¥! f'?n. 'ro iQ i'&,g tqg;'ni work2D S betet' ,X,m._____8_ working day 121). 

The plumbers strike which began April )0, 1981 (working 
day as) may soon be ended subject to ratification of the 
agreement by .embers of the union. Present expectations 
are that the plumbers will be back to work on Monday, 
June lS, 1981 (working day 116). This is conjecture at 
this time, and there could be a further delay depending' 
upon the results of the vote. 

The design of the skywalk from the parking deck to the 
hotel has been completed and is released to the precast
fabricator for preparation of shop drawings. It 1s 
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expected that the bridge along with the elevator towers 
will be fabricated and delivered to the job site so 
ereotion of the entire facility, except for the bridge 
to the Citizen's Bank building, can be completed by the 
end of July, 1981. There was no current word on~p~ecast
for the stair towers except that no shop drawings had yet
been received for stair tower #1 or #2. Shop drawings 
are in for approval for stair tower #3. 

Some discussion was had on elevator deliveries and as of 
June 11, 1981 (working day 114), there had been no change
from the previous commitment by the elevator supplier.
The first elevator is due to arrive on the job site 
December 11, 1981 (working day 242) and to be in operation
by mid-January, ~982. However, there are ongoing efforts 
to be made to improve this delivery, and a conference ·~th 
the building department is expected shortly to determine 
the requirements to grant a temporary certificate of 
ocoupancy (C of 0) to be issued so the deck could be 
available for use by hotel guests when the hotel has its 
grand opening. This grand opening is still set for mid
November. 1981 although the plumbers strike may have some 
lengthening influence 'on the completion target • 

The Consumers Power primary service cost and design has not 
yet been submitted, and it is to be stressed that submission 
of this material and review and approval of it is necessary 
to allow primary power conduit to be installed. I strongly 
suggest that this matter be addressed now so that primary 
power can be installed as soon as possible. 

We are still maintaining a start of precast erection over 
Beach Street on July 6. 1981 (working day 130) with its 
completion by July 24, 1981 (working day 144). Upon fUrther/
review of the needs prior to when the electricians 8an be 
installing light fixtures at the Beach Street area it was 
found that probably the installation of fixtures over Beach 
Street might not be able to be started until about ~u6U.t .a. 
1981 &worki~ dat 161). A detailed review of the sequence
fill • maa~Sy ~e hotel parking deck project staff. and 
we should plan to discuss this matter at future me.tings.
Ir a later date than presently expected is set for installation 
of thie electrical overhead work, perhaps the necessary paving
and ieland work in the Beach Street right-of-way can be 
aocomplished during the gap between completion of preoast
erection and start o£ overhead electrical work at Beach. 
This matter, too, will be discussed in the near fUture. 

It might be wise to consider rediagramming the Beach street 
work at the parking deck as soon as adequate information 
is gathered to prepare an authoritative plan. I shall 
discuss this with Mr. Vyvyan and we shall include it on the 
agenda if appropriate. 
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fASI phase ifl work 

With the plumbers apparently going baok to work soon, fountain 
plumbing installation can be completed and the tountain tested. 
It probably will require about 10 working days to complete
plumbing work at the fountain when the plumbers return. 
There is a question as to whether the fountain should be 
made operative this summer or whether its operation start 
should be held until the hotel is oooupied. This matter 
will be reviewed by the DDA and a deoision made Boon. 
Protection of fountain materials may prove to be difficult 
if the tountain is not actually put into use. 

r une s or 0& 
• paver wor st be comp e e sue that Saginaw is 

totally freed up far full north/south traffic by July 2, 
1981 (working day 129) since Beach Street will be fully
olosed in the next time period to allow for ereotion ot 
preoast. The contraotor feels that he can complete this 
work tor the most part by July 2, 1981 (working day 129). 

The major amount of remaining work exolusive of Saginaw
in PASI #1 is now oonoentrated in Union and Beach Street. 
We have already prepared a network model for the Union 
street work. and progress is suoh that the improvements 
may be able to be completed prior to the present target
date shown on sheet U-l, Issue ffl, dated April 30, 1981 
(working day 8S). At Beach Street. as noted above, it would 
be well to consider rediagramming the work to be done and 
consolidating it on a single network model. (Notel See 
sheet 1/47 for a diagram base of the remaining PAST /11 
work 1n Beach Street). 

At the north side of the parking deok, reoreation area 
work will be started sometime soon. Bids are due 1n 
June 25. 1981 (working day 124) with work dua to Segln 
Illortiy after. •-
State office building and PASI #2 work 

These two subjects were combined at this session since 
the major discussion revolved around the impact ot PASI #2 
on construotion progress at the state offioe building.
The problems that might be encountered were discussed in 
detail, and it was agreed that the plan shown on sheet J150 
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and #51. Issue ;2, dated May 29, 1981 (working day 105) is 
still valid. Materials for the 42" storm line in seotions D 
and F are beginning to arrive at the job site, and work 
will be6in there Monday morning, June 15. 1981 (working
day 116). 'llhere has been oonsideration given to temporarily
repaving old Union (section D) after installation of the 
uti~t~es 80 as to maintain old Union and new Union in 
service one at a time on a oontinuing basis. This matter 
will be oontinually evaluated as the project moves along. 

Work at the Brush Alley sections E and F from n~w Union to 
Kearsley will be paved if possible this year. I~ any evant, 
once utilities are installed and complete the area will be 
made usable for traffio. We also discussed at our session 
how service traffic will be accommodatedwlthln the PASI #2 
improvements. This matter will be worked on continually
by the DPltJ in conjunction with the Center raty Association. 
It will require good day to day planning within the overall 
framework of the total job. 

Work at the State o~ Michigan office building is presently
meeting desired targets on structural steel ereotion, 
however, some of the following elements have fallen slightly
behind, but this lag is expected to be reoaptured in the 
very near future. The target completion is still being
held at mid or late May, 1982. 

There are probably going to be some traffic problems in 
the vicinity of the state office building. but if these 
potential problems can be resolved early enough, a free 
flow of traffic can be maintained to the projeot as well 
as to the DPW work in the surrounding street system. 

General 

At our session it was mentioned that Auto World is 
continuing to move closer to start of field work. Since 
Auto World is a oomplex project and most likely will have 
an impact on the surrounding street and utility systems,
I recommend that as soon as possible the impact on 
surruunding public systems be evaluated and steps taken 
to insure that the work is carefully planned. This item 
was discussed briefly with the management of DPW and 
there was agreement that the PASI work surrounding Auto 
World be reviewed at an early date. Mr. Vyvyan will follow 
this matter and identity when it will be possible and 
desirable to review PASI /;uto iJorld. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Vyyyan will prepare the aEenda for our next 
session and distribute it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 
RJSlsps 

TOI r~1r. Andrew W.Nester, P • .2. 
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Subject. Monitoring Heport #114 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79.,30 

Date of Monitoring. June 25, 1981 (working day 124) 1981~82 calendar 
(working day 1654) original Flint 

calendar 

Aotions taken. 

Reviewed proposed document information retrieval system 

Reviewed PASI #1 work progress 

Discussed state office building progress and continued 
evaluating impacts of PASI #2 work 

Monitored progress on hotel parking deck 

Reviewed impact of AutoWorld on surrounding public area 
site improvements 

Briefly inspected various downtown project areas 

Planning information retrieval system 

Mr. Vyvyan and I have been discussing for some time the use 
of a document information system whic h can be utilized in 
tabulating, storing, and quickly retrieving information 
contained in the various documents that have been prepared 
over the years in our downtown master planning program. We 
are beginning to formulate the various fields to be included 
in each record. Records will then be combined into a document 
file for the various document types. As an instance, we are 
presently abstracting information from the nearly 90 network 
models that have been prepared during our work on various 
aspects of the Flint downtown program. 'rhis includes such 
projects as the Flint flood control program, the river 
beautification project, St. John industrial park, Doyle housing
development, the Hyatt land acquisition, PASI work for several 
areas, the Flint master plan implementation program, the 
comprehensive energy program, and several others. 

The intent is to identify the information contained in each 
of these documents and to allow it to be retrieved upon demand 
when a need for the information arises. We have encountered 
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many cases where it would be helpful if we could have.referred 
back to previous work quickly and accurately. 

Present plans are to include the following data field in each 
record. 

Name of project and original document number 

Reassigned document number 

First issue date 

Latest 	issue date 

Project manager 

Project team 

Other areas affected 

Consultants involved 

Type of activity contained in document 

Interrelationships (probably the major responsible parties 
on the pr ogram) 

We are still reviewing the possibility of adding additional 
fields to each record, but the above will be the basic data 
to be contained in each record. For now we are setting up 
the fundamental filing format and sometime in the near future 
Mr. Vyvyan and I intend to begin active tabulation of the 
aotual data for each of the documents available. 

PASI til work 

We made a comprehensive review of PASI #1 work evaluating
the work remaining in Union street and in Beach. In Union 
Street the intent is to begin remaining curb, base course, 
and paving work by mid-August, 1981. This is slightly earlier 
than had been originally intended. However, the sooner this 
work can begin the better it will be for maintaining continuity 
between Union and Beach operations. Probably completion of 
PASI work in Union will require about 21 working days. Remaining
PASI work in Beach will begin shortly after erection of precast
parking deck components over the street. This probably will be 
in early August, 1981. 

Installation of electrical overhead work at Beach Street will 
proceed concurrently with completion of public area site 

~. 	 improvements. Thus, it is entirely possible that by mid or 
late September, 1981 all work in Beach Street will be completed
and the road will be fully opened to traffic. 
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In Saginaw, pavers have started at the two crosswalk areas. 
Pavers are reported to require about one day per half width 
of the street per lane. Thus, we are allowing a week for 
installation of all pavers and abutting brick paving 
bringi~ completion of the pavers to July 2, 1981 (working
day 129). This schedule allows Saginaw Street to be open
fully before closing Beach Street totally to traffic for 
erection of precast. 

Beach Street precast erection is due to begin Suly 6, 1981 
(working day 1)0) and be complete on or before July 24, 1981 
(working day 144). 

We did not monitor installation of fountain and other related 
plaza work but apparently at this time these are not critical 
items. 

Of additional importance at Beach Street is consideration 
of how the intersection of Beach and Union is to be signalized.
Mr. Jack Wilson will give this matter his careful attention 
immediately since there are normally long lead time components
of any signal system that must be ordered well ahead of 
installation. It is desired to have the intersection fully
signalized by opening of the hotel, presently being maintained 
at November 17. 1981 (working day 225). We should plan to 
aonitor procurement work on traffic signal materials as a regular 
part of our sessions. Also the deSign of the traffic light
installation, the location of contrbl conduit and the location 
of the controller will be of importance since if there is any
smbedded electrical conduit to be installed it must be done 
before the Beach wearing course is to be laid. 

State ofiiee building 

Work on the state office building is continuing with the major
difficulty now being getting supported deck concrete under way.
However, this particular operation has no external impact on 
the area surrounding the office building. It is still 
intended that the project will be completed by late Mayor
early June, 1982. 

We made a detailed review of the PASI #2 work as it impacts 
upon the office building. Removal and replacement of the 42" 
storm drain in old Union and Brush Alley is in work and probably
will be complete with the connection by July 1, 1981 (working
day 128). This will allow underground utility wor¥ to begin
in Brush Alley from the river south to old Union by July 1, 1981 
(working day 128) a few days earlier than planned. It is 
expected that the work will move rapidly in Brush .Alley and 
new Union, and presently we are maintaining our current target
dates as shown on Sheet iI-50, Issue if2, dated May 29, 1981 
(working day 105). 
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The demolition contract for Mill End is awarded, and we are 
still intending to begin demolition there by August 3, 1981 
(working day 150). Every effort is to be made to keep the 
alley from new Union through to the river clear during removal 
of the Mill End store. That area is very tight, and it will 
be neoessary to carefully utilize the space so as not to 
interfere either with demolition, with construction work on 
the new office building, nor with installation of utilities 
in the alley. Thu~, an early start on this alley work (prior 
to start of demolition) would be of help. 

Mr. Ted Smith, a local Flint downtown businessman, attended 
our session on the discussions of PASI #1 and #2 work. He 
had several excellent questions and every effott was made to 
anawer these as fully as possible. 

Hotel parking deck 

Precast has been erected at the west to oolumn line 10 and 
precast erection is now proceeding on the east side of Beach 
out to column line 18. Following completion of the east erection 
work on the portion of the deck over Beach Street will begin.
This is presently scheduled for a start of July 6, 1981 (working
day 130) and completion by July 24, 1981 (working day 144). 

Coring is almost complete in the west half and in-topping
work is under way with the first topping pour to be made 
Tuesday, June 30, 1981 (working day 127). The first section 
of topping was due to be completed by June 26, 1981 (working
day 125) so there is a projected two to four working days lag
in topping work. Probably if the weather holds good this time 
can be picked up in subsequent pours. 

Installation of primary power conduit is in work and the design
and cost have been submitted and approved. This work is 
presently on schedule. Stair tower #1 shop drawings are in and 
being checked. Shop drawings for stair tower #2 have been 
approved and the components are being fabricated. Components
for stair tower #3 will be on the job shortly and erection is 
expected to begin Monday, June 29. 1981 (working day 126). 

Preliminary discuss;ons have been held with the building
department regarding conditions for a certificate of occupancy.
Since the hotel is scheduled to open November 17. 1981 
(working day 225) the major desire is to have the deck available 
for parking at that time. However, elevator deliveries are 
somewhat indeterminant, and therefore it is not fully known 
whether we will be able to have an elevator in operation by
opening. However, if we have handicapped parking available 
at the grade and 3rd levels with the bridg~ complete from the 
3rd level to the hotel it is anticipated that no di.fficulty 
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will be encountered in obtaining approval for a temporary
certificate ot ocoupancy. 

Nevertheless, every effort is going to continue on improving
elevator deliveries since they would be a desirable feature 
to have in the deck by its opening date. 

At a near future session we will complete diagramming remaining
work on the parking deck. Mr. Vyvyan through Mr. Gerding will 
request those involved to be present. 

AutoWorld 

Today, we began informal review of the impact of AutoWorld 
upon the surrounding street patterns and the existing and proposed
utilities. There has been considerable discussion about the various 
elements of this program, and we attempted in the meeting to 
insure that these elements properly interface to the outside 
boundaries of the job. 

Another element of critical importance, to which considerations 
are presently bel~ gIven~ are public---utfIfties tha.'t--cross· .-
the site that musce ait er protecteauor reIocated. It fias 
alae come to our attention that a canoe livery is presently
being planned and is actually in construotion on the east side 
of James P. Cole apposite Fourth Ave. where it deadends at James 
P. Cole. This canoe livery is at a sensitive location since 
its demands for parking and apace will undoubtedly overlap
peak requirements to be encountered at Auto World. Tunnel 
constructio a al 0 ce installation of the canoe 
1 very at that particular location.-
We shall continue our reviews of the impact of the AutoWorld 
development at subsequent sessions. Meanwhile, :VIiss Stoughton
will try to arrange meetings with key members of the AutoWorld 
project team to help tie together the project and its needs 
from surrounding public areas. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan has assembled the agenda for our next session and 
distributed it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 
RJSasps 

Toa Mr. _tl.ndrew IV. Nester. P.E.' 



RALPH J. STIIlPHIIlNSON. P. E. 
OONBUIlrING IIlNGINJDlDR 

July 17. 1981 

Subject. Monitoring Report #115 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project 1 79130 

Date of Monitoringl July 10, 1981 (working day 134) 1981-82 calendar 
(working day 1664) original Flint 

calendar 

Actions takenl 

Monitored hotel parking deck progress 

Continued preparing network model and checklists for work to 
be done on parking deck 

Prepared preliminary laundry list and early activity plan for 
new police and fire facility and commercial revitalization 
program in near north Flint 

- Monitored current status of state office building 

Momtored current status of PASI #2 work 

Reviewed traffic routing and activities in public right of 
ways for next few weeks 

Continued discussions regarding planning information retrieval 
system 

Hotel parking deck 

E~ection of the precast structure over Beach Street started 
July 9, 1981 (working day 13) about two days later than had 
been anticipated. However, the work is moving well, and it is 
possible we may be able to complete slightly ahead of the target 
date of July 24, 1981 (working day 144). The intent now is to 
<L~vetail erect.~Qn Qf_ th~ parking deck f:!tructure with in8tailat~n 
Of the topping slab at the third IeveT (1st supported leve off 
the atriaL lfVt~) So that the work on li~ht fixtures on the 
nder s e 0 e arkI deck In Beach _treet can follow 
mmed ate y a er complet on of the structure. Th s wou d 

oe desIrable. 

To install the lighting fixtures subseguent to completion of 
the structural frame on July 24, 1981 (working day 144) will 
require closing of one half of the street at a time. During 
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this same period, PASI #1 improvements to Beach Street will 
also be oompleted. Thus, by August 14, 1981 (working day 179) 
it is planned to have Beach Street completed and 8eady for 
reopening. 

The precast structure now is nearing completion and stair 
tower #3 has been partially erected. Stair tower #2 is in 
fabrioation and there is no current word on its delivery.
The plan, however, is to be able to move continuously from 
completion of the main structure to completion of the stairwells. 
Therefore, delivery of stair tower #2 as well as stair tower #1 
will probably be somewhere between late July 1981 and mid-August, 1981. 
Bridge III Shol drawin&s are still being preaared and ~~_ w~th the 
staIr towers t is hoped to be able to sche ule bridge 111· .
deliveries aM ereotion so this work can be accomplU!lhed while the 
erlotor 18 IItl11 on the job. -------. 

We prepared some additional network models for the various portions
of the parking deck job and the result is that it still appears
feasible to have the deck operational by November 17, 1981 
(working day 225) provided a partial certificate of occupanoy 
can be obtained. 

Elevator work was again discussed and there has been some 
improvement in delivery commitments • The elevator contractor 
has now said he will ship all three elevators on November 2, 1981 
(working cay 124). They should be on the job by November 13. 
1981 (working day 2.23) and allowing one month per car for 
installation and testing, the first elevator should be on line 
by December 14, 1981 (working day 243). Although we have not yet
installed this first elevator early enough for the hotel opening, 
we have narrowed the time span between the opening and when the 
first elevator will be available. Continuing attempts to improve
the dates further will be maintained. 

A major part of our discussion today revolved around traffic 
signalization in Union and Beach. Mr. Jack Wilson said he needed 
work! drawings for com letio their desi n aheck. These 
are ava a eat e 0 s tel The des gn for the s gnal system
will take about five working days from next Monday, July 13. 
1981 (working day 135). Following design anUgesign review 
ap~rovals can be obtained:ruc the expenditure. and orders ~laced. 
Ef orts are to be made to expedite approval of ordering rna eriaIS 
because oZ the potential long lead times required for equipment
delivery. Light controllers, depending upon their complexity, 
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oould require as long as four months delivery time (even longer 
~elivery times have been experienoed recently). Heads can be 
available wi thin )0 working days after their order • Poles 
(3 ten foot poles will probably be needed) are available. 
~are is ourrently on order. Anchor bolts, templates, and 
brackets for supporting the various structures should be available 
within a few working days after needs are identified. 

A study must be made as to how the signals are to be attached 

to the deck. This matter is to be addressed in a joint traffic 

and engineering meeting to be held Monday, July 1), 1981 

(working day 135). 


It was decided that installation of the entire traffic Signal 

system would probably require about one week following delivery

of the last component. It is important to remember, however. 

that any conduit that must be installed underground or in the 

wearing surface of the paving will have to be accommodated 

early since we plan to have this remaining PASI work done by 

mid-August, 1981. All involved are aware of these ~ight dates. 


In summary, work on the parking deck structure is moving quite

well and currently meeting targets between early and late 

starts and finishes. There are some minor delivery delays in 

specialty areas such as the elevator towers and the bridges,

however, these are not expected to oause any major disruptions. 


An item to be watched is the plexiglass cover to be installed 

at the bridges. It probably will be necessary to obtain a 

second variance on the second bridge. I suggest this be done 

at an early date since commitments are presently being made 

for purchase of the transparent roof system. 


IvIaterials for the dome rodf will probably be on the job by

October 1, 1981 (working day 192). This should allow the interior 

of at least bridge #1 to be completed in adequate time for the 

grand opening on November 17, 1981 (working day 225). 


Planning information retrieval system 

We continued discussions about the planning information 
. retrieval system and decided that the fields to be used, 

spaces to be allocated, and initial identifications to be 
incorporated will be as follows. 

Original drawing number - 4 spaces - ODN 

Reassigned drawing number - J spaces RDN 

Project name - 20 spaces - PN 

Original issue date - 6 spaces - OlD 
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- Latest issue date - 6 spaces - LID 

Project managers - .3 spaces - PM 

- Project elements - .3S spaces - PEL 

Who's involved - .35 spaces -:mo 

- I~pacted groups - .35 spaces - IMP 

Consultants involved - 19 spaces - COl 

i.vlr. Vyvyan will obtain a full set of prints of all drawings
that we have presently in our tracing file, and T shall start 
inputting data from these sheets. We shall use the data 
for our trial runs on this retrieval system. As the system is 
refined we will begin to apply it to other elements of the 
downtown master planning project aside from the drawings
themselves. This will be an ongoing effort aimed at ultimately
making the full set of data we have on this work available 
to whomever wishes it and within whatever selective desires 
they might have regarding the information. 

folice and .fire facility;@.Dd commercial revItaliZation 

Today was the initial meeting for start of planning on a new 
facility located in north Flint. 'l'his facility is visualized 
as a combined police and fire training center with a fire 
department station incorporated within the complex. In addition, 
the training facilities are expected to see multiple use in 
both business and community training related to security and 
protection of health. welfare, and safety.. Adjoining the ~acility 
could very well be a commercial revitalization program aimed at 
improving the entire district and its marketing and environmental 
characteristics. These two projects are presently visualized as 
going hand in hand and for the time begin are conceived of as 
major elements of the total program. 

The laundry list we prepared with those attending the session 
was quite oomprehensive and should be reviewed carefully.
This list is shown on sheet #54, Issue #1, dated July 10, 1981 
(working day 1.34). Mr. Ursuy will distribute copies to those 
concerned. The agencies involved in the program are the police
department, fire department, 5th and 6th ward concerned citizen's 
or~n1zations. DPW and Department of ~ommunity Development. Other 
groups will be involved as planning prooeeds. Of importance could 
be the involvement of local businessmen. Mr. John McGarry will 
investigate the possibility of inviting their participation and 
comments on how it can be best done. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Ursuy will start implementing the laundry list 
by establishing a tentative project organization and setting 

mailto:facility;@.Dd
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up preliminary operational guidelines which he will distribute 
for review and comment to all parties concerned. Concurrently
investigations will be made of the phySical nature of the 
site including structural characteristics, existing utilities, 
topography, ownership, area, and other such statistical 
features that might be put together in a project manual. 
Establishment of funding sources and preparation of a financing
approach are important activities that should be accomplished
early in the project • 

•;e expect to continue preparing the network model for this 
program at our next monitoring session. Mr. Ursuy will set 
those attending and notify them of the meeting. 

PASI #2 and state office building 

Installation of the 18" sanitary sewer in the G section 
(between new Union and the river and Brush Alley) is under way
and is slightly ahead of early starts and early finiShes. 
Work on the 42 II st arm in B is complete. however, the F area 
installation must have some interferences with power conduit 
and vaults resolved before it can be completed. There are 
bound to be such interferences as the work proceeds and 
therefore we shall monitor on the basis that the plan may have 
to change oocasionally from the desired sequenoe depending upon
what sub-struoture obstructions are encountered. Presently,
however, we are maintaining adherence to the network model shown 
on sheet #50, Issue #2, dated May 29, 1981 (working day 105). 

Demolition of the Mill End store is still scheduled to start 
August ), 1981 (working day 150) and be complete by September 2, 
1981 (working day 172). Mlss Nancy Goss of the Center City
Association attended our meeting and will update her map of 
downtown street activity from our discussions today. l~Je have 
suggested that the downtown businessmen be kept aware of what 
is planned over the next few weeks and Miss Goss will see that 
this is carried out. 

Meanwhile, work on the office building close in is starting
with erection of masonry at the 2nd floor now in work. They 
are still hblding a target completion of late May/early June,1982 
for the building. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for the next session and 
distribl1te it to those concerned. Meanwhile, he aleo will print
for me a set of bluelines of the planning documents we have been 
working with for abstracting the data for our retrieval system. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E.
RJS,spe 


To. Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 




RALPH J. STEPHENSON. P. E. 
OOl!iSUUl"IIO'G EIO'GDrlIIlIIR 

~ugust 7, 1981 

Subject I Monitoring Report i/116 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint. Michigan 

Project I 79130 

Date of Monitoring. July 24, 1981 (working day 144) 1981-82 calendar 
(working day 1674) original Flint 

calendar 

Actions taken. 

iVlonitored progress on Hyatt Hotel parking deck 

Reviewed PASI #1 and #2 work 

Monitored progress on state office building program 

Continued planning procedures to be followed on new police,
fire, and community facility on north side 

Hotel parking deck 

Precast structural erection is in work over Beach Street and 
presently meeting targets between early and late starts and 
finishes. It appears that work on the parking deck will be 
able to hit the date goals set out for it so far as erection 
and installation of work at the underside of the third level 
over Beach Street. 

Precast towers and bridges are still being erected, fabricated, 
or designed. Tower #1 and bridge #1 are expected to be erected 
complete by late August, 1981. Bridge #2 has been detailed, 
but shop drawings have not yet been approved. A structural 
support beam must be installed at the bank building, and this 
work is to be done by a different contractor than the one 
erecting precast. 

As noted in the previou s report, there has been a slight 
improv~ent in delivery of elevators and these are still 
holding as firm dates. 

The major discussion today revolved around signalization at 
Beach Street. Union, and Kearsley. All at the session agreed
that signalization must be studied in respect not only to 
vehicular traffic but to pedestrian traffic, particularly 
since it is a difficult pedestrian circulation area. even now. 
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PAS! work 

At the west side of Saginaw, ramp construction in Union Street 
is moving very well with the goal of oompleting all work as 
Boon as possible 80 remaining PASI work in Union can be completed
by early fall. This appears to be a distinot possibility at 
present. There is also a need to further review the use of 
property between the ourb line and the present Citizen's parking 
area on the south side of Union at Beaoh. This area will, in 
part _ be underneath the parking deok. With present plane to 
extend. the Citizen's parking lot, the oonfiguration should be 
oarefully studied so far as its finish materiale are ooncerned. 
Crosswalk. must yet be finally decided upon. 

'fhere was Bome minor discussion about plaza tree grates. This 
matter will be resolved by project staff. 

At the east aide of Saginaw PASI #2 work is ongoing with 
operations presently meeting targets between early and late 
starts and finishes. The 18" sanitary sewer in sections G and 
E is being installed and will be tollowed by the 18" sanitary
line in F. Miohigan Bell Telephone conduit will probably have 
to be installed immediately after the 18" line is completed.
This sequenoe will be worked out by the oity and l~ichigan Bell. 

Demolition of the Mill End store is still scheduled to begin
August 3. 1981 (working day 150). and will take appraximat$&j 
one month. Demolition is an important item to freeing up
following work on underground installation tor the area. 

We had a brief disoussion about lighting in new Union. This 
matter will be checked by Mr. Ken Collard. 

State of Michigan office building 

No tormal review of the project was made at our session. 
However. we did discuss the interrelationship of PAS! #2 and 
construction of the new office building. Apparently at the 
present time most problems are being worked out by the field 
forces involved. ~Je shall plan to review offioe building 
progress in relation to PASI ri2 work in a near future session. 
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Polioe and fire facility, and neighborhood business revi talizati,·on 

There was a large attendance at this session, and it was a very
profitable meeting in that we were able to generate interest 
and overall acceptance of the proposed program of action to 
be undertaken by the project team within the next few months. 
We were able to complete diagramming work necessary to the 
point where the City of Flint could execute an agreement
with an architect/engineer for start of design work on the 
prQgram. This set of operations is shown on sheets #55 and #56, 
dated July 24, 1981 (working day 144). (Please note on sheet #55 
that Issue #2 should be added to the issue record in the lower 
right hand corner with the date of July 24, 1981 appended). 

'l'he procedure to be followed was generally agreed to by those 
attending, however. each party requested they reoeive copies
of sheets #55 and #56 for their further review. 

Present plans indicate we should be able to have an executed 
agreement with the arChitect/engineer on or before June 2, 
1982 (working day 362). 

The very critical early stages of the work deal with 
comprehensive reviews and comments of operating guidelines,
and then on to preparation of the preliminary project report,
which once commented upon, leads to submission of the report 
to the mayo~1 then next to selection of the architeot and 
engineer for design of the project. 

The project report will contain information about many items 
including. 

Topo and SUb-BOil 

Target budsets and financing plan 

Traffic patterns 

Site size requirements 

Multi-use facilities within the complex 

- Relocation diagnostic studies 

Area reference information 

Updated market studies 

- Code and ordinance information 

In addition, the project report should lead into preparation of 
a preliminary master plan for neighborhood business revitalization. 
It is important that the two programs, the pOlic~, fire and 
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community facility and the neighborhood business revitalization 
proceed hand in hand and be conceived of as a single well-knit 
program. 

We shall continue preparation of the network model for work 
following retention of the architect/engineer up to getting the 
project under construction in the field in the near future. 
The time schedule with projects of this nature become very
important as they near reality, therefore. we must continually
monitor projeot progress. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan and I reviewed the needs of the next two meetings
and he will prepare the agenda for our next session and send 
it to those oonoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 

RJS,sps 

To. Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 



RA..LPH J. STIIlPHmNSON. P. E. 
Oo.S'tflJ.l'Dl'& EliIl'&JlII'JIIJIIR 

August 17. 1981 

Subject. Monitoring 'Report #117 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79 • .30 

Jat. of Monitoring. August 1.3. 1981 (working day ISS) 1981-82 calendar 
(working day 1688) original Flint 

calendar 

Actions taken. 

Briefly inspected Autoworld site area 

Prepared network model for portions of Autoworld PASI (public 
area site improvement) work 

Autoworld 

This meeting was devoted principally to a detailed review of 
the Autoworld project and preparation of preliminary network 
models tor public area site improvement work. We discussed 
the program in depth with the group attending. including
representatives of the construction manager, the Center City
Association, the OeD, the DPW. Michigan Bell Telephone, Consumers 
Powert'Parks and Recreation, and the associated architect on 
the, program. 

f ' 

Current major target dates are as follows. 

Closing on UDAG financing - November 2. 1981 (working day 214) 

Closing on private financing - February I, 1982 (working
day 276) 

Construction manager distributee bid packages - February I. 
198Z"(working day 276) 

Start of facility construction - April 1, 1982 (working day )19) 

, Complete all public area site improvements - November 1. 198)
(working day 72)

Project completion - March 4, 1984 (working day 807) 

At the site some miscellaneous stripping and demolition work 
has begun and will oontinue up to the point where work 

continuity cannot be maintained until additional contract 

documents are available. The next major document issue will 
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be for early public area site improvements, and we prepared 
a network model to evaluate the date this might be made to 
happen. It presently appears that we will be able to move on 
site for early PASI work sometime between early November, 1981 
and mid-December. 1981. fl'he reason the move in time is not 
more predictable is that the mode of financing early public 
area site improvements has not yet been fully determined. 

The disoussion was at random for the first portion of the 
meeting but out of the discussions emerged several major
topics that should be reviewed in detail over the next few 
sessions. These are. 

Land acquisition along Saginaw 

Construction sohedule and characteristics ot the interceptor
tunnel 

Grants and deadline dates for these grants 

Public area site improvements design 

Financing of PASI work 

Relocation 

Street improvement and new construction 

Existing building renovation 

Traffio patterns, both pedestrian and vehioular 

Interaotion of project with Stevens Street bridge and 
University of Michigan 

iJlichigan Bell Telephone program 

Consumers Power program 

Liaison with other design agencies and organizations 

Undoubtedly there will be several other major topios emerge 
as our disaussions of PASI work proceed. However. for now 
we decided to ooncentrate on the above in our initial 
planning work. 

We next prepared random laundry lists (shown on sheet F-l. 
Issue ,,1, dated August 13. 1981 (working day 158) ooncerning
PASI definition, traffio patterns, interceptor work, and 
street reconstruction. Out of this discussion emerged the 
preliminary decision that PAS! work should be divided into 
four categories. The soope of work for these various area 
site improvement paokages are as follows I 
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PAS! fl - EarlY site preparation 

Includes a new 18" water main, a new 12" fire loop, a new 

36" sanitary line and a new 30" storm line. There is 80me 

question as to whether all of these new utilities must be 

installed prior to start of construction on April 1. 1982 

(working day 319), but we are assuming for purposes of this 

early work that all have to be installed and operative by

that time. 


fAS! #2 - Later site preparation 

Includes power, telephone, and gas revisions, relocations. 

and improvements. 


PASl #3 - On site work 

Includes work outside the building and within the property

line. A detailed definition of PAS! #3 work scope will be 

made as the project prooeeds. 


PAS! #4 - Off site wor~ 

Includes all road demolition and improvements ~~~.ide >~he 

pr operty lines. 


We shall in subsequent meetings concentrate on each of the four 
PAS! paokages and prepare network models for eaoh as information 
beoomes available. 

At this session our major focus was on PASI #1, and we prepared 
a network diagram for this phase as shown on sheet #1, !ssue #1, 
dated August 13, 1981 (working day 158). This network model is 
being distributed by 1.1r. Vyvyan to all concerned. 

As part of our session we also discussed the route of the proposed
and under contract interoeptor whioh is a very large sewer tunnel 
adjoining the site. There has been an alternate location proposed
for it other than the one originally established prior to details 
of Autoworld being available. This revised location is being 
taken under advisement by the DPW ahd ttte oity, and a decision 
will be made shortly as to the rerouting of this interceptor. 

As we reviewed the various conditione surrounding Autoworld, 
and particularly how it relates to other portions of the 
downtown area it again beoame apparent that a good, soundly
prepared. oomprehensive pedestrian traffio analysis and 
reoommendation report is in order for the City of Flint. With 
the advent of various projeots that have been and are being
brought on line in Flint, the pedestrian ie assuming a greater 
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and greater role in planning for the downtown. Since ~utoworld 
abuts riverfront park on the south and southeast, Saginaw Street 
on the west, and Fifth Avenue on the north and thus can be 
expected to generate sizable amount of pedestrian traffic, it, 
in conjunction with other downtown projects, should be reviewed 
in light of how people get from one place to another on ~oot. 
I recommend that such a study be accomplished now so that 
these results can be taken into account in the design of the 
site work for Autoworld. 

A major role will be played by the associate architect, Samborn, 
Steketee, otis, and Evans. We reviewed h.bw the city might best 
be able to maintain contact with the principal architect 
R. Duell, and it was decided that the fundamental working contact 
on design matters and preparation of PASI contract doouments 
would be through the local associate architect. Since very 
little time remains (only 118 working days) from now until 
issuance of the Autoworld buildi~ proposal package on 
February 1, 1982 (working day 276) it is urgent that all parties 
work closely together to insure that the facility work and 
public area site improvements are meshed properly and that the 
work fits together with as few discrepancies and errors as 
possible. 

'rhe projeot team is being organized now for produotion of 
PASI work. and we shall discuss this matter at each of our 
sessions as we prepare network models for the rest of the 
program. A copy of this report is being provided to iVlr. Roy 
Criss, construction manager for Darin & Armstrong to be used 
in design discussions with the principal architect/engineer
in near future meetings. 

;<~9·~/!~.
Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. ~) 

RJSISps 

rOI 	 Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 

CCI 	 Mr. Roy eriss ~ 
Constructi on iVlanager 
Darin & Armstrong 
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September 12, 1981 

Subject. ;vlonitaring Report #118 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Projeot. 79130 

Date of Monitoring. August 27. 1981 (working day 168) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1698) original
Flint oalendar 

Actions taken. 

Continued work on public area site improvements (PASI) 
for Auto i'Jorld 

Reviewed riverfront area public area site improvements
and state office building work 

Monitored proposed fire, police, and community facility
and continued network planning on the project 

PAS! - Alito 'IJ orJ,d 

The major work at this session was to further define each ot the 
Rublio area sit~_J.mpr ovement (fXSI) packa,es needed for the • 
AU.to worla ~rwam. We also began identifying in tabular 
form (see s e~F-~. Issue #2, dated August 27, 1981 (working
day 168) table lfl) the various approvals and distributions 
that would be required for the documents to be produced in 
this program. 

Our first efforts turned to a review of PAST #1 early site 
preparation. As of August 27, 1981 (working day 168) approval
has been obtained of the new interceptor route and preparation 
of the bulletin maltin,Lthe cha~e is in work. 1 Urge that I 

thIs bUIlettn be caretully wrItten and the negotiations for 
it carried out using the recent extensive experience of the 
DPW in public contract administration programs. Work on 
preparing and negotiating easements with the DDA is in work. 
So ar as the contract documents themselves are con ned 
tije ~on#!ct dcumen s va een orwarded to Duell 
who I'i'i::Wn hi. apparentlY sent them on 't'OlJarln & Armitr ong 
~ review ana approval~ This approv~I matter should be • 

-
purauea ~o dilermlne 'who kre the appropriate approving
agencies in each case. Again, t~ble #1 on sheet F-l is a 
start at identifying how document material will flow on the 
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job. 

o obtain fundin 

A group of project representatives is to meet with Duell 
in California next week to review the matters that conoern 
interaction of the various organizations and individuals 
involved. To assist in this discussion we prepared the table #1, 
on sheet F-l. Issue #2, dated August 21, 1981 (working day 168)
which shows various critical points in the processing of 
contract documents for PASI work. The headings in this table 
will be rearranged as the table evolves. At present. however, 
we have used the following descriptions and definitions of 
information needed to properly manage the workl 

Activitl - This is the action that initiates processing 
ot the product of that activity (i.e., preparation ot 
PASI #1 contract documents) 

Document prepared by - Describes the organization or 
individuals involved in actually preparing the material 
described in the activity. 

Issyed by - The issued by column identifies the firm or 
individual of record who is responsible for seeing that 
the document is properly Signed and sealed. In the 
case of contract documents it would be the architect/
engineer of record. PASI #1 CD's are issued by Duell's 
ottice who is the architect of record and who employes
SSOE to do the actual production of contract documents. 

Distributed by - The organization that assembles the various 
documents and sees that they are sent to the parties
involved for proper use. The responsibility of this 
organization includesl 
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1. Assembly of material to be distributed 

2. 	 Release of the assembled material in proper form for 
action. 

). Receipt of the product generated by the action. In the 
caee of CD's this would be receipt of proposals for the 
work. 

- Approvabs required on - indicates the product produced by the 
activity. It could be contract documents (CD's). shop
drawings or any other such item usually generated in 
construction programs of this type. 

- Ap.rova~s fequired from - Theee will be the individuals 
and agenc es that formally approve the material upon
which approvals are required. 

Commen~s required from - The organizations and individuals 
that should receive the product of the activity for their 
comments and information. As an example. PASI #1 CD's 
should be commented upon by Consumers Power and Michigan 
Bell Telephone to insure that there are no unexpeoted
interferences or conflicts with utili~y lines. 

- Awar~ oontract - The organization who will take formal 
lia ility for the field action and with whom the contractor 
or vendor will have his formal agreement. 

Do work - The organization expected to accomplish the 
work defined by the activity. 

- ManaS! work - That group or individual which will manage

the operations generated by the oontract awarded. 


Two other columns were included but not described in the table #1 
work which probably should be given further study. It is 
entirely possible they are not appropriate to put into the table 
although they furnish valuable information. They are designation
of the payor and the payee for each of the activities. It is 
important to identify at least the payor to assure that the 
souroe of funding is clearly identified. These items should 
be taken under consideration at future planning sessions. 

As we prepared the various material it also was necessary to 
more clearly identity the other phases of PASI work. We 
further refined some of the definitions but these scope of 
wor~ statementa should be constantly refined to insure we 
are all in agreement as to the work to be included. This 
definition should be an ongoing part of future sessions on 
the project. 
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Due to the tight timetable that will be imposed on this job
I strongly recommend that we also give ongoing attention to 
the division of work between the various design firms, and 
by the City of Flint, the downtown development authority,
Darin & Armstrong, and all others involved at the working
level. It is onlY by clearly defining the responsibilities
and authority of each that we are going to keep the project
moving smoothly at the interface points with the main Auto 
~vorld building project line. 

Hotel parking deck and PASI phase #1 work 

Erection of precast for the parking deck continues to move well, 
and it is expected that most precast work will be complete 
with the exception of the tridgj icrt£rii?~~ W:ih~n ~e next 
montn. 41evator delivery s ~t_l:J5e_.__ _t1 _ ()·",Qlber__~~.!,. 
1981 (work n a w th nstallation to take one month 
tor the first e evator, bringing it on line about December 15. 
1981 (working day 244). 

~~~~:r:::r;='::T:i~~:-:=:=~~:--:=::!c~e:.:r=t:..:i=i:f':-=-i:cate .. of occupancy requir.~s
eek and this time the conditions

::....;~~~~~~~~~~~~l~ls~e~d~._-:w~.i~]~l~_~ba. dlscussed'~ Present 
plans are to open the hotel on November 17, 1981 (working day 225)
and. of course, it is essential that parking be available at 
that time in the deck. 

Public area site improvement work j/l is also nearing completion
and once all ramp areas have been stripped at the hotel. work 
can begin on completing the Union Street PASI installation 
from the alley to Beach. Presen-t a e to be in this work 
on Se tember 4 8 wor The target-aa'tEr-'to~ 
start the work in our Issue #1 network dated April JO, 1981 
(working day 85) was set at ~eptember 17. 1981 (working day 182).
Thus, PASI work should be able to be completed within our present
time schedule. 'there still must be negotiated the cost for 
reconstruction ofdiiiasea Work at Union and Beach. ThHfrna-eter
Is to be 	discussed next week,...!. ,_,H .... -'. -
Present plans are to extend the Citizen's Bank parking area 
out to Beach Street allowing a sidewalk on the Beach Street 
side. The design of this area is in work. 

pASI #2 ~ork and state government building 

~'lork on the state of1'ice building is slightly behind desired 
targets but this is not impacting upon the public area work 
surr ounding it. rhe or1tical PAST .12 element 1s to insure 
~hat the new Union Street, complete with paving and signaliza

.... 	 tIOri, 1.6 available for the hotel open1ng on November 17. 1981 
(w~rklng dal 225;r. 
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In addition, signalization of the Saginaw and new Union Street 
interseotion is oritioal and must be given ongoing attention 
to insure that it is operating by the hotel opening of 
November 1'7. 1981 (working day 225). ':1e should review and 
monitor this matter at our next session. Work at the east 
side is now beooming very tight and will have to be given
continuous managerial attention. 

Some discussion was h.eJ..d-.r.egarding the future of Brush Alle:y: 
Iran new Union to the river. There apparently is no resolution 
as to what ~hitectural treatment this area will receive, nor 
who is to design it, pay for it. and install it. Plans are 
still to bri the ta of Michigan office building on lIneitt ,M d-1982,and I sug&est the matter of t is stretoh of aIle 
be a adressed immediately. 

__ ,,_, -"_' • -~"11" 

Pllice, fire, and neighborhood business revitalization program 

,Phe preliminary operational guidelines along with a preliminary
project program statement has been issued by "'fJr. Ursuy to all 
those who must review and approve or comment on them. This 
work is presently about eleven working days behind our desired 
targets, and a part of our analysis at this session dealt with 
how we could regain that time. Probably it can be recaptured
by reducing the number of days required to prepare and submit 
the preliminary project report. 

fhis activity had been given a duration of 44 working days
but probably could be done within JJ working days by careful 
attention and continuous application of resources available. 
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'rhus. we are still holding to the target dates set on sheets 
5.5 and. 56, Issue Tt2, dated July 24, 1981 (working day 144).
Theee two sheets have been drafted in final form and issued 
to i\~r. Ursuy for his distribution as he sees fit. :r~e shall 
plan to constantly update the network model as our monitoring
and planning proceed on this very important community facility. 

At our session we also made some minor additions to the ourrent 
network model inoludin& the operation of revising and approving
the oak Park urban renewal plan change. This will be a restraint 
on some of the very critical areas to be carried out early next 
year and should be given immediate attention. Mr. TJrsuy said 
that the new plan is presently being worked upon. 

We also began planning the property acquisition work which 
will probably require proposals, and the issuance of acquisition
letters of intent and offers to purchase for the various parcels,
'rhis is a time consuming process and should be looked at in 
great detail now. Previous experience indicates that it could 
require from 100 to 150 working days to the start of demolition 
from issuance of letters of intent and offers to purchase, 

rhe preliminary work needed to issue the acquisition letters 
is shown in the network model on sheet #.57. Issue #2, 
July 27. 1981. Also on this sheet are listed the various 
activities far which council approval is required. ',~e shall 
review these in greater detail as the program continues. 

Genera,l 

Mr. Vyvyan will identify the projects to be covered in our 
next session and will prepare and issue the agenda for that 
meeting. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS.sps 

I'olJ'lr. Andrew <~. liester, P.E. 
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September 27. 1981 

Subject. 	 Monitoring Report #119 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint. Miohigan 

Pr03ect. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring. September 24. 1981 (working day 187) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1717) original
Flint calendar 

Aotions taken. 

- Monitored public area site improvement work (PASI) for 
Auto World 

- Reviewed PASI #2 and state office building work 

- Monitored PASI #1 and hotel parking deck area work 

- Monitored proposed fire. police. and community facility (WWD) 

PAS! - Auto World 

We spent considerable time discussing the vari~s boundaries of 
PASI work at Auto World. We agreed to call the boundaries limit 
linee. and these were defined as follows. 

1. On-site 	exterior PASt - the outside boundary of public area 
site improvementsncluded in Autoworld PASI #1. #2. and #3. 
These phase. are as defined on page 3 of Monitoring Report
#117 dated August 17. 1981. 

2. 	 ott site exterior PASI - the boundary of improvements outside. 

the site boundary and as included in PASI phase #4 defined 

on page 3 of Monitoring Report #117 dated August 17. 1981. 


Qn 	a;te interiol" PASI above grade - the interior boundary,
close to the buildIng, that marks where PASI work stops
and building work begins above grade. 

4. 	 On site interior PAS! below ~ade - the interior boundary 

at which PASI underground ~stallation stope, adjoining

the building. and underground services to the building 

start. 


Theee four limit lines will be used to define future statements 
about PASI scopes of work. 
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We neKt reviewed the current status of PASI pha!'!!e #1 work as 
shOWn in the network model sheet #1, Issue1lZ;-c:ra~-ed August 27,
1981 (workl95 day 168). There has been very little progr••s 
sinol our previous sessions on approvals 01 the PA5I-I CD's 
ana on ,reparation of general requIrements and proposal forms 
tor PAS #lb Some progress his been made on preparation or 
water main contract doouments and specs, and these will be 
issued shortly. 

The selection of a PAST #1 contractor and award of a contract 
for this work will start at the point where this money is 
available. Thus, a closer look at the status of the PASI #1 
contract documents seemecf-tobe In order aftertfile mOnito~ 
~.na;vgi8', Apparently thecontraot documents prepa.red by SSO 

ve .en submitted to Duell for review and approval. However, 
Duell had submitted the documents to the construction manager
and there is no authentic word on the current status of this 
review and ultimate approval by Duell WhO. is the issuing architect tJL' 
on these documents. Apparently, the hold~ppr.s.ntly is in the ~ 
definition of the on s te exterior PASI limit line and the further 
refinement. from def n t on of this 1 mit 1 ne, of the site plan.
Since we are now trying to decide if we will be Bble to get the 
site ready for start of building work by April 1, 1982 (working 
day 319). and sinoe start ot building work to a considerable 
extent depends on having PAS! #1 work installed, the definition 
of this line is a oritical pivot point in the work to be done. 

Ne outlined,at our session. on a site plan the location of each 
of these limit lines and the restraints that need to be oleared 
in order that they can be defined. Generally. the majoL
restraints conoern the following itemsl, 

(j) Design of the connector between North and Saginaw. 

(!) A decision and action on acquisition of Perry Printing. 

(V- Acquisition and disposal of additional properties at the 
northeast corner of the 61te including the Perry property 
to the west of Industrial Avenue, and very importantly,
the triangle of land at the intersection of James P. 
Cole 31vd. and Fifth Avenue, 
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Decisions and action on acquisition of blocks #45. #35. and #21. 
These blooks are the parcels between north Saginaw Street, 
North Street, 5th Ave., 4th Ave., 3rd Ave., and 2nd Ave. 

Design of the aooess for servioe traffio to Autoworld to the 
east of MacDonald's. This involves a property trade in 
which a strip at the east of block #35 is aoquired by the 
agenoies involved, as a trading area. 

Vacation and dedication of portions of nearly every publio 
right-of-way bounded by Fifth Ave., :ames P. Cole Blvd., 
2nd Ave •• and Saginaw Street. 

Disposition of the revised route on the tunneled interoeptor.
It is very important to make prompt deoisions and commitments 
relative to property under whioh the interceptor runs. 
This is so that proper safeguards can be assured as the 
tunneling and oonstruotion prooeeds. It is desired by the 
oontractor, and probably will have to be made a part of 
the bulletin and ohange order prooess, that the buildings
which are near or above this interceptor route be acquired
and vacated, with proper releases given to assure that 
construction can proceed without. endangering any structures 
at grade work. 

In our discussions it was generally agreed that the commitments 
on this at-grade property had to be made within two to 
tour weeks so as to meet with the pDntractor's present
proposed schedule. 

It i8 his intent to begin tunneling at Saginaw on to the 
north and then east by about April 1, 1982 (working
day 319). This is only 132 working days from today,
about six months. Thus, it can be seen that a decision 
in this matter is very, very important. 

We also talked briefly about responsibility for fOrm!lli showing 
~h. limit lines. These lInes wIll probably be defIned n documents 
prepared by Duell from information gathered by SSOE, working
under the direction of the DDA. It was suggested at the session 
~t ODCI defined, a»P~ovals on these limIt lines be obtaIned 

om FACl and the City of Flint. The reason tor thIs is that 
those two agenoies are heavily impacted by deoisions relative 
to the limit lines. The City of Flint has a heavy responsibility
in the vaoation and dedication of right-ot-way areas an~ .should 
be involved in ongoing reviews and discussions of the limit lines. 

There was no final resolution on when the limit lines will be 
set since it is a very complex matter and will have to be 
addressed on a one by one basis with the entire project team. 
Miss Itoughton and Mr. Collard will take the responsibility
of followIng this matter on through immediately with the 
agencies inVOlved. 
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Hotel R!rking deck and PASI phaBe #1 work 

We reviewed in detail the remaining work to be done in Union 
Street at the parking deok, conoentrating on identifying if 
it could be completed and the street paved ready for use by 
november 19. 1981 (working day 227), the hotel opening date. 
Presently it appears that there are about 21 working days of 
actual work remaining to be done. L'here is nothing physical
holding up start of this work, however. there does have to 
be discussion about, and resolution of, who pays for the repair
work to the sub-baBe. This matter will be cleared immediately
with thoBe involved by Mr. Collard. 

Thus. our presen~ ,ommitments are to oomplete the Union Street 
aast sector by the hotel opening date. 

All materials needed for signalization at both Union and 
Beaoh, and Union and Saginaw are either available or in 
delivery with the exception of wire. However. emergency
supplies of wire may be available to complete installation 
and these supplies will be used if needed. Meanwhile. i'l 
was urged that traffio signal installation start immediately.
and steps are being taken to clean the areas particularly at 
Beaoh and Union eo this work can be put into the field. 

We did not discuss parking deck work in detail. but apparently
it is in good shape and well on eohedule for being available 
by the date of the hotel opening. 

PASI ;2 and state oftioe building 

Work is continuing on exterior olose in of the state office 
building, and it was estimated that within three weeks the 
masonry on the south elevation would be at a point where the 
ecaffolding could be removed or relocated so as not to interfere 
with installation of curb, sidewalk. and paving at the new 
Union right-of-way. 

Jater main work in new Union is to begin immediately and will 
prooeed from east to west since it does not interfere with state 
otfioe building masonry presently in work. Once this water main 
is installed and the neoessary basement filling work has been 
oompleted, curb and gutter oonstruction will start in new 
Union at Saginaw and will move from west to east tollowed closely
by sidewalk installation and tine grading and sub-base 
installation. Once sub-base is in and curbs and gutters are 
complete in new Union from Saginaw to Harrison, the binder 
course and wearing courses will be applied to the paved areas. 
)1eanwhile, eignalization at Saginaw and new Union will be 
installed. 

AlthOugh the new Union target completion is extremely tight
it was felt in our discussions today with all those involved 
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in building this part of the work. that we would be able 
to complete installation of the new Union paving and the 
signalization by November 11. 1981 (working day 225). This 
will give us two days of float time to November 19. 1981 
(working day 221) the hotel opening date. It is a very tight
program and it any premium work time is to be used it should 
be determined early and the work done early rather than at 
a later date when it becomes impossible or very difficult 
to make up the time that may be lost. 

Demolition of the Mill End store is nearly complete and the 
director of demolition operations for the oity said that he 
will request that the demolition contraotor try to complete
fill work at the demolished building so as not to interfere 
with road construction. Again. the schedule is tight and 
every day must be made to count since it is imperative that 
this street be opened and operative by November 19. 1981 
(working day 227). 

Police. 	fire, and neighborhood revitalization program 

We reviewed the logic plan for this work. and it was reaffirmed 
that our present program. whereby we solicit proposals for 
architectural engineering services following the mayor's
review and approval of the final project report, will be 
maintained. This brought the issuance of ~equest for 
proposals (RlP) to March 5. 1982 (working day JOO) through
March 19. 1981 (working day JIO). The reason this decision 
became important was so that we could identify what role the 
in house DCD staff should play in formulating the project 
report (the program of work) • 

With this plan oonfirmed. it was decided that we would now 
prooeed full tilt on preparation of the projeot report which 
leads to the mayor's review and approval. The final draft 
of the preliminary project report is to be completed by
January 29, 1982 (working day 275) and reviewed, signed off 
on, and the final report prepared, and issued to the mayor,
and his approval gained by March 5. 1982 (working day JOO). 

We tabulated the materill :tobe oontained in the projeot 
report on sheet #55. Issue #4, dated September 24, 1981 (working
day 181). A list of those items to be included is given below. 

• Site selection recommendations 

• Financing plan summaries 

* - Site maps 

* 	 Statement of project goals and how proposed facilities 
fulfill them 
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* Market study summary 

'* Schedule of a'ctivities to implement reoommended program 

+ - Summary of physical site characteristics 

• - Traffic flow summary 

'* Site assembly review report 

* I.~eference to support letters 

* Indicates items to be inoluded in executive section of 
full project report. 


Site selection criteria 


Financing plan backup data 


PhySioal site data 


Traffic flow recommendations 


Market backup data 


Jescription of major spaces 


Code and ordinance data 


- Reuse information on existing equipment 


- Citizen group space use description 


Site assembly backup 


- Letters of support 


- Area land use maps (land use relations) 


Statement and graphics re general project appearance
( 'l:his item should b....tiewed carefully to insure 
that it is not over detailed nor premature). 

We next monitored project progress. Presently the review 
and comment on the preliminary operating guidelines is being
solicited from each group. It was decided that within the 
next 5 working days or by October 1, 1981 (working day 192)
all comments would be in at which time we will update the 
operating guidelines, publish them, and concurrently assemble 
the information needed to prepare the preliminary project 
report. It was further decided to hold the target issue date 
of the preliminary project report at December 7. 1981 (working 
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day 238), so that in the following one month period reviews 
and comments of all interested agencies could be obtained. 
Upon obtaining thes.;: comments the final draft of the 
preliminary project report will be prepared • 

.ve next reviewed the tentat1ve target starting dates for 
construction, and it was agreed that it appears feasible 
to have the \'i orking drawings prepared and the land cleared 
by early spring. 1983. The early spring 1983 date would 
allow a good starting point in the year for construction. 
If we presume the facility will take about ~50 working days
(about 21 months) to construct and occupy, occupancy can be 
projected for late Deoember, 1984. 

!~aturallYt every effort will be made to oompress these dates 
where possible, but it must be kept in mind that there 1s 
e considerable task to be done in acquiring the property
needed for the facility. This is one of the more time 
oonsuming portions of the project. In addition, acquisition
of finanCing is undoubtedly gOing to have to be very
carefully thought through and planned in detail in order 
to stay within the budgets that are to be established. 

,fIt our next session we shall plan to monitor the project
and to further rerine the network model presently being
used to monitor the program. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for our next session 
and issue it to thoee ooncerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJSlsps 
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October 18, 1981 

Subject. Monitoring Report #120 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring' October 15, 1981 (working day 202) 1981-82 calendar 
(working day 17)2) original Flint 

calendar 

Actions tNena 

- Monitored public area site improvement work (PASI) for 

Auto World 


Revie.ed impact of sanitary tunnel project on Auto World 

Monitored PASI d2 and state office building work 

- Monitored PASI Hl and related parking area work at hotel 

- Monitored proposed fire, police, and community facility (WWD) 

,PASl Alito W2I'1d 

we fi••t,i."tewed the current status of the public area site 
improvement package #1 (for content ot PASI #1 see page # ot 
Monitoring Report dl17 dated August 17, 1981). Work is 
presently at about the same point as it was at our previous
monitoring on September 24, 1981 (working day 187). The review 
and approval of the PASI #1 documents prepared by SSOE haa not 
been obtained trom the architect of record, and there was 
no word at this session as to when that approval might be 
given. Apparently major design work on the site i8 concentrating 
on definition of limit linea. The general requirements and 
proposal torm. for PASI #1 work has not yet been prepared, but 
Mr. Criss, the construction manager, said it would be a fairly 
easy document to prepare and that when it was needed they
would start work on it immediately. water main contract 
documents and specifications are apparently almost complete,
and the.e will be reviewed and commented on by the architect 
ot record. 

The application tor bond issue approval has been sent to 
the Michigan Finance Commission and is presently under 
consideration by them. It has been determined that closing 
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on the UDAG probably will not occur until.l;arch 1, 1982 
(working day 296). Since it is desired to have funding prior 
to the selection of a PAS! #1 contractor, and award of a 
contract, the late grant date indicates we probably will have 
to find some alternate way of financing early site work. 
PASI ,1 field work must be complated by April 1, 1982 (working
day 319) to coincide with beginning of work on the main 
Auto jorld structure. 

Financing for construction and for acquisition of land is 
presently under study and is extremely critical since the 
lead times needed for property acquisition in PAS! areas is 
considerable. Other downtown work has required as much 
•• 100 to 150 working days to acquire land and start demolition 
from the time acquisition begins and the letter of intent is 
received. Thus, adequate lead time must be given 80 we can 
complete PAS! work for all four stages in a timely and economioal 
manner. 

OVer the past few years construction prices have risen steadily
in the case of oonstruction from one, to slightly more than 
one percent, per aQnth. Thus, delays to award of construction 
contracts has invariably resulted in sizable increases in 
project capital costs. 

The present intent on installation of PAS! #1 work is to have 
the DDA issue the contract documents and award the contracts. 
Although this is current thinking. it should be stressed that 
final decisions on the matter are being constantly reviewed. 
I recommend to the project team that strenuous efforts be made 
to complete PASI Vl design work and obtain all approvals and 
comments on the PASI #1 contract documents as quickly a8 possible.
This i8 to be done so that the document preparation and approval
it.elf will not be a constraint on starting work in the field. 
Again, it should be understood that even now any construction 
work to be let will probably be forced into oold weather. The 
longer the delay to award of PAS! 11 contracts the more difficult 
the weather becomes. In addition. it was pointed out by those 
in our sesaion, the later the start date the smaller the window 
in which the installation must be made. Presently that window 
for PASI dl work extends from now until April 1, 1982 (working
day 319). As of April 1. 1982 (working day 319) it ia desired 
to start construotion on foundations for the main building
which directly adjoin the utilities. 
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to an acceptable alternate route. The route suggested was 
either tf2, which was to follow the same route as #1 up to 
slightly past North ,'va., and then to cut diagonalty to the 
intersection of Fifth and Industrial Blvd., then along Fifth 
to the southeast corner of Fifth and Cole. A third alternative 
(#), whioh has generally been considered the most aoceptable, 
to date.was to swing up north on Saginaw and turn ina wide 
radius into Fifth and then to prooeed east to the interseotion 
of Fifth and Cole. 

~e a.~'palyzed each of these Boutes since it appears that with 
route #3 the property acquisition will take so long as to 
beoome an unacceptable constraint on the field work. With 
route HJ a condition of the revision requested by the oontractor 
was that the properties above the sewer route be totally
vacated. Following this course of action,oould possibly mean 
thBt tunnel cona~ruction would be delayed as muoh as 70 to 
80 working days. 

~ith route #2 there would be some delay if materials needed 
were different than those needed in the original #1 route 
upon whioh the proposal is presently based. However, if theae 
delivery times were not increased it is possible that using 
route #2 would allow the target dates to be met. 

With route ;1, the original proposed route, the present date 
constraints are well suited to the program except that the 
date now projeoted far starting work on the tunnel at Saginaw
Street and going north is about April 1, 1982 (working
day )19), the same date as it is proposed to start construction 
ot the Auto World foundations. 

Out of our meeting oame a recommendation that we resolve 
immediately the technioal impacts of the tunnel route on 
Auto World foundation design and construction. If it is 
deoided we oan use route 11 with no problem to the foundation 
installation then it becomes a matter of agreeing to the use 
., the site at the surtaoe level. and providing access to both 
the tunnel and Auto World so 8S not to intertere with eaoh 
ether"s operation. 'fhi. is a very oritical matter and trill 
be reaolved by )ir. Ken Collard and Miss Kathy Stoughton in the 
very near future. The network model showing the sequenoe tor 
this logio 1. on sheet itl, Issue .IS, dated October 15, 1981 
(warking day 202). 

de brietly discussed the matters remaining to be resolved 
as outlined in monitoring report #119. dated September 27. 
1981, and apparently there are to be some intensive Bessions 
to turther disouss these matters held next week. Resolution 
must be obtained on many of the limit linss detinitions sinoe. 
as haa been pointed out, these detinitions are necessary- to continuing with design work in the public areas. 
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As a by-product of our session it was noted that olarification 
of all easements on the project site should be obtained early.
Easements on programs of this complexity frequently tend to 
prove troublesome to proper and effective use of the land. 
This matter is under study at present. 

PA31 #2 and state office building 

Present PASI work at the state office is ooncentrated on cleaning 
out the existing basements in the right of way of new Union and 
getting the right of way ready for paving. The 12" water line 
is installed in new Union, and curb work has begun at the west 
end near Saginaw Street. Projections indicate that there is 
about another 22 working days ot field operations remaining 
to complete and pave new Union. This brings completion to 
November 16, 1981 (working day 224). about three working days
ahead of the hotel grand opening. 

It is imperative that new Union be available for this opening
since it has been planned that dignitaries visiting the hotel 
will probably approach it along the new Union right of way.
These conoerns have been discussed in depth and are understood 
)y all involved. 

The state office building is moving rapidly toward close in and 
appears to be on target for a completion in June, 1982. Most 
of the interterences between the PASI work and the otfice building 
are now cleared with the exception of miscellaneous work in 
Brush Alley. However. this installation should be completed
'shortly and thus the area ar~d the building will be totally
available. 

fAST #1 at hotel atea 

Remaining work at the PASI #1 area is concerned primarily with 
curbs, gutters, and surfacing along with landscaping ot the areas 
from the allay to Beach, and at Beach, under the parking deck. 
We evaluated each logic plan available. and it appears there 
is from 10 to 15 working days of field operations remaining to 
complete all work at Beach and Union. This should complete 
access from the public areas to the hotel area by the target
date required. 
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Meanwhile. work on the hotel as well as on the parking deck 
is moving well.and as reported by those involved, it is 
expected the hotel will open on November 19, 1981 (working
day 227). The parking deck will also be available for use 
without the elevator. No detailed evaluation of the parking
deck elevator situation was made at this session, but it would 
be desirable in the near future to check into equipment deliveries 
for installation over the next two to three months. 

Police. fire. and neighborhgod revitalization program (WWD) 

Considerable time was spent in evaluating the current status of 
this work and this evaluation indicates the project is currently
about 2J working days behind the desired target key date 
milestones. ;';e were due to have started preparation of the 
preliminary ,roject report no later than October 5. 1981 (working 
day 194). As of today, October 15, 1981 (working day 202) 
there still remains considerable data to be collected and analyzed
relative to back up material for preparing that project report.
Solutions to bringing work back on time were discussed at our 
session. and Mr, Ursuy will investigate methods by which the 
DOD staff can focus their full attention on preparing this 
project report. 

i£he reaBon the project report is so critical is that it repre.ents 
a document that, once prepared, can be circulated to all groups
involved, including the police department, fire department,
5th and 6th ward concerned citizens, Oak Park Community Development 
Council. DPN, OeD, and neighborhood businessmen to obtain 
comments and to provide basic recommendations for the overall 
program. This project report will contain all critical elements 
necessary to bring the draft to the mayor for his review and 
approval. '.Phis approval will, in turn, unlock the retention ot 
an architect/engineer to prepare detailed contract documents. 

Concurrently with the project work on."WD revisions to the Oak 
Park urban renewal plan are being made. This is a sizable project
and i8 demanding much of the attention of the DCD. Some of 
our work at the session today revolved around if and how the 
WND program could be given a high priority within the work 
neceBsary for the Oak Park study. Mr. Ursuy and Mr. King will 
discuss this in depth with the DCO staft and within the next 
two working day. suggest methods by which we might beat proceed 
on the W~D program. It was generally decided by those at the 
sBssion that this WND program has a ~igh priority and that the 
aizable amount ot community and city internal interest generated
and evidenced to date would be seriously jeopardized if the 
project were put aside tor any period ot time. Work continuity
in the opinion of the group must be maintained, Again,
[Vir. Ursuy will obtain a decision on this matter within a few days. 
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Q.eneraJ. 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next meeting and 
distribute it to those conoerned. It was noted in the meeting
that Mr. Hoy Criss of the Auto ,iorld construction management
firm was not in possession of the monitoring reports. It would 
be helpful it he could obtain copIes of these through the lJ:JA. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.2. 

RJSlsps 

'rOa Mr. f1ndrew jj. Nester, P.2:. 



.. - RALPH J. STJIIPIIlllNSON. P. E. 
OON8UV1'I!fG l!l!fGI!fEEB 

November 6, 	1981 

Subject. 	 Monitoring Report #121 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79130 

Date of Monitoring. October 29, 1981 (working day 212) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1742) original
Flint calendar 

Aotions taken. 

Reviewed prosress on public area site improvement design
work (PASI) for Aut 0 World 

Continued discussion of sanitary tunnel route impact 

Monitored PAS! #2 and state office building work 

Monitored PASI #1 and related parking deck work at hotel 

Continued planning proposed fire, police, and community 
facili ty (W~1D) 

Briefly inspected riverfront area projects 

PASI Auto World 

~. status of design review and approval for PASI #1 is 
substantlra:r:y the same as it-bUDeen for 'Ene past several
we,is. TRlre 18 no addItional work being done on 5S0E 
contract documents nor on preparation of general requirements
andproposa1 forms. However, the water main contract 
documents and specs have been completed and forwarded for 
review and comment by Duell. 

Apparently most work on the early PASI program of design
has been temporarily put aside until the entire site 
planning is further along. Presently intense efforts 
are being made to define the various limit lines and to 
resolve the information elements needed for preparing a full 
site plan (these were noted in monitoring report #119 dated 
September 27. 1981, pages 2 and 3). 
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A detailed discussion regarding start of PASI work was held 
during our session and the consensus is that PASI #1 will not 
begin in the field until grant funding is available. As ot 
October 29. 1981 (working day 212) funds are not expeoted 
to be available until April 1. 1982 (working day 319). Thus. 
PASI #1 work probably will not be oomplete until about June 25. 
1982 (working day 379). Of importance here is to determine 
whether building work and PASI #1 utility installation could 
overlap. we have been assuming that start of building
construction must tollow installa don of the P.ASI #1 under
ground piping work. 

We also continued discussions of the sewer tunnel route. A 
fourth alternative has been suggested by the engineer and 
the contractor. This tourth route takes off from the 
interseotion of Saginaw and Third running diagonally at 
about 450 to the intersection of Industrial and Fifth. From 
there it proceeds along Fifth to the interseotion with Cole. 

The resolution of the sewer route has become extremely
importance since good progress is being made on tunneling
work to Saginaw. This means that our scheduling dates 
must be tied 810••1y to the point in time at whioh the sewer 
contractor plans to reach the interseotion of ~rhird and 
Saginaw. By that time it will be essential to have completely
resolved the route and issued the necessary documentation 
to insure that there will be no break in the construction 
progress. 

llhe matter should be addressed on an ongoing basis by all 
parties concerned, and in my opinion. is one of the more 
critical elements to resolve immediately. Some consideration 
is being given to the preparation and issuance of a letter 
to all parties concerned regarding the intent of the city 
to proceed on the contract route (route #1) until direction 
is given from other groups or concerned parties that an 
alternate route should be selected. 

I suggest a review be made of the information on page 2 
and 3 of Monitoring Report #120, dated October 18, 1981 
and discussing the three routes described earlier, #1, #2, 
and #3. 

~ASI #2 and state office building 

j~ork has begun on paving of new Union. and it appears there 
is 5 to 10 additional working days needed to complete
the street ready for use. At our'meeting today, it was 
requested that traffic on new Union. when it is paved, be 
restricted until the hotel opening on November 19. 1981 
(work~ng day 227) to local traffic only. The opening 
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for the hotel is still being held at November 19. 1981 
(working day 227) and, of course, at that time new Union 
should be complete, open, and ready to receive its 
east/west traffic between Saginaw and Harrison. 

,ve are still holding a target completion of the s~ate office 
building in early June, 1982 and it appears that the service 
acoess to the office building,when opened. at Brush .Alley
will be provided a temporarily paved surfaoe. Final finishes 
in.Br~~~lley will be installed at a later date. 

Pl1~I 4- and hotel parking deok 

It is presently planned to have the parking deck open for 
part capacity use and to have all Beach and Union Street 
paving and sidewalk work complete for the hotelppening.
'rhere still are many small items to bell'Mshed at the deck, 
but all managers conneoted with the projeot are working
a8 intently as possible on getting the facility ready for 
the grand opening. 

PAS! work at ~he area has proceeded fairly well and is 
within a few working days of being ready. There were no 
major problems identified at our session in respect to 
completing for the hotel opening. 

Police. fire. and neighborhood revitalization Rrggram (WWD) 

Today we concentrated on two elements of this project - first, 
initial planning for preparation of the Oak Park Urban 
Renewal Plan, and second. monitoring and further evaluation 
of the ~JWD pr oject • 

We prepared a partial network model for the Oak Park Urban 
Renewal Plan and this will be completed at a later session. 
Only a portion of the logic was shown and no durations 
were assigned. fhe intent presently is to complete the 
Oak Park Urban Renewal plan change by April 1. 1982 (working
day )19). However. it is not felt that completion ot this 
plan cha~e will impact directly on selection of an 
architect/engineer and design of the WWD police and tire 
facility and neighborhood business program. 

',!Jork on the 't{'lJD facility is proceeding and time was found 
by the DCD to intenSify their efforts in preparation of the 
preliminary project report. The rough draft of the report 
was provided to all participants in the meeting today by the 
DCD, and was reviewed in some detail. The DeD staff working 
on this deserves considerable ore'it for the amount of work 
they were able to do in a short time period and to thus, 
allow the ~~D project to continue. 
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Requests were made that the comments on the preliminary 
report be back by November 20, 1981 (working day 228). .I';t 
that time the program will be assembled into final form, 
ready for submission to the mayor by December 29, 1981 
(working day 253). A sequence of activities will follow 
submission of this report, that leads on through to start 
of work on the building site and ultimate completion of 
the pI: oject. 

We spent considerable time with the entire group identifying
major milestones from our network models. 11'hese were listed 
on the chalkboard in the DPW conference room and should be 
saved for future reference. A summary of these key dates is 
given below. 

October 29. 1981 (working day 212) - Planning meeting date 

November 20. 1981 (working day 228) Various ~nvo1ved 
groups complete review and. comment on preliminary
project report 

Deoember 21. 1981 (working day 248) All involved 
parties final sign off on project report 

December 29, 1981 (working day 253) - Final pl'oject 
report 8ubmitted to aayor for review 

January 20. 1982 (working day 268) - Mayor review and 
approve project report 

January 20. 1982 (working day 268) - Start land aoquisition 

February 24. 1982 (working day 293) - Begin architect/engineer
selection process 

April 16, 1982 (working day 330) - ArChitect/engineer 
oontract executed 

July 1. 1982 (working day 386) - Offers to purchase 
property in area initiated 

octobE?r 22. 1982 (working da.y 462) - 4~rchi tect/engineer
complete contract documents ready for final review 

December 27. 1982 (working day 506) - Contract documents 
for facility issued for receipt of proposals 

February 8, 198) (working day 536) - Contraotor selected 

February 8, 1983 (working day 536) - All land acquired and 
cleared ready tor start of field work 
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March 15. 1983 (working day 561) - Construction contract 
issued and work starts 

December 18. 1984 (working day 1011) - Facility completed
and occupied 

It should be cautioned that this timetable is not a generous
schedule. It realistically represents what can be achieved 
if constant and adequate attention is given the program.
Since it is a com.unity program it will require effective 
interaction between the neighborhood groups, the govtr.aaent
and all those consultants involved in the design and 
construotion of the facility. 'fhe program has been organized 
very well to date. 7his has aided immensely in insuring that 
the initial momentum is maintained. 

At our next session we should plan to complete the network 
for the oak Park Urban Henawal change and to continue 
close monitoring of the WWD material review and comment 
period. 

Genera;t. 

r~. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for our next session and 
distribute it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS. sps 

Tp. Mr. Andrew ':J. Nester, P.E. 



RALPH J. STmPJlJDNSON. P. E. 
OOl!l'.l1Ul'Jl!I'G EJirGIl!I'1II:IIR 

November 29, 1981 

Subject. 	 Monitoring Report #122 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 19. )0 

Date of Monitoring' November 1), 1981 (working day 22) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 115) original
Flint calendar 

Actions takenl 

Reviewed progress on luto ;World 

Reviewed sewer tunnel routes near Auto World 

- Monitored hotel, parking deck, and State of Michigan office 
building PASI phase #1 and #2 progress 

Discussed status of WWD program for proposed tire and police
facility 

Continued diagramming preparation of the Oak Park urban renewal 
plan amendment 

Prepared network models for processing of revisions to 
sewer tunnel routes near Auto World 

PA§X Auto World 

The design review for PASI #1 1s still 1B p~ogress and no major 
action has been taken on full approvals. Work is also in progress 
on defining limit lines, but it is expected that this matter 
will be resolved in the near future. 

The major present activity with respect to public area site 
improvemenCs is continuing discussions of four routes for 
the sewer tunnel which have been defined in previous monitoring 
reports. A fifth alternative is now being considered. This 
fifth path is a minor modification to route #4 (described on 
page #2 ot Monitoring Report #121 dated November 16, 1981). 

As part of our wor¥ today we prepared a network model for 
tunnel route alternates action. Theee networks shown on 
sheets #59 and #60 Issue #1, dated November 13, 1981 (working
day 223) chart the activities that will have to be accomplished 
to authorize construction of an alternate route for the tunnel. 
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The networks were prepared for route #4 only I however, the 

tasks shown. particularly those leading up to final 

selection and approval of a route, are substantially the 

same for all except route #1 which is the present contract 

route. I urge careful study of the network model on sheets #59 

and #60 since in order to accomplish what is truly desired 

in the program there may need to be compression of certain 

critical uncontrolled activities. Careful monitoring of the 

program will be essential. 


At our next session we will plan to review progress and 

determine what future courses of action are now most appropriate.

Important early activities in the selection of an alternate 

include. 


Preparation and analysis of alternate route data 

Preparation of an alternate route cost estimate 

Consultation with the Auto World team regarding the 
alternate route 

Preparation and submittal of route recommendations 

Review and approval of these route recommendations by
Aut 0 ~wor ld and the mayor 

Submission of the schematic proposals for the new route 
to the DNR 

BNR review and approval of proposals for the new route 

Completion of these activities frees up various actions that 
concern actual processing of the revision, if a revision is 
deiided upon. Present projections are that the tunnel 
operation will be to the intersection of Third Avenue and 
Saginaw by late March or early April. 1982. This means 
that to maintain continuous tunneling operations on across 
the Auto World area to the intersection of Fifth and Cole 
that all tasks up to releasing the full route will have to 
be made by the time the boring operation gets to the Third/
Saginaw corner. 

There has been a preliminary review made by Auto World's 
soil,oonsultant regarding the impact of Auto World foundations 
on tbWJtannel contract route #1. These recommendations have 
been pr ovided to the DDA who in turn has transmitted the 
observations to those involved. 

In respect to the start of Auto World construction we 
are still assuming that PASI work #1 must be totally or 
substantially complete prior to the beginning of active 
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fou.ndation work on Auto tvorld. The date of work start for 
Auto World is still under consideration, but it is generally
felt that no actual work on either PASI #1 or Auto World 
can begin until financing is in place and available. At 
that time a PASI #1 contract can be awarded and the work can 
begin. Th••e probably is about one and a half to two months 
of field installation involved in PASI ill. This should be 
kept in mind when planning a starting date for Auto World 
foundation constructi on. 

Again, I urge that all design reviews and approvals of PASI #1 
documents be completed at as early a date as possible 80 that 
in the event this work could start earlier the contract 
documents needed will be available for distribution. 

PAS! #1 and #2 work at hotel and state office building 

This work is now slated to be substantially complete on or 
before the opening day tor the hotel set for November 19, 1981 
(working day 227). Reports indicate that most of the major
needs tor opening the hotel have been fulfilled and that new 
Union will be open, the parking deck available tor use, and 
Beach and Union on the west side of Saginaw will be available 
for full use by opening. 

The entire project group involved in the PASI work and the 
hotel parking deck complex are to be highly complimented
for their bringing this program horne on schedule. Major 
target dates for the work were set many months ago and 
adherence to these targets tiaB baen excellent despite
manY difficulties and job disruptions. 

~uoh of the remaining work on PASI #2 will probably have to 
be deferred until next year when the weather breaks. However, 
the major share of work at the northern portion of this 
operation has been completed. 

l)olioe, fire. and neighborhood revitalization prggam (WWD) 

Currently a review of the preliminary project report is under 
way by all agencies involved, with November 20, 1981 (working
day 228) still being held as the return date. To this date 
the tire department is the only one of the reyiewing groupe
that has reviewed and returned the preliminary report.
rlowever, the others are at wark on the review and expect 
to meet the return deadline. 

It should be noted that the neighborhood business sroup
has now been combined into a WWD Development Corporation
entity which includes, in addition to the businesses, the 
5th and 6th Ward Concerned Citizens. 
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~"e are still maintaining the project targets outlined 
on page #4 and #5 of Monitoring Report #121. dated November 6, 
1981•. 'ro keep on schedule it is imperatuve that these dates 
be adhered to just as closely as possible. At this time the' 
project appears to be in alignment with the work plan. There 
still is Bome additional material for the preliminary project 
report tha't must be submitted, distributed. and reviewed. 
However, the bulk of the report can be reviewed concurrently
with submission of this additional material. 

oak Park Urban Renewal Plan 

We continued preparation of the network model shown on sheets #51 
and ;158 Issue #2 dated November 13, 1981 (working day 223) in 
our meeting today. This network model is a planned sequence
far completing the Oak Park plan amendment and having it adopted
and recorded by the City of Flint. 

At our session we finished the logic plan for the wark. This 
di~am was then distributed to~hose concerned and at our 
next session on Oak Park we will assign durations to the 
various tasks and compute the network. Once this work kas 
been done the diagram will be drafted into final form and 
dated for ease of further use in managing the project. 

General 

As part of our work today ;l/lr. Vyvyan and I made a very brief 
trip around the various downtown sites. Observations from the 
field inspeotion was used later to discuss the various programs,
particularly in respect to the tunnel route. The tunnel route 
discussion was continued later in the day. 

Mr. Vyvyan has prepared an agenda for our next session and 
has diatributed it to those involved. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

HJS.sps 

To. Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 



RALPH J. STlDPIDIlNSON. P. E. 
OONIIlJ't.trING JIlNGJInIIBK 

December 2. 1981 

Subject. Monitoring Report #123 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 79130 

Date of Monitoring. November 24, 1981 (working day 230) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1760) original
Flint 
calendar 

Actions taken. 

Reviewed progress on sanitary tunnel route selection 

Completed diagramming and assigning durations to Oak Park 

urban renewal plan amendment plan program 

Monitored current status of fire, police, and community
facility (wwn) 

Briefly inspected proposed WWD sites 

Sanitary :Dunnel routes 

Monitored from Issue #2. dated November 24. 1981 (working day 230),
sheets #59 and #60. 

Considerable time was devoted to a major discussion of the 
five routes presently under consideration for the sanitary 
sewer tunnel route adjoining the proposed Auto World. 
The need for making a careful but expeditious decision in 
this matter is becoming apparent. and I recommend that we 
work at such decision-making and proceed with as much haste 
as is consistent with good ~udgement. 

~~t~~eo~~;~:~a:~~ere~~~lt~~!~Wr~~t!h:l~!;~i!~!c~io~»rned 

aneate *'9 ana ffOO and upda~ea the network model utilizing
the latest available information for adding tasks and 
revisins durations. As of Novamber 24. 1981 (working
day 230} pneliminary cost estimates have been made based 
upon linear footage of the tunnel. These deal only with 
the contract cost of the tunnel and do not take into 
account costs that have been or are liable to be incurred 
in additional engineering work, land acquisition. acquiring 
easements. or making additional Bub-soil exploration. along 
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with probably other types of oosts which must be identified 
as we near a decision on the route to be followed. The total 
cost analysis should be an integral part of the selection 
and recommendation process. 

Very important to this entire process is the consultation 
presently planned with the Auto World project team and 
its manage.ent. This consultation should be held just 
as early as possible and is being arranged presently by
those knowledgeable of the agenda to be discussed. A 
matter of prime importance deals with the wording of 
proposed easements whioh may have to contain restrictive 
language relative to the use of either the surface or 
sub-surface of the route along which the tunnel is bored. 
It is imperative that a clear understanding be gained of 
these conditions. 

To put the entire tunnel construction process in physical
perspeotive a sketch was prepared showing the conditions 
under which certain sections of the tunnel are being
installed. The proposed tunnel which will follow somewhat 
the same patterns will be approximately 8' 6" in interior 
diameter with exterior walls about I' 8" thiok. The bottom 
of the outside liner of the tunnel is approximately 40' 
below grade with the top of the liner approximately 28' 
below grade. It is to be cautioned that the 40' to the 
bottom of the liner is the distance at the closest contact 
point of route #1 to Auto World. 

At the surface, the requirements presently in affect allow 
a JO' permanent easement centered on the tunnel center line 
with 20' construction easements either on one side, the 
other, or split equally 10' on either side of the JO' 
permanent easement. The JO' permanent easement is to allow 
for full route access of the tunnel in the event that 
repairs or corrective action have to be taken at any time 
in the future. 

A decision •• being reviewed now as to whether or not the 
requirements of the easement can be lessened in those areas 
where access can be obtained from points outside of the 
areas that must be maintained free of major restrictions. 
For any easement wording, it probably will still be necessary 
to obtain approval of the city to construct over the tunnel 
at any point. All these matters are to be considered in depth.
particularly in respect to legal, potential claim, and real 
estate implications. 

A meeting will be arranged very soon, as noted above, with the 
Auto world project team to conduct the review. I strongly
recommend that a technical representative of the DPW staff 
be present at that session. In addition, needed members of 
the city legal staff and the mayor's staff should be at that 
session. 
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Once the consultation with the Auto World team has been 
completed the people involved directly with real estate 
matters will meet to determine whether or not, and in 
what fashion, the appraisal team will be directed to work. 
It is important to remember that with the various routes 
being considered there are differing requirements for real 
estate aoquisi tion. Using route ltl, no additional real 
ea.ate will have to be obtained. Using route #2. a 
negotiation with one owner will have to be conducted to 
acquire the easements. For route #4. negotiations will 
have to be conducted with six different owners in order 
to allow a proper acquisition to proceed. For route #5. 
negotiations will have to be held with four different 
owners 'til prder to acquire the easements or pmoperty
rights nStided. An evaluation of each of these acquisition
needs must be made a part of the discussions at the real 
estate 8S well as at the policy level. 

Once a resolution has been obtained on the real estate 
and disoussions have been held with the Auto World project 
team regarding the desirability of the various routes 
an actual selection and recommendation of the route can 
be made. These, in turn, should be reviewed and commented 
upon by Consumers Power. Iv1ichigan Bell, and the Traffic 
Department. The mayor and the Auto World management should 
review and approve the recommendations. This action will 
then release the appraisers to start their work and to 
prepare and submit the right-of-way appraisals for the 
various routes. 

It presently is the thought that since the appraisers will 
be on the job that it might be wise to have appraisals made 
for all routes #2, #4, and #5. This matter will be deoided 
in the near future. 

Once appraisals are obtained, the staff will review the 
appraisals and establish property values, prepare and 
submit right-of-way easement offers and then obtain the 
right-ot-way easements. Once these are obtained it will 
be possible to actually execute an agreement for construction 
along I'the ·se:I;ec'tetl route. 

Presently it appears that the earliest we might consider 
having the right-or-way easements in hand would be 
February lS, 1982 (working day 286). Once this is 
accom)lished there might be as much as 14 working days 
up to when construction could actually begin which brings
the actual authorization for start of construction starting 
at the intersection of Third Avenue and Saginaw on to the 
eas5 and north to March 5, 1982 (working day 300). If 
there 1s any delay or problem encountered in the acquisition 
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of easements or negotiation of land rights during this 
entire process the date could easily be disl0d8ed to a 
later time. Of oourse then, too, it might be possible 
to oompress 80me of the early activities and to actually
have the land work done at an earlier date, although
presently this appears somewhat unlikely. Conourrent 
with aoquisition of the appraie.ls and the easements 
the design team will be working on desi&n proposals to 
be submitted to DNR for their approval, and also on revision 
01 the contract documents for prioing and ultimate approval
of the oontraotor's work. 

The time is growing very short for accomplishing the sizable 
amounts of work that must be done over the next several 
months, and I recommend that even though, during the holidays,
meetings are difficult to maintain that intensive disoussions 
be held imma4iately regarding each of the major points. We 
have gone over the entire program thoroughly with most of 
the responsible deoision makers and all parties are familiar 
with the needs of this problem resolution. We should plan 
to monitor this program very carefully over the next several 
weeks to insure that we are going to meet the requirements
of the var i ous key pr ograms in the area. 

Oak Part yrban renewal plan a~dment 

Ulonltored trom Issue #3, dated November 24, 1981 (working
day 230) sheets 1#57 and #58. 

We made a detailed review of the current logio plan. and 
all agreed that it wae in reasonably good oondition and 
caald be used for planning as of this particular point.
The proposed Oak Park projects have been identified and 
described and the projects in surrounding areas also 
have been identified and described. Presently the major
aotivity remaining to be done is to complete a survey of 
existing lands and structures. It is estimated that the 
survey will probably take ab')ut .30 working days and be 
completed by January 11, 1982 (working day 261). Following
this, conceptual plans and proposals as a narrative draft 
will be brought to a point where a publio meeting can be 
held with the Oak Park Citizens District Council. It is 
planned presently to have this meeting on January 12. 1982 
(working day 262). 

After review and commenting on the narrative, plans, and 
proposals, an urban renewal plan presentation draft for 
su.bmission to affected agencies can be prepared. The 
present target is to ~et this draft prepared by March 10, 
1982 (working day 30)). There are several agenoies that 

....... 	 will be given an opportunity to review and comment on the 
presentation draft. These include. 

http:appraie.ls
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Legal 

Police 

Fire 

DPW 

Water department 

DCD 

Board of Educati on 

Michigan Bell 

Consuriler s Power 

DDA 

FACI 

City-wide advisory council 

Planning Commission 

Traffic Department 

\WlD 

Buick Motor 

Region #5 

GeneBsee County Planning Commission 

It iB planned to have these comments back by April 7. 1982 
(working day 323). At that point work will promptly
proceed on preparation of plan draft #1 followed by
succeeding plan drafts all leading to presentation to the 
city council for the first reading and setting of the 
public hearing date. It will be necessary after the 
first bearing to set a second public hearing so that the 
plan can be officially adopted. If the Oak Park Citizen's 
District Council by some chance, desires an alternative 
course of action to be followed due to ~eir disapproval
of plan draft #1 some additional time must be given the 
work for reconsideration. Because of the apparent long
time required for the program to be completed, Mr. Ursuy
will. with his staff, review the present logic and 
durations to confirm that they are appropriate. Meanwhile, 
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shall have the network model drafted into final form, 
assign durations. and date the diagram with early and 
late starts and finishes. 

ProQoe.d folice, fire. and business revitalization program (WWD) 

This session was devoted to a monitoring of the current status 
on the program by a brief look into future activities that 
must be accomplished. At present all parties have reviewed 
and commented on the preliminary project report and these 
comments are new being evaluated by the OeD. A summary of 
the comments will be prepared by Mr. Ureuy and his staff. 
and distributed to all commenting agencies. A full scale 
review meeting is to be held December 1. 1981 (working
day 234) at which meeting each of the comments will be 
discussed and the matters commented upon, resolved. This 
will be an extremely important meeting and the group will 
spend a good share of the afternoon going through each of the 
reviews in detail. 

Following that meeting and based upon its conclusions the 
DOD will complete preparation of the final draft of the 
preliminary project report ready for a sign off series of 
sessions to be completed by December 21, 1981 (working
day 248). After these sessions, the tinal draft of the 
projeot report will be prepared including site evaluations 
and recommendations and submitted to the mayor on December 29, 
1981 (working day 253). Present plans are that the mayor will 
review and approve the report by January 20, 1982 (working
day 268) and from that point the selection of a method of 
designing and constructing the faoility will proceed. 

A list of the key target dates for the entire program is 
alao to be provided each member of the task force prior 
to the meeting on December 1, 1981 (working day 234) •. 
Overall, we are presently meeting all major targets that 
have been set early in the program. It was stressed that 
continuation of the work will only be maintained at an 
.tfective level so long as careful attention is given to 
each of the steps along the way. The key to successful 
project implementation is careful management guided by
effective and objective monitoring. 

Following the review of the current status of the projeot. 
same discussion was held regarding important factors in 
each of the steps to be taken over the next few weeks. 
L/Jr. Urauy also went over Some of the key issues that 
appeared in the review and comments submitted giving the 
group a flavor of the nature of these comments so the 
group could better prepare themselves for the meeting 
next week. We shall plan to continue monitoring the 
project olosely and tightly at each of our aesaions. 
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General 

Mr. Vyvyan will compile the agenda for our next session and 
distribute it to those conoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 

i<JS. sps 

TOI Mr. 'ndrew~. Nester. P.E. 
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Subject. 	 Moni toring Report #124 

City of Flint Downtown Improvement Program 

Flint. Michigan 

Project. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring. December 10. 1981 (working day 241) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1771) original
Flint 
calendar 

Actions taken. 

Reviewed current status of selection of alternate tunnel 
route at Auto World 

Reviewed progress on delineation of limit lines 

Monitored progress on proposed fire and police facility 
program 

Briefly discussed Qak Park redevelopment plan 

Prepared list of suggested factors to be used in evaluating 
archi~ectural engineering design proposals for WWD 

Sanitary tynnel routes 

Mr. Collard reviewed the preliminary draft of a report recommending
the route felt most appropriate to be used for the 201 sanitary 
sewer tunnel. The route recommended was #2 first choice followed 
by #1. Remaining routes received lower ratings than #1 
and #2 of sufficient magnitude to permit us to concentrate on 
discussing the selected routes. The report is to go to the 
mayor and the Auto World staff tomorrow. December 11, 1981 
(working day 242). The group worked on editing the repott
and although there were minor changes the substantive material 
contained appeared to be agreeable to those participating
in the analysis. 

Once the route selection was discussed we next turned our 
attention to sChed~l.i~ tODerations kthat mustibe completed
to Dermit as near ~~ c~m inuous wor as poss bLe on the 
tunneL in the rleld. It was pointed out in our meeting that 
the contractor is presently working on dewatering wells 
within 600 feet west of the intersection of Saginaw and 
Third Avenue. Thus, to provide continuity of well drilling
it probably will be necessary to have an indication as to 
which route is going to be finally approved within the next 
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15 working days. Dewatering w~lls may require anywhere
between 2 to 4 days each to drill and put into operation.
Generally, they are spaced on 100 foot centers, well to 
well. Occasionally, where unusual conditions are encountered, 
spacing may go down to as. little as 50 feet. Thus, it can 
be seen that the time constraints on maintaining continuous 
well drilling action are siaable. The route of both sewer #1 
an:! #2 are substantially the same to near .l1he intersection" 
of North and Fourth Avenue. Thus, some penetration could be 
iDade, into the site on the present contract route (#l) before 
a deviation decision is necessary. 

Also important to realize is that tunnel miming operations 
are due to start up again 'ruesday, December 15. 1981 (working
day 244). This could bring completion of work up to the 
intersection of Saginaw and Third Avenue by March 11, 1982 
(working day J04) or earlier. 

It is very important to promptly clear away all possible
problems that might hinder a clear resolution of surface 
conditions over the route finally selected. If route #2 
is followed it will be necessary to clear surface easement 
language with the present property owners. This matter is 
being followed carefully by the project team in conjunction
with the Auto World staff. 

Once a decision is made on the final route to be used. the 
design engineer can continue his contract document revisions 
and regulatory 8RPnotals can be obtained on the change. The 
entire program relative to the sanitary sewer is beginning 
to fall into place, but it is imperative that the same 
careful attention given it to date, be paid on an ontoing
basis since the time available to get the needed work done 
is very short. 

So far as Auto World moving ahead next spring is concerned, 
it is still the intent to put the project fully into the 
field early next year which means it is essential for the city 
to get their PASI #1 work installed on the site prior to start 
of full oonstruction on building foundations. At our next 
few meetings we should ooncentrate upon monitoring completion
of PASI #1 documents. Presently the final work on these is 
being restrained in part by the need to complete defining
limit lines. We discussed this matter briefly at the session 
today. and all concerned both for PASI and for Auto World. 
along wi th DDA, are presently assembll51g the l~nformation 
necessary to legally define these lines. 

We also discussed in some detail the current traffic 
circulation plan for entrance and egress from the site. This 
matter is very complex and is being given ongoing attention. 
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However, moat of those involved with the program feel that 
final. decisions as to the entrance and exit routeS.$.re or will 
be made within the next few weeks. This is an important
decision impacting heavily upon the internal circulation 
plan for Auto World. It might be wise to request those who 
have beent••olved in considering the various alternatives 
to participate in our next planning and monitoring session 
so as to rev~aw the matter in detail. This decision on traffic 
is particulatly important since we are presently setting the 
limit linea and these two project elements are olosely related 
to each other. 

Police, fire. and neighborhood revitalization program (;fv"iD) 

The major review meeting on the preliminary projeot report
has been held, the comment have apparently been carefully
considered and are being integrated into the next draft of 
the project report. Mr. Urauy plans to hold a second review 
session on Monday, Deoember 14. 1981 (working day 24J).
At this session the remaining discussion points should be 
cleared up 80 the final draft of the report can be prepared
and submitted to the mayor by Deoember 29. 1981 (working
day 253). 

As p~t of our discussion today we evaluated various 
factors that will be important in selecting an arohiteotural/
engineerlng firm for the design of the program. This 
architeotural/engineering selection is due ,,~ begin by
February 24. 1982 (working day 29J) so ground work must be 
laid for it now so it can prooeed rapidly as program approvals 
are given. We spent a considerable amount identifYing factors 
which will be of importance in selecting 'an architeotura~engineering
firm for the 'NWD program. 'J:he factors are listed below for future 
referenoe. 

1. 	 Technical oompetenoe of staff in arohiteoture, planning,
and engineering (evaluation includes outside consultants) 

2. Past performance, according to other clients 

3. Experience and ability exhibited on similar projeots 

4. Size of firm and range of services provided 

S. 	 Size, experienoe, and capabilities of staff to be assigned 

to this projeot 


6. Ability to perform work properly within schedule requirements. 

7. Firm's corporate (or other) structure 

8. Experience and ability t.o community work efforts 

http:routeS.$.re
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9. Understanding and interpretation of final project report 

10. Communication abilities and confidence exhibited 

11. Attitude exhibited toward project 

12. Location of corporate (or ptinciple) office 

1). Innovative and creative abili'ties 

14. Ability to work cooperatively 

15. Where project work is to be performed 

16. Ability to work with and maintain budget targets 

17. Special abilities 

18. Construction contract administration abilities and experience 

19. Age of firm 

20. EEO consideration (equal employment opportuni tles) 

21. Clarity and content of proposal and i ts"presentation"-" 

22. Fee and compensation methods proposed 

In order to properly evaluate these factors *he group preparing
them was asked to also assign weights ranging from one for 
the least significant on through to nine for the most 
sicnificant factors. In addition, strong efforts should be 
made to combine elements of the evaluation so that the proper
balance relative to totals can be maintained. I recommend 
we reduce the number of factors by combining from the present
22 to about 12, if possible. Tn addition, at our next session 
we should prepare a list of questions that can be asked by
the selection committee of those being interviewed so a 
determination of a given firm's value in each factor can be 
prqper1y made. Since many of the selection committee will be 
inexperience at the process, it would be good to give them 
guidance as to what kinds of questions will allow a proper
evaluati on of the factors considered important. The selection 
committee should also be allowed to review the factors that 
have been recommended above and to discuss the appropriateness
of the suggested weights that may have been assigned. 

At our next session we plan to again review these factors 
as well as to consider methods by which construction contracts 
may be best let and administrated. 
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General 

Mr. Vyvyan will Bet the agenda for the next seBBion and 
distribute it to those oonoerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS.sps 

To. Mr. Andrew W. Nester, P.E. 
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January 2. 19~ 

Subject. Monitoring Report #125 

City of Flint Downtown lmprovemant Program 

Flint. Michigan 

Project. 79.30 

Date of Monitoring. December 22. 1981 (working day 249) 1981-82 
calendar 

(working day 1779) original
Flint 
calendar 

Actions taken. 

Reviewed current status of Auto World project and tunnel 
routes at Auto World 

Monitared lfMD (proposed fire and police facility program) 

- Discussed potential factors to be used in selecting
architectural engineering firms for ~~D program 

Monitored current status of Oak Park urban renewal plan
amendment work 

Auto WO[ld and sanitary tunnel routing 

The meeting discussion concentrated upon a possibility that 
any route other than the present contract route (#1) cQuld 
actually be reviewed. approved. and easements obtained or 
granted by the time they are needed so work on the project 
can be maintained. 

There 	is some concern that with route #2 it might not be 
possible to adequately consider and decide on the advisability 
ot granting surface easements until early in January, 1982. 
Presently. the contractor is at Fourth Avenue and North with 
his dewatering installation and will be proceeding on to the 
Auto World site immediately along whiohever route he is 
directed to take. Our considerations during this session 
revolved around three questions, 

1. Do we follow route #1 (the present contrac-t, route) ? 

2. 	 Do we continue trying to implement route #2 work (a route 
that cuts northeast from'..the intersection of Fourth 
Avenue and North )1 
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3. 	 Do we install dewatering wells along both routes #1 

and #2 to take care of the eventuality of either. 

or the other being utilized? 


The decision is important because dewatering is a necessary
prerequisite to the tunneling process. and it is anticipated
that tunneling crews could be at the intersection of Saginaw
and Third within 60 working days or by early or mid March.1982. 
rt is possible that with overtime or shift work the current 
sohedu1e might be expedited. Any acceleration, of course. 
would be atithe discretion of the contractor. Therefore. 
the actual tunneling route must be firmed up ready for field 
release no later than March 1, 1982 (working day 296) and 
preferably in January or early February, 1982. Analysing the 
current network model it appears it may be difficult with a 
deferred decision on route #2 to meet the current date require
ment so continuity of operation, partiou1arly dewatering,
is maintained. 

It must be remembered that there are governmental and 
regulatory agencies approvals required it changes are made. 
Theee elements all played a part in our discussion of the 
factors. 

To thoroughly evaluate this matter, we covered random points
and discuBsed them in detail. Some of the tactors reviewed 
included. 

The impact ot route #1 on Auto World foundations is yet e:4 
to be 	totally evaluated. Some reduction in the urgency ~ 
of this evaluation was experienced upon the apparent C6, ~ 
agreement on an a.lternate route to :#1. However. immediate., 
activity has been initiated to look in more detail at ~/ro.~
the impact of route #1 tunnel location upon building ,.-h 
footings and visa versa, the impact of the footings ~ooo 
upon route #1. It generally can be assumed that the 
tupnel will. at least in part, be installed prior to 
oonstruction 01 footings. This evaluation is ext~.mely
important and should be pursued as vigorously as possible. 

In order to follow the dewatering route on #2 probably
three wellS would have to be installed on privately . ~ •.~~ 
held land. In addition, six to eight more would have 
to be installed on Fifth Avenue. It would not be 
appropriate to install the wells on the private property
without full written authorization of the owner. 

Since route #2 had been selected after a very intense 

evaluation of the known factors, it was felt that it 

at all possible, route #2 should still be considered 
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valid and a part of our discussion until it is 
conclusively proven we cannot follow that course 
of action. 

The impact of the decisions that could be made must be 
evaluated in respect to a delay to either or both the 
sewer project and the Auto World program. Although 
at present our concern is aimed at removing all 
causes of delay to dewatering and tunnel installation 
it is equally important to avoid delays, particularly 
to the proposed opening date, in the Auto World program. 

we are assuming that PAS! itl work should be su)stantially
oomplete before starting any production footing
installation on Auto World. Since PAS! #1 work could 
take as much as two months to install, this means 
that the impact of tunnel routes on PAS! #1 work will 
be refleoted directly in an impact upon Auto World 
construction. 

Another consideration with Auto World deals with what 
would be necessary for revision to contraot doouments 
if special provisions did have to be made for toundations 
near the tunnel. Again, this makes imperative an 
immediate analysis of the interaotion between Auto World 
foundations and the tunnel on route #1. 

(rhe impact of, or on, land easement acquisition is, of 
oourse, of major importance in re-evaluating the 
routes. It is not possible to tollow route #2 unless 
the easement matter can be explicitly cleared and 
resolved. Therefore, it is of prime importance that 
everyone understand the critical nature of this matter 
if any .other route than #1 is to be used. 

'rhe current status of the sewer pr ogram is that design
has proceeded on route #2 and if used, schematics 
must be presented to the DNR for approval after whioh 
the conventional change order process must be carried 
out with ultimate approval of the cost made by DNR 
before the city commission will authorize proceeding
with the work. This is a time consuming program and 
one that could very well be prohibitively long. 

The project group at this session carried their decision 
analysis as :far as was appropriate and then diacussed 
the matter with ;\1r. DeBlaiee, director of public wcrks. 
The oonclusion reached was that we should proceed on 
the basie of using route #1 but to explore the 
possibilities of doing early multiple route dewatering. 
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However. the basic decision is that unless other 
influences are brought to bear on this matter that 
route #1 will be the route followed. 

It was emphasized that an immediate evaluation of the 
impact of route III on Auto \~orld foundations is a high
priority of need. It is aleo important tbat we insure 
that the parties involved in granting easements understand 
fully the alternatives proposed so we can. with confidence. 
move along the selected route presently established as #1. 

Police. fire. and neighborhood revitalization program (WWn) 

A slippage in our desired progress has oocured. primarily
because of some staff load difficulties but basically
because of a need to more thoroughly oonsider and discuss 
alternate traffic routes and methods in the area. Mr. Urauy
feels they will have the final report in the hands of the 
sign off gr,oup by December 29. 1981 (working day 253) with 
a final sign off now soheduled for January 6. 1982 (working
day 258). This is ten working days later than originally
desired. Mr. Ursuy feels they will be able to have the 
report to the mayor by January 7, 1982 (working day 259).
whioh. provided adequate pre-information ie given the mayor, 
may still allow him to review and approve the report by our 
original target of January 20, 1982 (working day 268). 

The project team will follow progress oarefUlly so as to make 
every effort to bring it back on line. At our next aession 
we will complete preparing the network model on through 
to completion of construction and turnover. This will 
include planning land aoquisition and construction in 
more detail than previously. 

At our session we also made a detailed presentation and 
review of the factors of importance in selecting an 
architectural engineering firm for the program. ~hese factors 
are listed in Monitoring Report #124, dated December 17, 1981 
on pages 3 and 4. The review of the factors was made on the 
basis that same of the people at the meeting would undoubtedly
be on the architectural engineering selection committee. 
Therefore. it is the objective of the project team to 
provide guidance in terms of the factors that are important
in selecting a design firm. 

Eaoh member of the project team is urged to carefully
review the factors and to consider methods by which those 
that overlap or are similar can be combined. The objective
is to reduce the total number of factors to between 10 and 
12. At our next session we will address this matter of 
factor consolidation and also discuss faotor weights. 
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Each of those at this session agreed to assign what they
consider to be a relative weight to each factor from 1 to 
9. A weight of nine means that that factor is of high
importance in the evaluation process. A, weight of one 
indioates that the factor is of little or no importance
in the selection of a design firm. It is important that 
we carefully assign these weights with appropriate spreads
between high and low so that an accurate evaluation can 
result from the weighting process. 

oak Park urban renewal plan amendment 

At present the DCD is working to complete their survey of 
existing lands and struotures. T'his work has been somewhat 
slowed by staff shortages, but :)lr. Ursuy says that they will 
still try to complete the major part of the work by 
January 11, 1982 (working day 261). Concurrently work is 
proceeding on preparation of Oak Park project plans and 
proposals. Our ma~or goal has been to have the first public
meeting with the Oak Park Citizens District Council,(OPCDC)
by January 12, 1982 (working day 262). This may be a very
difficult date of meet because, in addition to the survey being
slightly behind schedule, there has been some difficulty in 
assembling an adequate number of people within the Oak Park 
Citizens Di*trict Council organization to constitute a proper
number for pla.n review. This matter is presently being
addressed by the city of Flint, the project team and the 
local residents. Hopefully, it will be resolved concurrently
with preparation of preliminary plans for presentation. 

At our session it was decided to utilize the durations shown 
on sheets #57 and #58, Issue #4, dated December 10, 1981 
(working day 241) as the basis far the final drafted sheets 
from which we have monitored the project. T shall have 
the logic plans dated in accordance with these sheets and 
issue them at our next session if at all possible. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will set the agenda for the next meeting and 
transmit it to all concerned. May I wish everybody a proSperous
and a very happy new year. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJSlsps 

TOI N~. Andrew N. Nester, P.E. 




